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‘Stay Close to God,’
Bishop Advises
Labor, Management
NEWARK More than 1,000 representatives of
labor and management gathered in Sacred Heart Cathedral
for the annual Labor Day Mass Sept. 7, and heard Auxiliary
Bishop Curtis offer a basic solution to industrial problems:
elnr>v 4/\ *8 -
“Stay close to God.”
The Mats was sponsored by
the Pope Pius XII Institute of
Industrial Relations and was cele-
brated by Archbishop Boland.
The Archbishop also presided and
•poke at a Communion breakfast
at Thomm's Restaurant, held un-
der the auspices of the Guild of
6t. Joseph the Worker. Principal
speaker at the breakfast was
Louis F. Buckley, regional di-
rector, Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics, U. S. Department of Labor.
In his sermon at the Mass,
Bishop Curtis emphasized that
the labor-management problem
i* a continuing one involving hu-
man beings and there should be
a continuing solution.
BISHOP CURTIS cited the pres-
ence of two problems. One he
aaid, is in the very materialistic
atmosphere in which we live. The
other is in keeping up strength
when the solution is known, in
other words, by staying close to
God. He praised those present in
the cathedral as giving concrete
evidence of their awareness of
the "continuing” solution.
At the breakfast. Archbishop
Boland stressed the role of St.
Joseph, not only as the foster fa-
ther of Jesus Christ, but also as
the worker and head of the fami-
ly.
THE WORKER i* at peace, the
Archbishop said, when he faith-
full* perform* hi* everyday du-
ue*. fliafu why St. Joseph is
the model of workers.
He had two (unctions to ful-
fill, one as the foster father
and protector of Our Lord; and
the other, using his talents of
craftsmanship every day in his
carpentry shop. Both of these
functions were performed with
the utmost of faithfulness, the
Archbishop said.
Mr. Buckley pointed out that
the problems in the field of labor-
management are very closely
related to the present "dangerous
international situation."
"UNLESS WE solve problems
such as unemployment, racial
discrimination, slums in our cit-
ies, corruption and abuses of po-
sition and power in labor and
management, restrictive work
practices and lack of good faith
in collective bargalng," he said,
"we are endangering our rela
lions with other nations and suf-
fering economic losses within our
country at a time that good will
among nations and maximum
production are so essential."
It should not be necessary, he
said, for government to solve la-
the labor-management problems.
There are other alternatives.
"For example," he said, “if
members of unions were more
regular in attending meetings and
in participating in union activi-
ties and elections, many of the
problems of union corruption
could.have been resolved by the
group itself."
Arrhh^hon8T^^hiF1 ir^g- *e
,
]Ubor Day Mass in Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral, Archbishop Boland b eased typical item* of the every-day workingman’* in-
struments. Assisting him is Rev. William N. Field of Seton Hall University.Looking on is Samuel Di Baldi, president of the Guild of St. Joseph the Worker
which sponsored the Mass.
Cardinal
Tedeschini
‘Sinking’
ROME (NC) - Cardinal Tede-
schini. Prefect of the Sacred
Congregation of St. Peter's Basil
lea, was reported to be sinking
slowly In the wake of intestinal
surgery.
The Cardinal was put under a
local anesthetic while a pus
sack, which had formed on a sec-
tion of artificial Intestine, was
removed.
The 85-year-old Prince of the
Church initially appeared to be
recovering satisfactorily from the
operation. But he took a turn
for the worse Sept. S, the same
day he asked Archbishop Angelo
DeU'Acqus, of the Vatican Sec-
retariat of State, to convey his
profound gratitude to Pope John
XXIII for the Pontiffs blessings
and prayers in his behalf.
Archbishop Dell'Acqua visited
(he Cardinal in his hospital room,
and was there when Cardinal
Tedeschini received Holy Com-
munion.
One of the six Cardinal Bish-
ops, Cardinal Tedeschini had suf-
fered an attack of bronchitis
prior to his operation.
Pope’s Birthplace
Improving Roads
BERGAMO, Italy (NC)—The
hamlet of Sotto il Monte, caught
unprepared by 1U sudden fame
as birthplace of Pope John
XXIII, has been hastily im-
proving its roads and parking
facilities to accommodate an
Increasing flow of visitors.
SetOrthodox,
Catholic Talks
VATICAN CITY (RNS)
Vatican Radio reported that
10 representatives of the
Catholic Church and an equal
number from Eastern Ortho-
dox Churches will convene in
Venice, Italy, next year for “the-
ology disussions of interest to
both churches.” No date for the
meeting was disclosed.
“The Venice conference,” it de-
clared, “represents a meeting be-
tween the separated Church of
the East and Rome on a wider
and more representative basis
than has occurred in the past.”
THE BROADCAST said the Or-
thodox delegation would include
Dr. Hamilcar Alivisatos, profes-
sor of theology, University of
Athens; Father Florevsky, a
priest and doctor of theology in
Paris; and Prof. Crysostomo Cos-
tantinidis of Halki Seminary, Is-
tanbul, Turkey.
Names of the Catholic represen-
taUves were not given by the
Vatican staUon.
New Nuncio to Peru
Once Served Here
VATICAN CITY - Archbishop
Romolo Carbonl, who served in
the Apostolic Delegation in Wash-
ington for five years starting in
1940, has been named Apostolic
Nuncio to Peru.
Archbishop Asks Generosity
In Peter’s Pence Collection
NEWARK Noting that Chris-
tian charity "knows no frontiers,"
Archbishop Boland has asked the
Catholics of the Archdiocese to
respond generously to the Peter’s
Pence collection to be taken up
at all churches Sept. 20.
In a letter to be read at all
Masses this Sunday, the Arch-
bishop pointed out that these
funds are used by the Holy Fa-
ther to support his world-wide
charities.
"It is e sacred privilege to be
able to assist our Holy Father in
l'ls untiring efforts to ease the
pain and bring a measure of con-
solation to our afflicted brethren
In the MysUcal Body of Christ,"
the Archibishop said.
The Archbishop also asked
Catholics "to pray dally for the
Holy Father’s intentions.”
TIIE TEXT OF the letter fol-
lows:
"Next Sunday, Sept. 20, the
faithful of the Archdiocese of
Newark will be requested to
make their annual offering of Pe-
ter's Pence for the support of the
Holy Father and the works of the
Holy Sec. We havj been priv-
ileged in the past to merit by our
generosity the patqrnal gratitude
of the Sovereign Pontiff, tha late
beloved Pope Pius XII, who was
pleased to call us ‘his bountiful
cooperators in his vast work of
Christian charity.'
"This year let us make our con-
tribution to Peter's Penes not
only an unqualified expression of
allegiance and devoted loyalty to
Pope John XXIII, now gloriously
reigning, but also a vivid mani-
festation of the Catholic solidar-
ity that binds the Archdiocese of
Newark to the Chair of Peter.
"DAY BY DAY the Sovereign
Pontiff receives news about con-
ditions and happenings in the
world and reports on the danger-
ous possibilities of the present
hour.
"Hunger, sickness, chaos, earth-
quakes, famine and flood bring
fresh sorrow to his paternal heart
and each mail carries new ap-
peals for material assistance. His
suffering children from every
quarter of the earth cry out to
their common spiritual father for
help and he stretches forth his
hand of mercy and gives ail that
is in his power to give, for Chris-
tian charity, like the Gospel of
Christ, knows no frontiers.
“If the liely Father Is able
to sustain the heavy burdens of
his apostolic office in these dif-
ficult times, it is due, under
God, to the consolation and sup-
port arTorded him by devoted
Catholics who, like the faithful
of our own Archdiocese, have
a loyal and sympathetic under-
standing of the responsibilities
of the Sovereign Pontiff. It Is
a sacred privilege to be able to
assist our Holy Father hi hit un-
tiring efforts to ease the pain
and bring a measure of consola-
tion to our afflicted brethren in
the Mystical Body of Christ.
“In the name of Our Blessed
Lord, 1 ask you to pray daily for
the Holy Father's intentions and
to respond with true Christian
charity to our appeal for a gen-
erous contribution to this year's
Peter's Pence collection.
“May God bless you all!**
To Build New Girls' High
At St. Michael’s, Newark
NEWARK Plana for anew high school for girls at
St. Michael's parish were announced this week by Rev.
Hugh J. Fitzsimmons, pastor, with permission of Arch-
bishop Boland.
The school, which Is expected to be ready by 1962, will
Include classroom facilities for at
least 300 girts and an audltorium-
g> mnasium with modern cafeter-
ia. A second phase of the con-
struction project will be anew
cenacle (convent) for the Trini-
tarian Sisters with a kindergar-
ten attached.
The new construction on prop-
erty near the church wall consoli-
date the scattered parish plant, in
which at present only four of the
11 parish buildings are located in
the same block with the church.
AT PKESENT St. Michael's is
a coeducational high school, but
the percentage of boys in the
student body has decreased to
about one-fourth since the open-
ing of nearby Essex Catholic
High School for boys three years
ago. The total enrollment of the
school has dwindled from more
than 350 to 2*2. The Sisters of
Charity of St. Elizabeth, Convent
StaUon, staff the school.
This will be the last year that
new male students will be ac-
cepted at the school. It is ex-
pected that the new building, to
accommodate a minimum of 300
students, will be complete In 1962
as an all-girls high school. It will
be for girls of the parish who
will attend without cost, and
girls of other North Newark par-
ishes on a tuition basis.
The school will contain at least
12 classrooms, an auditorium-
gymnasium, and other facilities.
I* will be designed by Fanning
and Associates of Paterson.
THE NEW convent will be de-
signed to accommodate five Mis-
sionary Servants of the Most
Blessed Trinity who give cate-
chetical instruction to public
school pupils five days a week.
The new wing for the parochial
achool kindergarten which they
also staff will be attached to
their convent.
Father Fitzsimmons explained
that the present high school build-
ing will become the grade school,
and also the scene of the Trini-
tarians' catechetical and convert
classes. Currently the building
houses part of the grammar
achool while the other part, in-
cluding the kindergarten, ia locat-
ed 2H blocks away in the Lyceum
at Broad St. and Fourth Ave.
The convent occupied by the
Trinitariana for 40 years is three
blocks away on Stone St. and
Park Ave. It ia an 80-year-old
house which once served as an
evangelical mission. Their cate-
chetical work Is conducted In an-
other house on Stone St.
Even the high school gymnas-
ium is located some four blocks
away in an antiquated building
at 37 Bloomfield Ave.
The outlying buildings soon to
he replaced will be sold, Father
Fitzsimmons said.
Three Irish Priests
Assigned, Seven
Others Transferred
PATERSON Three priests ordained in Ireland
received their firfc assignments and seven changes in
assistant posts were announced by Bishop McNulty this
week.
The appointmentsare all effective Sept. 12.
The three Irish priests, all
ordained in June at St. Patrick'a
College, Carlow, Ireland, are
coming to their llrst assign-
ments. They are:
Rev. Anthony McLaughlin, to
St. Nicholas, Passaic; Rev.
James Gacquln to Holy Spirit,
Pequannock; and Rev. Patrick
Flanagan, to St. Joseph's, Mend-
ham, all as assistants.
THE OTHER appointments
are:
Rev. Vincent J. Puma from St.
Mary's, Paterson, to administra-
tor of the Puerto Rican mission
of St. John the Baptist, Dover,
and chaplain at Mater Dolorosa
Convent, Denville.
Rev. Francis X. Denneby from
Assumption, Morristown, to chap-
lain at St. Joseph’s Hospital, Pat-
erson.
Rev. Frsncis X. McCarthy from
St. Nicholas, Passaic, to U. S.
Army as chaplain.
Rev. Francis X. McCarthy from
cred Heart, Dover, to Assump-
tion, Morristown.
Rev. James*A. Smith from St.
Monica's, Susses, to Our Lady of
Victories, Paterson.
Rev. Joseph A. Cassidy from
chaplain, St. Joseph's Hospital,
to assistant at St. Mary's, Pat-
erson.
Rev. Vincent S. McCluskey,
from Our Lady Queen of Peace,
Branchvtlle, to Sacred Heart, Dov-
er.
School Superintendent,
3 Assistants
,
2 Pastors
Named by Archbishop
NEWARK Rev. Joseph P. Tuitt has been named
superintendentof schools of the Newark Archdiocese, and
Rev. William P. Lavery and Rev. James H. Sullivan have
been named pastors of Our Lady Star of the Sea, Bayonne
and St Paul of the Cross, Jersey City, respectively.
...I ■ -
.
These and other appointments,
effective Sept. 12, were made
this week by Archbishop Boland.
The Archbishop also named
three assistant superintendents
-oi schools: Rev. Daniel A. Mur-
phy, Rev. William J. Daly and
Rev. Francis R. Loßianco.
Also included in the appoint-
ments were new assignments for
eight assistant priests and chang-
es of residence for four priests
who are on the faculty of Queen
of Peace High School, North Ar-
lington.
FATHER TUITE served as a
member of the Archdiocesan
School Commission under the late
Msgr. William F. Lawlor, whom
he succeeds as superintendent.
Fathers Murphy and Daly have
also been members of the School
Commission. Father Loßianco is
director of the Mt. Carmel Guild's
Apostolate for the Retarded and
a member of the Special Educa-
tion Department formed as part
of the archdiocesan school depart-
ment last Spring by Archbishop
Boland.
Fathers Tuite and Daly are
members of the faculty of Seton
Pall Preparatory School, South
Orange, and Father Murphy is a
faculty member of Seton Hall
University. Father Daly is chap-
lain of the National Newman
Alumni Association and assistant
headmaster of the Prep.
FATHER LAVERY goes to Star
of the Sea parish from East
Orange Veterans AdministraUon
Hospital where he held the post
of chaplain since the hospital
opened in October, 1952.
Father Sullivan assumes the
pastorate of SL Paul of the
Cross, following six years as
chaplain of Holy Name Hospital,
Teaneck.
Father Tuite Is the son of
F*trick J. and Anna Sheridan
ITuite of Newark. He attended
Seton H*ll Prep and was graduat-
ed from Seton Hall University.
He made his theological studies
at Immaculate Conception Sem-
inary. Darlington, and was or-
dained on June 7, 1941, by the
late Archbishop Walsh.
He has spent most of his priest-
ly career as an educator, the ma-
jority of it at Seton Hall Prep,
with the exception of a brief per-
iod as comptroller of Seton Hall
University in 1942-43, and a tour
as U.S. Army chaplain, 1943-46.
He holds the M.A. degree from
Seton Hall University and the
Ph.D. from SL John's Univer-
sity, Brooklyn.
He was assigned to the Arch-
diocesan School Commission in
October, 1955.
FATHER LA VERY, the son of
Michael and Anna DeGross La-
very of West Mew -York, was
graduated from St. Peter's Pre-
paratory School, Jersey City, and
Seton Hall University. After com-
pleting his theological studies at
Immaculate Conception Semln-
ary, Darlington, he was ordained
May 30, I>3l, by the late Arch-
bishop Walsh.
He served briefly at St. Venan-
tius, Orange, after his ordination,
then went to St. Teresa's, Sum-
mit, and later to Sacred Heart,
Bloomfield.
In 1943 he Joined the Army as
a chaplain, serving at the Air
Corps Convalescent hospitals in
Nashville, Tenn., and Plattsburg,
N.Y., and at the Veterans Ad-
ministration's Neuropsychiatric
Hospital, Marion, Ind., until 1952.
Father Lavery celebrated his
silver jubilee in 1956.
FATHER SULLIVAN, a naUve
of Kenilworth, is the son of Den-
nis M. and Catherine Sheehan
Sullivan. After graduation from
Seton Hall Prep and University
he entered Immaculate Concep-
tion Seminary, Darlington, for
theological studies. He was or-
dained on June 7, 1941, by the
bishop Walsh.
He was assigned to St. Aloy-
sius, Caldwell, from 1935 to 1953,
during which time he also was
instructor of religion at Caldwell
College for Women. He went to
Holy Name Hospital Sept. 12,
1953.
FATHER MURPHY, the son of
Dennis A. and Mary Higgins Mur-
phy, was born in Newark and
graduated from Seton Hall Prep
and University. Since his ordina-
tion on June 3, 1939, by Arch-
bishop Walsh, he has been on
the faculties of Seton Hall Prep
and University.
He holds the M.A. from Seton
Hall University and the Ph. D.
from Fordham University In
New York City. He was named
to the Arcbdiocesan School Com-
mission In October, 1965.
FATHER DALY, a native of
Jersey City, Is the son of William
J. and Genevieve Foley Daly. A
graduate of Seton HaU Prep and
University, be made his theo-
logical studies at Immaculate
Conception Seminary, Darling-
ton, and was ordained June 15,
1946, by Archbishop Walsh.
Like Father Murphy, he has
been continuously stationed at
Seton Hall, currently serving as
assistant headmaster of the Prep.
He was named to the School
Commission in October, 1955.
He holds M.A. from Seton Hall
University and the Ph. D. from
St. John’s University, Brooklyn.
Last March Father Daly was ap-
pointed chaplain of the National
Newman Alumni Association by
Archbishop Leo Bln* of Dubu-
que, lowa.
FATHER LOBIANCO was born
in Fairview, the son of Carl B.
end Erma Loßianco. He was
graduated from St. Peter’s Prep,
Jersey City, and Seton Hall Uni-
versity. After completion of his
theological studies at Immaculate
Conception Seminary, Darlington,
he was ordained May 30, 1934, by
Archbishop Boland.
He served at Holy Family, Nut-
ley, and ML Carmel, Jersey City,
before being appointed first di-
rector of Mt. Carmel Guild’s De-
partment for the Mentally Re-
tarded, first in Essex County,
then on the archdiocesan level.
Hu residence is at the Catholic
Guidance Center, Newark.
THE OTHER appointments
concern:
Rev. James A. Carey, appoint-
ed assistant at St. Mary’s, Plain-
field;
Rev. Nell J. Smith, from St.
Mary’s, Plainfield, to Our Lady
of Victories, Jersey City;
Rev. Edward M. Swierzblnskl,
from St. James, Springfield, to
chaplain of Holy Name Hospital,
Tcaneck;
Rev. Thaddeus F. Zuber, from
St. Ann’s, Jersey City, to St.
Mark’s, Rahway;
Rev. Richard M. Nardone, from
Our Lady of Good Counsel, New-
ark, to St. James, Springfield;
Rev. Martin J. Silver, appoint-
ed to St. Paul's, Jersey City;
Rev. Edward J. Ciuba, recent-
ly returned from Rome, to St.
Ann's Polish Church, Jersey City;
Rev. Richard Ehrenberg, from
Camp Christ the King, Freling-
buy sen Township, to Our Lady of
Good Counsel, Newark.
THE FOUR members of the
faculty of Our Lady Queen of
Peace High School who will
change their residences are:
Rev. William D. Driscoll, from
Immaculate Conception, Secau-
cus, to Our Lady Queen of
Peace; Rev. James F. O’Brien,
from Our Lady Queen of Peace
L. St. Francis, Ridgefield Park;
Rev. Alfred S. Arvay, from Our
Lady Queen of Peace to Imma-
culate Conception, Secaucus; and
Rev. Jum F. Travers, (nun
St. Francis, Ridgefield Park, to
Our Lady Queen of Peace.
Father Tuite
Khrushchev’s
Visit Sparks
Prayer Drive
NEWARK Looking forward to the forthcoming
American visit by Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev,
Archbishop Boland of Newark and McNulty of
Paterson in separate actions have requested special serv-
ices in churches under their jurisdiction.
Archbishop Boland haa or-
dered that a novena in honor of
Our Lady, Queen of Peace, be
held in all churches and institu-
tional-oratories of the Archdio-
cese beginning Sept 14, the eve
of the Russian dictator's arrival.
Bishop McNulty has granted
permission for an evening Mass
tar every parish, Institution and
chapel on Sept. 15, the Feast of
Our Sorrowful Mother and the
day the communist leader is to
arrive here.
ARCHBISHOP BOLAND alio
requested that on all school days
during the visit, the students at
Catholic schools in the Newark
Archdiocesa be requested to say
three Hail Marys. He suggested
that these be said at the
beginning of the school day or at
the close of the afternoon ses-
sion.
Bishop McNulty’s additional
request was that the Memorare
be said after all Masses In the
Paterson Diocese starting Sept.
13 and continuing until the end
of the month.
This prayer and the special
Masses, he said, are to be of-
fered for the victims of atheistic
communism, for captive nations
suffering the cruelties of godlcss-
ness, and for America.
ARCHBISHOP BOLAND in his
letter to priests requesting the
novena in all churches, suggested
that it consist of recitation of the
Rosary, a prayer to St. Joseph
before the Blessed Sacrament,
and Benediction of the Blessed
Sacrament.
He pointed out that “Our
Lady asked for the daily Rosary
in her blueprint for peace at
Fatima and St. Joseph was
designated by Pope Plus XI In
1*37 (as) our heavenly patron
against communism.”
The intention assigned to the
Newark program Is "that Al-
mighty God may protect our
country from all harm and that
He direct wth His divine wisdom
the official conferences or discus-
sions, planned for these days,
that they may lead to the preser-
vation of peace and the promo-
tion of our national happiness.’*
KHRUSHCHEV’S arrival will
spark a tremendous prayer cru-
sade throughout the country. Al-
ready program* similar to thoaa
in Newark and Pateraoo have
been ordered in Boston, Wash-
ington, Cincinnati, New York,
Fort Wayne and New Orleans.
la Boston, Carina! Cashing
has asked that special prayers
be recited from Sept. 15 to 24,
the period during which Khr-
ushchev will be in this cmm-
try.
Archbishop Patrick A. O’Boyle
of Washington has asked Catho-
lics there to attend Mass and
receive Communion Sept 14, IS
and 16. Special evening Maseea
are to be said in all churches the
day of Khrushchev’s arrival.
Peace and freedom is the inten-
tion for the Mass triduum, for
which the Archbishop hss com-
posed a special prayer.
By order of Archbishop Karl
J. Alter of Cincinnati, special
prayers will be recited at all
Masses there during the Red
Premier’s stay.
IN NEW YORK, Cardinal Spell-
man has asked that a Holy Hour
be held in every church and chap-
lel on Sept. 14. He prepared a
special “Prayer for America” to
be recited at the Holy Hours.
Bishop Leo A. Parsley of Fort
Wayne asked for special Mass-
es In all churches there on the
day of Khrushchev’s arrival.
“The Intention,” he said, “wQI
be for the souls of the uncount-
ed dead for whose murder this
man is responsible, for the lib-
eration of the living and half-
alive who are still under his
heel” and for the salvation of
Russia and Khrushchev.
Archbishop Joseph F. Rum me!
of New Orleans asked Catholics
to extend “normal courtesies” to
the Red leader and take part In
a period of prayer, details of
which ho will announce Sept. 13.
So. African Prelates
Call for Integration
CAPE TOWN, South Africa (NC) The Christian
answer to South Africa’s race problem is integration, two
South African Archbishops declared from separata plat-
forms.
Archbishop Owen McCann of Cape Town told come
1,500 persons In the cily hall
here:
“The way to preserve Chris-
tian civilization is to bring it to
those who do not have it, and
that means essentially integra-
tion in a common way of living,
not merely on the economic
plane but also on the social
level."
Noting that the South African
government's official policy of
apartheid—strict racial segrega-
tion—has been claimed in some
quarters as a way to save Chris-
tian civilization. Archbishop Mc-
Cann said that "such a policy
is not the way to save civiliza-
tion but to undermine It."
ARCHBISHOP Denis E. Hur
Icy, 0.M.1., of Durban, speaking
in Pretoria, asserted that those
who oppose racial Integration sin
by commission against Justice
and charity. Those who are
merely Indifferent sin by omis-
sion, he said, adding that the
only possible Christian attitude la
the acUve fostering of Integra-
tion.
Archbishop Hurley spoke on
the "Catholic Attitude to Race
Relations” at a symposium or-
ganized by the Kolbe Association
in Pretoria. He held that the
spiritual Implications of the ra-
cial situaUon are so far-reaching
that the Church dare not disre-
gard the race problem. He con-
tinued:
"The Chnrch’a duty is two-
fold—a duty to truth and char-
ity. The doty to truth is pri-
marily the duty of the hier-
archy. The Bishops must see
to it that the principles they
have enunciated are translated
Into vivid lessons from the
pulpit . . .
“The duty of charity falls on
every member of the Church. It
is not enough to do no harm;
wc are positively commanded te
do good.”
STATUE BLESSED: Archbishop Boland addresses
crowd attending ceremonies at which he blessed the
statue of St. Joseph the Worker at St. Joseph’s Vil-
lage, Rockleigh. Dedication took place Sept. 6, the
eve of Labor Day. The village is a 17-building home
for dependent children.
People in the Week’s News
Archbishop Antonio Ribcri his
presented his credentials as
Apostolic Nuncio to Ireland to
President Eamon de Valera.
Archbishop Ramon J. Castel-
lano of Cordoba. Argentina, has
suggested a showdown between
the Church and communism “to
blast once and for all the Marx-
ist-Leninist theory.”
Rev. Richard Timm, American
Holy Cross priest, is conducting
government - sponsored research
in Pakistan on plant pests which
are destroying vital crops.
Rev. Stephen J. Kelleher of
New York, 44. has been named
assistant secretary of the Catho-
lic Near East Welfare Associa-
tion and assistant to the presi-
dent of the Pontifical Mission
for Palestine. He will leave short-
ly for the Near East to super-
vise relief work of the two or-
ganizations.
Archbishop John Dooley,
BS.C., Apostolic Delegate to Ha-
noi, and his secretary. Rev. Ter-
ence O’Driscell, S.S.C., both ex-
pelled from communist northern
Vietnam, have arrived in Rome.
WUUam Congdon, an American
painter living in Italy, has be-
come a Catholic seven years aft-
er his interest in the Church was
stimulated by Gregorian Chant
and the beauty of the liturgy.
Rev. Roberta Tuecl, 8.J., of
Naples, 38, a theologian and ex-
pert on Protestantism, has been
named director' of Civilta Cat-
tolica, monthly published by the
Jesuit Province of Rome.
Archbishop Giacomo Testa,
President of the Pontifical
Academy in Rome, has been
named a consultor to the Sacred
Congregation of Religious.
Msgr. William Kubelbeck, far-
mer Vicar General of Superior,
Wis., has been elected ad-
ministrator until appointment of
anew Bishop.
Died...
Premier Maurice Duplessls of
Quebec, 69, one of Canada’s
leading political figures.
Thomas H. Lecraft, 55, archi-
tecture department head at Cath-
olic University of America,
Washington.
Rev. Thomas P. Cunningham,
S. J., of Point Barrow, Alaska,
52. "parish priest of the Arctic,”
where he served for 25 years.
Pope Sends Money
To Flood Victims
TAIPEI, Formosa (NC) Pope
John XXIII has sent $lO,OOO for
relief of victims of the August
floods in central Formosa.
The floods here were the worst
in 50 years. The death toll was
668, with more than 300 missing.
More than 700 tons of food were
sent into the area by Catholic
Relief Services NCWC.
ON THE OUTSKIRTS: Above is the St. Michael’s
Lyceum at Broad St. and Fourth Ave., Newark, which
houses the lower grades of the parish school, while
the rest of the school meets in part of the high school
building. This and four other buildings located two
or three blocks from the church will be sold after a
new high" school and convent make possible the con-
solidation of the parish plant. (Story on Page 1).
Holy Father Says Eucharist
Can Help to Promote Peace
CASTELGANDOLFO Recall-
ing that he himself is a veteran
of World War I, Pope John
XXIII, in a message to a veter-
ans' pilgrimaße to Lourdes, call-
ed on all veterans to forget old
hatreds and unite for peace.
A day later, in a letter nam-
ing Cardinal Mimml as Papal
Legate to the National Italian
Eucharistic Congress which had
opened Sept. 6, the Pope empha-
sized the power of the Holy Eu-
charist in dissolving discord and
binding men to God.
THE PILGRIMAGE to Lourdes
marked the 20th anniversary of
the outbreak of World War II
Pilgrimage participants came
from all over the world and in-
cluded a group of 120 Moslems
who served in the French army.
In his letter of appointment to
Cardinal Mimmi, the Holy Fa
ther declared:
"Since the Eucharist Is by
Its nature a sacrament of unity
and peace, if it is received with
piety it strongly binds to God
and to one another all who
claim the name of Christian.
They must feel themselves the
members of one society, of one
family and of one body."
"Because of this the faithful
who nourish themselves at the
Communion rail have a horror of
disputes, of hatreds, of envy and
of anything capable of rendering
fraternal unity."
IN TWO GENERAL audiences
during the week, the Pope ex-
pressed sympathy for the plight
of Hungary and said that while
the Pope can be patient he will
be only firm, clear and immova-
able when it comes to temporiz-
ing with evil
lie touched on the situation
In Hungary while speaking of
the Feast of St. Stephen, King
of Hungary, who established
the Hungarian nation. He said
the situation there is such that
one wonders whether Christian
civilization has passed over the
nation without leaving a trace.
Regarding temporizing with
evif, the Pope cited the example
of St. John the Baptist who sac-
rificed his life for his faith.
Everyone, he said, must draw a
lesson from this for himself.
Christian life, he said, does not
consist simply of praising the
Lord and honoring Him by out
w<rd show, but it docs consist
of the fulfillment of the Ten 1
Commandments and of saying (
"no” to evil In all its forms.
In daily life, he said, one often
hears it said that the Church
could be more lenient, that it
could agree to a few small com-
promises. But this, he declared,
it can never do.
On Sept. 6. Pope John cele-
brated Mass in Castelgandolfo's
parish church on the town's
patronal feast day. The date is
the Feast of St. Sebastian.
The Pope walked to the church
from his summer residence and
was greeted by Cardinal Pizzar-
do. Bishop of Albano, the subur-
hicarian See in which Castelgan-
dolfo is located.
In a brief sermon the Pope
praised the loyalty of the town’s
citizens to their Christian tradi-
tions.
EARLIER DURING a general
audience the Pope had spoken to
members of the Italian Associa
lion of Catholic Teachers and
urged them to acquire a sure
and profound knowledge of Cath-
olic doctrine.
"You form and mold the souls
of your students,” he said. "The
figure of the teacher—a memory
of whom everyone locks away in
his heart as one ol the dearest
memories of childhood—rests en-
tirely in the lofty function which
makes him an educator of souls
by means of his words, example
and the patient work he performs
with difficulty and sacrifices." |
The Pope said a teacher’s
ability ai an educator of souls
comes not from book learning
or practice, but from the grace
of God, from prayers and from
a long apprenticeship of pro-
found Christian living.
"In educating the minds and
moulding the souls of your stu-
denis, you arc preparing for
(yourselves in heaven one of the
brightest crowns. Unfortunately
sometimes projects and claims,
methods and problems are given
first place. But however useful
and urgent they may be, they
must not make one lose sight of'
the end toward which everything
must be directed if it is to have)
meaning.
"This is why We encourage you
to discharge your duty with the
(most lively faith, the most stead-
fast hope and the most fervent i
icharity." he said.
Housing Vetoes Snag
Renewal Program
WASHINGTON President Eisenhower's action in
vetoing two successive housing bills has stalled federal ac-
tion on redevelopment projects such as that planned in
Newark for Seton Hall University.
Redevelopment funds are included In the housing
measure. Funds appropriated un-
der previous legislation have all
been allocated and until new
funds become available rede-
velopment with federal funds will
not be possible
Traditionally, the federal gov-
ernment provides two thirds and
city governments one-third of
funds needed to acquire title to
and clear blighted areas marked
for renewal. After clearing, the
land may bo sold at less than
cost to private agencirs.
WITH CONGRESS rushing to
adjourn, there is doubt that the
legislators will be able to come
up with a third bill. And in view
of the two previous vetoes, it is
obvious that any new bill would
have to overcome President Eis-
enhower's objections.
In his veto messages, the
President has not objected to
renewal programs. However,
he has strongly opposed a pro-
vision introduced this year to
lend money to colleges for
classroom construction. This,
he claims, la aid to education
In a "highly objectlonalbe
form.”
Effort* were made in debate
on the second bill to eliminate
this program, but each lurh at-
tempt was rebuffed The latest
bill would have earmarked (50
million for auch a program.
While thia provision is new, an-
other section of the bill would
have continued a loan program
to colleges for construction of
revenue producing facilities, such
as dormitories. About $25« mil-
lion was listed for this program,
which will also be stymied un-
less a third housing bill becomes
a reality.
Places in the Week’s News
Teachers in the Soviet zone of
may no longer work as
organists, choir directors or
church attendants.
Fire destroyed some buildings
at Benedictine St. Martin's Arch-
abbey at Bewsn, Germany, but
the cloister and church were not
damaged.
The bombed shrine of the Eng-
lish martyrs in London, close to
the Tyburn gallows on which 105
Reformation martyrs died, is to
be rebuilt.
Catholics of the St. Lomis Arch-
diocese gave 1126,530 for building
a mission church at La Pas, Bo-
livia, in an Aug. 9 collection.
Ceremonies at which Bishop
Bernard J. Flanagan will be in-
stalled as Bishop of Worcester
on Sept. 24 will be televised over
a three-station hookup.
The Kansas City-St. Joseph Di-
ocese in Missouri has given offi-
cial support to a Kansas City
ordinance which would end racial
discrimination in restaurants and
hotels.
Knights of Columbus in Indiana
staffed a Catholic information!
booth at the Indiana State Fair.!
The Archdiocese of Utrecht in
the Netherlands plans to build I
40 churches in the next five years.
Financial assistance for family,
vacations is being undertaken by
various German dioceses with
government support.
A social secretariat to spread
the Church's social teachings and
help improve living standards of
workers and peasants has been
established in the San Salvador
Archdiocese. El Salvador.
ArgenUna's Sixth National Eu
charistic Congress will be held
Oct. 7-11 in Cordoba.
In a pastoral letter issued on
'Social Justice Sunday, Sept. 6,
the Bishops of Australia out-
lined the Church's teaching in
regard to private ownership of
property.
Kyonghyang Shinmun. Catho
lie owned daily in Seoul. Korea,
which was shut down in April,
has been denied an injunction to
restrain the government from
suspending its publication.
The third Congress of the Or
ganiiation of Catholic Universi-
ties in Latin America will be
held in Pen Sept. 11-17.
Commissions to promote sa
cred music, sacred liturgy and
sacred art have been established
in the Dubuque (la.) Archdiocese.
Aviators from a six-state area
have been invited to fly to South-
port Airfield near Roeemouat,
Minn., Sept. 13 for the blessing
of planes.
The Richmond Diocese has an
nounced plans for anew minor
seminary on a 40-acre site.
First Saturday nocturnal ador
ations will be launched in the
cathedral at Youngstown. Ohio
Oct. 2 and 3 by the Knights of
Columbus and the Ancient Order
of Hibernians.
A building made possible by
donations from Catholics in Mas-
sachusetts was opened at Boys'
Town in Rome after a blessing
by Cardinal Tisserant.
The new St. John Viannry
Seminary in Miami has been
dedicated and opened to 57
candidates for the priesthood.
Slovaks Request
Action on Crime
PASSAIC Joseph G. Prusa,
supreme secretary of the Slovak
Catholic Sokol, has urged Gov.
Robert B Meyner to take immedi-
ate action to prevent a spread of
New York’s "juvenile epidemic"
to New Jersey.
In a letter to the Governor, he
suggested the establishment of
a "juvenile delinquency combat
league" to prevent the spread of
the crime wave The league, he
said, would advise parents on
how to instill dignity, obedience
j *nd integrity in their children and
how to train them physically,
morally and in selfKliscipline and
better health
He also suggested that teach
ers be given more power to dis-
cipline and punish unruly chil-
-1dren.
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FOR READY CASH...?
Come in and arrange for a Personal Loan.
It’* practical,quick and convenient. Borrow
what you need for doctor, dentiit, achool
coats, taxes or pressing bills that strain your
credit. We’ll lend from $lOO to $2,500 on
easy monthly payment terms. You’ll be
warmly welcomed. And remember...you
need not be a depositor.
THE TRUST COMPANY
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IRELAND
For your croaalng to Ireland. Cunard to Cobh la your
ticket! Two transatlantic favorites, the Mnuretania
and Britannic, sail from New York direct to Cobh 8
times from Aug. 15 to Oct. 30. Full facilities aboard
for Holy Mas*.
THIS FALL
The hrit month* art ahrod for visiting the Emerald I.Je
L-
Autumn's your chance to enjoy enthralling event*.
Dublin * Masters' Golf Tournament, the Cesarewitch
Handicap at Curragh. And fcttivaU! Cork for dims,
music at Wexford. Galway. A sparkling calendar, too.
In Scotland. England and everywhere you go on the
Continent I
CUNARD
Famous food, service, shipboard fun ... all in i/"ur
Met.' Cunard's fleet, headed by the Queen Elizabeth
and Queen Mary, offers an average of 3 sailing,
weekly to all Europe. From Aug. 23 you can take ad-
vantage of lower Thrift Season rate*. Tourist Class
•orT * l74 ' C * bin from * 2l2 ' Fin,t Has* from
See your travel agent now...,*k him also abouv'
Cunard s PrepaidService
...
the carefree, convenient
way to bring loved one* to America.
CUNARD
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tenard Lm«. 25 B •>•*. N.Y 480 9 5300 • 441 Pirk A»«., N.Y. 22, PL 5 4300
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Pftnancia/ SPecu/utu
Your key to financial security ia those dollar*
you put into a Main Mutual savings account
that help you build up a down payment on a
home—the toughest atep on the road to home
ownership.
Start today to pave the way to accurity—and
have a home of your own. Deposits earn i/l%
annually from day payments are received.
&
&*•** JKjt .'/WmuJy
• Wstaaaafag Aeam . moot field, M. J.tFUggim
Archbishop’s
Appointments
SUNDAY, SEPT. 1J
4 p.m., Graduation exercises,
St. Vincent's Hoapital School of
Nursing, Montclair.
TUESDAY, SEPT. 1$
7:30 p.m., Prcaidc, doting of
Solemn Novena to Our I,adjr of
Siluva, SS. Peter and Paul
Church, Elitabeth.
THURSDAY. SEPT. 17
8 p.m., I-ay cornerstone and
bless new rectory, Sacred
Heart of Jeiua, Irvington.
SATURDAY, SEPT. It
t a.m., Ordinatiom, Immac-
ulate Conception Seminary,
Darlington.
10:30 a.m., Laying corner-
atone of new Church of St. Val-
entine. Bloomfield, followed by
Solemn Maaa at It a.m. for
COth anniveraary of foundation
of St. Valentine’* pariah.
SUNDAY, SEPT. 10
1 p.m.. Lay comeratone and
bleat new aehool, SL Leo’s
Church, Eaat Pateraon.
K. of C.
State Council— Magr. Edward
J O'Connor, Camden diocesan
director of the Apostleship of
Prayer, will be apeak Sept. 20
as New Jersey * Knights of Co-
lumbus gather for their annual
Pilgrimage for Peace at the
Shrines of St. Mary's, Williams
town.
Joseph J. Carlin, state deputy,
has invited ail pastors to par-
ticipate in the ninth annual pil-
grimage.
Elisabeth Connell Kdward
A Kaczka, deputy grand knight,
has been appointed chairman of
the six point program. He will
be assisted by Joseph Sauer,
council activities: Edmund How-
rrd, fraternal affairs; Raymond
D O'Brien Jr, membership,
Thomas F. Gartland, public re-
lations; Ambrose Kane, youth
activities; and Dennis J. Burke,
Catholic Action. Installation of
officers will take place Sept. 15.
Bishop Wigger Council, Maple-
wood An ' open house” will
be held Sept. 14 at the council
headquarters at 708 Stuyvesant
Ave., Irvington. Speakers will be
Past State Deputy Frank J. Ott,
District Deputy Carl J. Kllng.
John J. Osbahr and Rev. Gerald
A Marchand, council chaplain.
Madonna Della IJbera Conn-
ell—The council home at 1443
45th St., North Bergen, will be
dedicated to the Blessed Virgin,
patroness of the council, Sept. 19.
The ceremony, which will include
the unveiling of a statue of the
Madonna on the roof of the build-
ing. will be followed by a dinner
dance.
Kdward Massa, grand knight,
will officiate at the unveiling.
Chairmen of the dance are Steve
Paino and Ralph Klorio.
Bloomfield Council W. L.
Kubat, past grand knight, wIU
be honored during his Zsih an
nual retreat at San Alfonso Re-
treat House, West End’, Sept. 19-
20. The retreat; captained by
James Thompson, will be the
32nd for the council.
Barrett Council, Bonnton—The
annual clambake la slated for
Sept. 13 at Sunset Lake'with An-
drew Pisarcik and Eugene Spiot-
ti In charge.
BT. JUDE the Apostle was a
brother of St. James the Less.
House Passes Bill
To Help Fight Smut
WASHINGTON - The House of
Representatives, jUJt one
dissenting vote, hat passed a bill
giving the Postmaster General
additional power to deal with ob-
scene material sent through the
malls. Introduced hy Rep.
Kathryn E. Granahan of Penn
sylvania, the measure now goes
to the Senate where a similar bill
is being studied by the Judiciary
Committee.
The bill passed by the House
would extend from 20 days to 45
the period during which the Post
Office could impound mail orgin-
ating with a distributor charged
with mailing obscene matter. It
would also provide that the order
could be extended if the Post-
master General can prove in
court that it is in the “public in
terest."
Previously, postal officials had
to prove the order was "neces-
sary to the effective enforcement
of the section’* in order to get
an extension.
MEANWHILE, the Post Office
Department announced that fed-
eral prosecutions of mail order
smut distributors are at an all-
time high.
The Post Office Department
said that arrests for distributing
obscene material in the mails in-
creased 7.5% in the fiscal year
1959.
SUMMERFIELD later told the
Senate group that his depart
ment received 70,000 complaints
during the fiscal year, compared
t) 50,000 complaints a year ear-
lier. He noted that the depart-
ment investigated 14,000 cases
resulting in 315 arrests.
Summerfield testified before
a Joint bearing held by the sub-
committees on Constitutional
Amendments and Juvenile De-
linquency. He said that the
sale of mall order obscenity
has doubled In five years, and
could double again in the next
four years. ..
Summerfield said the "en-
ttenched racketeers" can be ex-
pected to fight the legislation
"with everything at their com-
mand.” This would include, he
said, “the use of pawns who . . .
serve their cause by raising
pious cries of ‘censorship,’ ‘free-
dom of the press,’ ‘civil liber-
ties’ and so forth.’*
However, he aaid, to prevent
pcrnographic material from get-
ting to children "ia no more a
violation of civil libertiea than
U preventing the aale of liquor
or dope to thoae children. 1'
AUXILIARY BISHOP Fulton
J Sheen of New York aubmitted
a atatement which waa placed on
the record. In it he linked ju-
venile delinquency to obacene lit-
erature, aaying that ’’behind ev-
ery evil deed ia an evil thought.”
’The problem of dealing
with juvenile delinquency,” he
aaid, “la
. . . one of keeping
clean the mental aourcea which
feed the rtvera of thought of
youth.”
Msgr. George H. Guilfoyle, ex-
ecutive director of Catholic Char-
it.es in the New York Archdio-
cese, represented Cardinal Spell-
man at the hearing and warned
that obscene literature leads chil-
dren "not merely to unwhole-
some behavior, but to lawless-
ness and crime.”
SERIOUSNESS of the problem
was also noted in Cleveland,
where the Cuyahoga County
Grand Jury urged stepped up lo-
cal efforts to halt the sale of dir-
ty publications and called for a
revision of state laws governing
obscenity.
In Harrisburg, two bills de-
signed to restore Penn-
sylvania’s laws prohibiting ob-
scenity were passed by the
Slate Senate and returned to
the House for approval of
amendments. The bills were In-
troduced after the State Su-
preme Court held previous
laws were unconstitutional be-
cause they did not define ob-
scenity.
In other action, the Vermont
Supreme Court upheld a grand
jury indictment charging a dis-
tributor with eight separate
counts of distributing indecent
magazines, and the House Dis-
trict of Columbia Committee in
Washington favorably reported a
hill to strengthen the capital’s
anti-obscenity laws.
At the same time, Postmaster
General Arthur E. Summerfield
told a Senate hearing that "per-
sistent, intelligent and intensive
action’’ will be necessary for a
long time to stamp out the ob-
scenity racket.
IN ESSEX COUNTY, there was
another arrest and a conviction
in the continuing war against
smut.
Arrested by Irvington police
was Harold J. Maker, 28, of 10
Mt. Vernon Ave., a self-employed
art dealer. Free in $l,OOO bad,
he will appear in Magistrate's
Court there Sept. 14 on charges
of possessing obscene literature.
A number of anonymous tips led
to Maker's arrest.
Convicted on a charge of
possessing obscene films and
photographs was Herman Pay-
singer of 509 High St., Newark.
He was sentenced to a 40-day
jail term to be followed by 10
months probation.
Paysinger was arrested Aug. 3
in the first of a series of raids
following a Grand Jury present-
ment hitting dealings in obscen-
ity' He was sentenced by Chief
Magistrate Nicholas Castellano of
Newark.
Fr. Szemborski
In Transferred
ELIZABETH - Rev. Chester P
Szemborski, 5.D.8., assistant at
St. Anthony's here for the past
six years, has been transferred
to the post of confessor at Don
Bosco Junioriate, West Haver-
straw, N.Y 1. The appointment was
made by Very Rev. Felix Penna,
5.D.8., provincial.
While at St. Anthony’s, Father
Szemborski was spiritual direc-
tor of the Confraternity of Chris-
tian Doctrine, the Immaculate
Conception Sodality and the St.
Anthony's Lending Library.
Jailed for Refusing
To Bless House
ROME (NC A communlit
court in Nova Gorica, Yugoslav-
ia, has sentenced Rev Albert
Metrlikovec to five months in
jail, an Italian news agency re-
ported here.
He was Jailed for “refusing to
bless a bouse inhabited by a cou-
ple married only according to
civil law.’*
Pompton Lakes
Adorers to Hear
Bishop McNulty
POMPTON LAKES Bishop
McNulty will preside and apeak
at the aecond annual dinner of
St Mary'a Nocturnal Adoration
Society Sept. 14. The dinner, to be
attended by priests, laymen and
high school boys of the surround-
ing area, will be held in the
church hall at 7 p.m.
The society, founded in April,
1958, has a membership of 300
men who make hour-long vigils
before the Blessed Sacrament in
St. Mary's Church each month
on the Thursday preceding First
Friday. Rev. Arnold Walters,
0.F.M., pastor, is spiritual di-
rector of the society, whose chair-
man is James P. McElrath.
Bishop McNulty also addressed
the members at last year's first
annual dinner.
PATRIARCH and Primate are
titles of honor.
To Bless Rectory
At Good Counsel
NEWARK The new rectory in Our Lady of Good
Counsel parish here will be dedicated liy Archbishop
Boland at 6 p.m., Sept. 10.
Ground for the new structure was broken June 9,
1958, by Msgr. John A. Woisbrod, pastor. On that day.
the priests moved out of the old
rectory and since then have been
quartered in a temporary rectory
on Woodside Ave. They moved
into their new home on July 21.
TIIE NEW building is 61 by
97 feet with an exterior of brick
and limestone trim matching the
other parish buildings.
On the first floor there is a
reception room, record room and
five personal consulting offices,
one for each assigned priest. In
addition there is a priests' con-
ference room, dining room, kitch-
en and ample quarters for the
housekeeping staff.
The second floor has living
suites for the parish priests and
also two rooms for visiting
priests.
Msgr. Wclsbrod said that one
portion of the basement has
been set aside for a proposed
parish lending library and an-
other to be axed as a Catholic
instruction and informatloa
center.
Old Burial Chamber
Uncovered in Rome
ROME (NC) Workmen dig-
ging for the foundationa of a pub-
lic building in Roma uncovered
an ancient burial chamber believ-
ed to date back to the first cen-
turies of the Christian era.
The discovery is near tha
modem Verano cemetery and Urn
site of two ancient catacombs.
Traces of underground passages
have been found near tha burial
chamber.
September 10,1950 the advocate 3SPEECH
CORRECTION
ST. ANNE’S
SPEECH CORRECTION CENTER
FAIR LAWN, N. J.
Will register children afflicted with stuttering,
baby talk, lisping, nasality, fast speech, mono-
tones, low volume, cleft palate and so forth on
Monday, September 14th from 1 to 6 P.M. Regis-
tration will also be held at the five affiliated
Speech Centers in Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens
and Nassau during this week.
TWELFTH YEAR Over 4,600 Student*
READ CAREFULLY:
A child with a speech defect is more apt to be
nervous, poor in school work, disobedient, sickly,
unfriendly, emotionally unstable with fits of tem-
per, bed-wetting, nightmares, prolonged crying,
unable to take ridicule or pity from playmates
or classmates. In brief, he is really suffering
whether he admits it or not. Every good mother
would make great sacrifices to help her children,
especially an afflicted one. Why not do some-
thing to help the kid—now—this week? It will be
a load off your mind. After a few lessons you'll be
bragging about how your kid can now make the
"*" *ound or how he can say his name without
stuttering. It is things like this that make a good
mother happier than anew coat or anew car.
So don't delay. Bring the child to St. Anne's School
in Fair Lawn on Monday afternoon.
TUITION: $42.00 per course of 12 sessions.
F»r further Information coll the
Director, A. Edmund Turner
in New York City at HOllit 4-0081 from 10 a m. to Noon.
Mater, requiescat in pace.
OMm W Hm AnlMv
ARCHDIOCESE OF NEWARK
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Clergy
Appointments
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Rev. Joseph P. Tuite
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS
Rev. Daniel A. Murphjr
Rev. William J. Daly
Rev. Francis R. Loßianro
PASTOKS
Rev. William P. Lavery. from chaplain. Veterans Ad-
ministration Hospital, East Orange, to pastor, Our Lady Star
of the Sea, Bayonne.
Rev Jamea H. Sullivan, from chaplain, Holy Name Hos-
pital, Teaneck, to pastor, St. Paul of the Cross, Jersey City.
ASSISTANT PASTORS
Rev. James A. Carey appointed assistant at St. Mary's,
Plainfield.
R* v - Neil J. Smith, from St. Mary's, Plainfield, to Our
Lady of Victories, Jersey City.
Rev. Edward M. Swierzbinski, from St. James, Spring-
field, to chaplain. Holy Name Hospital, Teaneck.
Rev. Thaddeus F. Zuber, from St. Ann's, Jersey City, to St.
Mark’s, Rahway.
Rev. Richard M. Nardone, from Our Lady of Good Coun-
sel, Newark, to St. James, Springfield.
Rev. Martin J. Silver appointed to St. Paul's Church, Jer-
sey City.
Rev. Edward J. Ciuba, recently returned from Rome, ap-
pointed to St. Ann's Polish Church, fersey City.
Rev. Richard Ehrenberg, from Camp Christ the King, to
Our Lady of Good Counsel, Newark.
CHANGES OF RESIDENCE
Rev. William J. Driscoll from Immaculate Conception,
Secaucus, to Our Lady Queen of Peace, North Arlington.
Rev. James F. O'Brien from Our Lady Queen of Peace,
North Arlington, to St. Francis, Ridgefield Park.
Rev. Alfred S. Arvay from Our Lady Queen of Peace,
North Arlinton, to Immaculate Conception, Secaucus.
Rev. James F. Travers from St. Francis, Ridgefield P'rk,
to Our Lady Queen of Peace, North Arlington.
Effective Sept. 12, 1959.
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S. Marsh & Sons
VALUE
s-\ ('-'i
is a
most
important
word
[a feet, it 1* probably the word to which we owe the
growth of our during the past half century. For value
b what we offer above all... Tnu -h*mmu quality umtomi
with iht l<mH ficaiUs priu.
Incidentally,to. answer a question that has been tied may
tlrw l the prices in oar new Millburn store arc identical
with ttwwe in oar Newark Store. We invite you to visit
either store for emting values in all departments.
Dimmii miFitu Jtwdrj... Wttckts mi dttkt
Sikmmtn, Ckout miCrystal. .. Gyjti mi Bar Acutstrin
Lugjagt •** Luthir G*oii ... Hmi Bsjt
JUfrsas mi Btdoitttiml Artida
NCW ARK
'•» *1 Market afreet
John Dolan
Field Representative
Mllll URN
MU) Mlllk.ra tnaM
Mm. tkr. kef t.M I* I M
Tkktk. Mttl • « Ample Perkin*
George FitxGerald
Manager—Millburn Store T.
.V
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BONDS
Insuraiict
MA 2-0300
9
80 Park Avenue, Newark, New Jersey
(formerly the Sorrento Reiteurenl)
"Grecian Dining in e Continental Atmosphere"
4 Banquet Rooms
Church Function! Home «nd Office Parties
Communion Brcakfuu Wedding Receptioni
Home of onr Suburban end Melropoliten
Cetering Service
HU 4-7200 Bf J-7000
Z7. m
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The best way to
pick a bank...
;
m810
ii»_n
p.
r~
/
LOOK INSIDE.. . moot th<>
people working at the desks
and tellers’ windows
.
.
.
find
out about the services avail-
able for your home and your
business. At National State
you'll find friendly folks with
broad experience in providing
banking services to meet
every need.
There'B no service too large,
or too small for National
State to Randle.
22 bankingoffices serving Essex County communities
TflC «STA»USM*O 1112
NATIONAL STATE BANK
OF NEWARK
Irvington • Orange • Millbum-Short Hills
West Essex-Caldwell
||( out
H.mkm TU. rW Dqmtf I. ADVMIIIIMINT
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Movie Reviews
By William H.Mooring
The Blue Angel
Fair (Objectionable in part)
This morbid «tory traces the
moral disintegration of a middle-
aged German college professor
(Curt Jergens) who has taught
botany for 20 years but “never
knew the beautiful side of life*’
until he became enamored of
Lola (Jlay Britt), peroxide bur-
lesque doll in the Blue Angel
Music Hall and beer garden. His
marriage to her involves his res-
ignation from the college, his
gradual degradation and ultimate
submission to pathetic indignities
as a clown in her so called
“show.”
Harassed by her sleazy direc-
tor and disillusioned when he sees
Lola in the arms of a younger
man. the professor suffers a
breakdown, attempts to strangle
his wife but is dissuaded and
led away by his former college
principal.
The Legion of Decency objects
to "low moral tone and sensuality
which permeate the theme and
tend to negate positive values."
Miracle of the Hills
Fair (Family)
Any social or religious plea this
story might have developed wafts
off in the heavy scent of soap
opera. Rex Reason plays a Prot-
estant minister, newly arrived in
Carbon City, which is dominated
by a sour woman mine owner,
Betty Lou Gerson. Only the local
dance-hall girl really understands
him.
As if a dilapidated church and
dilatory parishioners were not
enough he boards with a widow
(June Vincent). She shortly dies
leaving her three children on his
hands. Mine-owner lady threatens
to commit them to a home so
they hide in her mine. This con-
veniently blows up so that min-
ister can rescue them, win a
hero's crown plus blessings on
his marriage to the dance-hall
queen. -
Films on TV
iii • list of films on TV
A***- Th« Ltcion of Doconcy
Ttfri ml?k? 1" 1* wh «“ roJoaaod.
rsUnas mar b*
correct moral cvaluathni.
FOR THE FAMILY
Had Bor
Boston BUrUs't
Rondasvoua
Canyon City
Chart!# Chan at
Racetrack
Corvette K 2X3
Counterfeit
Darina Youna Kao
Dooporadoa
Dreaaad to Kill
Feud of the Trail
Four Feethera
Four Men A e
Prayer
Gallant I.eclon
Good News
Grand Canyon
Great Hospital
Mystery
Gunfire
Gunman's Code
Haunted House
Hit the Ice
Holiday
Hotel Reserve
Identity Unknown
Johnny Holiday
Kit Carson
Nlxht Key
Phantom of Aanao
Pled Piper
Remember the Day
Romance of Red-
woods
Scotland Yard In-
veatlaator
Boa of Lost Ships
Tropical Hsat
Wavs
Wlnas of Navy
Woman In Distress
Zaniabuku
FOR ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
AdvpnturM of
Cuanova
Beet Foot Forward
Bruto Force
Confidence Girl
Dark Part
Dra«on Fir Squad-
ron
Fabulous ftenorita
Flame of Barbary
Coart
Flight Lieutenant
Flight to Nowhere
Cay Falcon
Hitler's Children
Hucksters
I Married a Doctor
I Walked With a
Zombie
Importance of
Being Earnest
Johnny Guitar
Killer Is Looee
1King of Turf
Ladies Courageous
Magnificent Brute
Man Alive
■Man Who Talked
Too Much
Maak of Dragon
Over My Dead
Body
Boad to Zanzibar
Saint Strikes Back
Soul of
a Monster
Thousands Cheer
Tomorrow the
Worla
Wife .Secretary
W’lnteneet
OBJECTIONABLE
All Mr Sons
Angels With Dirty
Faces
Betrared Women
Beyond the Forest
Black Magic
Black Tueeday
Bom to Be Bad
Bury Me Dead
Cry of Werewolf
Eve of St Mark
Flesh A Blood
Getting Gertie's
Gsrtor
House of Dracuia
Johnny Apollo
JJ°°n A Sixpence
» V.u
r* 8"-‘*
2° **“• £ ur N **»i
South of Tago
Pago
They All Klaeed
the Bride
New St. Leo School
To Be Dedicated
EAST PATERSON St. Leo's new school, designed
to accommodate 850 pupils in 16 classrooms and a kinder-
garten, will be blessed by Archbishop Boland Sept. 20.
ArchbishopBoland will also lay the cornerstone of the new
building, assisted by Rev. Edward J. Holleran, 0.F.M.,
pastor. In ceremonies beginning
at 3 p.m.
Slated for completion in mid-
October, the school is being built
at a cost of $560,000. Constructed
ot yellow brick in contemporary
design, the building includes a
library, clinic, teachers room,
principal's office, and an all-pur-
pose room equipped with gymna-
sium and cafeteria facilities, and
is able to accommodate 800 chil-
dren.
Current enrollment of St. Leo’*
1* 600 in 11 classes. The new
school will mske possible double
elssses for each grade »nd s 250
increase In enrollment. The par-
ish embrace* 1,500 families.
The former school building,
erected in 1910, will continue in
use until the new building is com-
pleted.
This will necessitate using aplit
sessions for first graders, and
accommodation of kindergarten,
second and third grades in the
auditorium.
Nine Franciscan Sisters of
Peekskill, N. Y.. and three lay
teachers comprise St. Leo's fac-
ulty.
IN EAST PATERSON: The new school at St. Leo’s, East Paterson, will look like this architect’s drawing when it
is completed in mid-October. Cornerstone-laying ceremonies are scheduled for Sept. 20. Rev. Edward J. Hol-
leran, O.F.M., is pastor, and J. Thomas Camlet of Garfield is architect.
New Catholic
Books Published
Follow In* la a ll»t of naw Catholic
hooka compiled hr tha Catholic Unlvar-
dly of America library, Washington:
TO* Ha OaWao Bask a« BIMa Itarlaa of
fba Old and Maw Taatamanfa. With pic-
ture br Schnorr TOO Carolafald and
colored llluetratlone br FrtU Kradel.
(Golden Preaa. (I BS).
Tha Cathaflc Layman'a Baa* e» Cllauatla,
br Robert C. Broderick A book of man-
ner* and practice. (Golden Preaa MM).
Paaa Ptaa XII. by Cardinal Ctuhlnf.
(DaoiMera af St. Pan], »t).
A Calhalk Child's Beak Abevt Mia Man.
57 Vr. ,I '*? d * *• Calaa Retaaua: original-ly publlabad by Catechetical Guild. (Golden
Preaa. ti 11.
Oad an* PMleeeahy, by Mienne H. Gilson
Paparbeand reprint of four lecture* on the
metaphysical problem of God originally
*J
U
cJnU
I | ’* m, ‘ <Yll * Preaa
•Aadarn Oleem and Chriallan Hope, hr HUda Graef Brief study of modem thought
and literature Intended aa a criticism of
contemporary pessimism. (Regnery. list).
L 't7r» U *' **»»•*• by Roy 1. Howardruaaa the thoughts of tha Spiritual Ex.r
*■*••• St. Ignatius and modem litur-
gical moremant. (Shaad and Ward. S3)
hharal Thaelagy, by Herlbert Jnoe. A nil
"Uf*0* w b‘ eh Incorporates change*
C * rTn *n mh <N*w.
What Amarlca Hand* Par, wilted by
,*{ * n * M *nd kf. A. riualmona
„r n.!T.Um °T°' nAir '* major example*
*i!*and brnettcea of "Amerlran
. tUr JL *”* *ocl c'J’ " 't'niveralty of Notre Dam* Prase. M TSi
'Frozen Revolution’ Reports
Story of Poland Since 1956
THE FROZEN REVOLUTION
POLAND: A STUDY IN COM
MUNIST DECAY. By Frank Gib-
ney. Farrar, Siraui & Cudahy.
W.7S. (Adult* only because of
advanced content and style.)
Frank Gilmey, reporter and
now staff writer for Life, has
presented a brilliant, unprejudic-
ed, conscientious and competent
first-hand report on one aspect
of the situation behind the Iron
Curtain. Hi* story mainly con-
cerns events in Poland since
1956. However, the author also
skillfully introduces more gener-
al and more basic factors and
causes shaping Polish life and
thus gives a clue to the under-
standing of the whole communist
world «nd iti moving forces.
By titling hi* book ‘The Froz
fn Revolution," Mr. Gibney in
tend* to picture the unique, blood-
ies* revolution which took place
in Poland during that fateful Oc-
tober of 1956. The insurrection
wa» directed again*t the politi-
cal, social and economic system
forcibly imposed on the Polish
people by the Ru**ian Commun-
i*t Party.
The familiar communist pattern
repeated itself: the interests of
Russia and of Russia's ruling par-
ty precede the interests of other
peoples and of the working class
itself. According to the author.
Russian-inspired communism is a
system of Russification and col-
onization. Violence and a gigantic
propaganda fraud mercilessly ex-
ploit tha satellite countries for
Russia. And within each nation
the majority of the people, the
working class included, must
work for the benefit of the -'new
class” of owncp, the leading
members of tha Communist Par- 1
ty
The October 'M revolution in
Poland was directed precisely
against that sort of communism.
It had, therefore, two main ob-;
je ctives: liberation from the for-
eign oppression of Russia and
the overthrow of the Russian-
dominated, police-supported Pol-
ish new class of docile Russian
servants. The menace of Russian
armies ready to crush any at-1
tempt to regain complete inde-
pendence and the illusion of the
idealist Polish Marxists prevented!
the revolution from schieving its 1
Soil; it was frozen in its tracks.:
Nevertheless the “frozen revo-[
lution” did not fail entirely. It l
went beyond the Hungarian up j
risings in its destructive effect:
on the imperialist communist *ys-j
tern for It unroofed this "gigan
tic laboratory of confusion” which |
was the system. It opened a door
to at least half-freedom and that
revealed the decay within.
MOVIES isiftinsi
for further^ taformsttoa c.Ui MA 1 5700
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
Hit Clrrua
Hi* FUhanaa
Cast aLong
Shadow
Coarale Man
Darby O’Glll and
Littlo Peopla
Diary of Anna
Frank
Kmbaxxlad Hear-
•n
Faoo of Fir*
Flva Pennlei
For lha ltt Tima
Graan Manalona
Go Id an Age of
Comedy
Good Day for a
Han* ink
Hava Rocket. Will
Traval
Bercule*Boy. Hay
lloraa Roldlara
llnudlnl
lan of tha «th
Happiness
Xala of Loaf
Woman
John Faul Jonaa
It Kappanad to
Jana
King of Wild
Stallion*
Little Ravage
My Uncle
Myatarlana
Outlaw Stallion
Fork Chap Hill
Roba
Sad Horao
Shacfy Doc
Silent Entmr
Sleeping Beauty
Tempest
10 Command-
ments
10 Daya to
Tulare
Tonka
Watual
Westbound
Yellowstone Kelly
Unobjectionable for Adults, Adolescents
Ar«on for Hire
Brsiii bltn
Cry From the
Streets
Demetrius A
Gladlalora
DevU Strtkss
st Nlahi
Rest of Eden
Devil's Dlsrlpls
Enchanted Island
reannaksrs
first Man late
Space
floods of Tsar
Glkantua. lha Flra
Monatar
Gun raver
Gunflght at
Dodga Clly
Giant Bahamoth
Hangman
Hole In tha Head
Holiday for Isovera
Hound of Baakar-
villa*
Last Rlitikrelg
La*t Train From
Gun Hill
Lsjand •« Tom
Dools*
Man la the Not
Nun's Story
Porcy and Boea
Rebel Without
Cause
Reatlaae Yeare
Rodan
Roof
Say On# for Mo
hcapocoat
Senior Prom
•halo Hands With
the Devil
Bhanc
Sheriff of
Frecturod Jaw
Spider
Tartan's Greatest
Adventure
Thunder in Sun
Trsp
Warlock
Wild and tho
Innocent
Woman Eater
W'oman Obsasaod
World. Flesh and
tho Devil
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
A1 Capon*
Andry Hllie
Aak Any Girl
Blu* Denim
Count Your
lUtl|l
Crlm* A Punlah-
ment. USA
Cry Torror
Damn Yankraa
Do flint Onaa
Donl Give lip
Ship
Gldf at
ot m
lie Who Muat Dio
Moree'a Mouth
Imitation of Life
lnapoctor Maiaret
In Love and War
laonely Haarta
Journey
Ijfo Bratna at it
Marhata
Man Inalda
Man Who Could
Cheat Death
Matin# Gama
Murder br Con-
tract
Naked MaJa
No Name on the
Bullet
North br North-
west
Notorlaua Mr.
Monka
Of Life and Uve
Operation Damaa
tST ‘ ch ** J
Remarkable Mr.
Pennypackor
Rio Bravo
Separata Tables
7 Guns to Moaa
Hound A Fury
These Thousand
Hills
This Earth la
Mina
Wild Btra« berries
Younc Phila-
delphians
Morally Objectionable in Part for Everyone
Alaaka Paaaago
All Klng'a Min
Attack of SO Foot
n Oman
Baat Conor.lion
Born Rorklaao
Drag Strip Girl
*< th*
Forbidden Fruit
Guna. Glrla and
Oaaiitin
I Maneadlaaa Ghoat
errors of Black
Muaaum
L Mobatar
It Started With a
Klaa
Loot Milo
I*ast P trad iso
IkOvo in City
Middle otf tho
titchl
Mlaalle to tho
Moon
Nleht of tho
Quarter Moon
R
el Joey
irfeet Fur touch
Rally Wound tho
Flac. Bora
Riot In JuvoniJn
Prison
Road Racers
Room at the Top
Borne Caao Run-
nine
Borne Like ft Hoi
White Cargo
Separate Classification
lor SVTLZ ,* ““ r f* r ’n !,* «ÜBtort analyßa with which th* aubjaet mat
th£ *nd D«Alf detailed, la Judged to oacood*| moral acceptability and propriety m a maaa medium of onlar
Condemned
And Cod Craatad
Woman
Aaooamn of Youth
Lady ChatUday'a £»• U My
fnt Mates
Mademoiselle
Strtyteaee
Third Ban
Television
SUNDAY, SIFT. 11
, - X> <4>—"Loft Talk About
God." SUryknoll Slaters
10:30 a.m. ID "Look Up and Uva"
10:30 a.m. (7)—Christopher Program."Tha Proas, a Force for Good." Bd
dla Cantor
11:30 a.m. (11) "Brin* Out Their
Greatness"
5 30 p.m. <4l Catholic Hour
TUISDAV. saPT. IS
0 P.m. (13) Bishop Sheen
Radio
SUNDAY, tier, is
•:13 i.m. WNEW Sacred Heart.
7:13 a m. WRCA—Hour of St. Francia
7:30
a.m. WHOM—-Sacred Heart Hour
7:30 a.m. WOR Marian Theater
•:30 a.m. WMCA Are Marie Hour.
"Retrial of Joan of Arc."
•:43 a.m* WMTR—-Hour of St. Francia
10:30 a.m. WABC—Christian In Action.
Rev. Anaelm Burke. O. Carm.
11:30
e.m.
WOR Marian Theater
330 p.m. W'RCA Catholic Hour.
Rev. Robert W. Gleaeon. "Purga-
tory."
MONDAY. SIFT. 14
S Pm. W'SOU (TM) Sacred Heart
Procram
TUISDAY, II PT. IS
t p.m. W'SOU (FM) Sacred Heart
Procram.
WIDNISOA Y, SI PT. 14
3 p m. WSOU (FM) Sacred Heart
330 pm. WBNX St. Stephan a
Church. Novena
THURSDAY. SIPT. 17
8 p.m. WSOU (FM) Sacred Heart
Procram.
• 30 p.m. WSOU (FVO At* Marla
Hour.
FRIDAY, S3 PT. II
3 p.m. W'SOU (FM) Sacred Heart
Procram
8:13 p m. W'SOU (FM) Hour of St.
F rancls.
330 p.m. WBNX Perpetual Help
Novena.
•'•3O p m. W’SOU (FM) Hour of the
Crucified Rev. Killan McGowan.
C P . "Huabanda Need u> be Under
etood"
SATURDAY, S|PT. If
7:03 p m. WOR Family Theater.
Religious Film Week
VIENNA (NC) The Austrian
Catholic Film Committee will
conduct an International Religious
Film Week in Vienna, Nov
20 26.
Guidance of Teens
Topic for CCD Meet
NEWARK Guidance of teenagers will be among
topics discussed by priest-directors of the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine when they meet Sept. 14 at 2 p.m. in
the Chancery Office.
Bishop Curtis, archdiocesan CCD director, will preside
•t the meeting which will be con-
ducted by Rev. Roger A. Rey-
nolds, executive secretary.
The guidance program for pub-
lic high school students is the
newest area to be entered by the
Confraternity, the organiza-
tion responsible for the entire re-
ligious education program in each
parish. Suggestions for a
questionaire to be filled out by
public school teenagers, and
methods of assisting them in
working out their problems and
choosing their vocations will be
among discussion points.
STRESSING THE importance
of the priest-directors’ meeting.
Father Reynolds explained that
the Confraternity of ChrisUan
Doctrine program depends for its
success upon the work of the pas-
tor or priest delegated by him
to direct it in each parish.
Besides outlining guidance tech*
niques the meeting will:
• Explain the 1953-60 Confra-
ternity calendar of events.
a Outline the program suggest-
ed for the parish CCD.
• Provide printed material for
inquiry classes
• Explain the work of tha
Archdioccsan Sisters and Broth-
ers Committee, designed to as-
sist the priest-director and tha
religious in conducting organ-
ized parish schools of religion in
the Archdiocese.
Final Registration Set
For Thelology School
NEW YORK Final registra-
tion for the School of Theology
for laymen will be held Sept. IV
15. 6-8 p.m. at St. Vincent Fer-
rar s School, 141 E. 65th St
4 THE ADVOCATE September IS, 195*
Anybody Can Learn
To Play The Piano
>£
Try A
Piano In
Your Home
Pay At
Little A*
Per
Month
(Plut Cartage)
RENT A PIANO
at GRIFFITHS
Brand New Spinets
Full Scale (88 Notes)
Excellent makes—Latest models
If
you decide lo buy the piano, nil money paid for
rental and delivery will be deducted from the purrhaae
price and be applied to the down payment. So simple
you don t have to visit our store phone or mail the
coupon below.
COUPON
I am in terra ted in renting a
a frred.' iptnet o»
Naan*
AtUw—
J
Tht Music Center oj .Veto Jertey"
GRIFFITH PIANO COMPANY
STEIN WAY REPRESENTATIVES
605 BROA D STREET, NEKARK2, KEfTJERSE Y
OpenWed. Evening* Until Nine—rbone MArket 3-5880
SAINT JUDE
NEEDS HELP!
Saint Jude need* you ... to
h#lp build a Minion Church
dedicated to Saint Jude.
At present Man is being
celebrated with only palm
trees for shelter.
Pleate tend your contri-
butions or write and ask
how you may help, to —
Father Leonidas Oandasan
Parish of Saint Jude
Pagudpud llocos Norte
Philippines
]\ow Huffman & Boyle brings you one of
New Jersey’s finest selections of
draperies, curtains, slipcovers!
Ni
Beautiful curtains, draperies and bed-
spreads by Craig! Martex towels, wash
cloths, bath mats, and shower curtains.
Si. Mary’s blankets. Pillow cases, sheets,
blankets and spreads by Wamsutta, and*
Fieldcrest... others too!
Hock an tack
«1. 4
H—S 3-4300
Romwy
Inlerttate Ctf.
DA r-000
Springfield
IH. 34
DUenal *-4300
Orange Pompton Plaint
Central Are. tt. 33
O* 7-1000 Ttmple 3-3400
Hailed Throughout the world
*• the moit gripping and
dramatio atony of thla decade!
fIIIDREB
HEPBURN
♦ B
-TreoZinnemannsmoxrmw
THE NUNS
STORSi
In technicolor
eee thla ma«nlficent motion
picture at the fellewlne
NOW PLAYING
BRANFORD Newark
STANLEY Jersey City
ORITANI Hackensack
• AUTO • MU • IIF I
• MISONAI LIABILITY
• ACCIDINT l SICKNISS
Richard J.
Stanton
OLdfield 6-3400
UNion 6-9266
GEneva 8-2599
TWBkHWMi«aM
Ahtowb*
• TOCR COMPANY MOTICTKIII
hamipi i hi— ■nißiu i
CEDERIC FOSTER • LONDON • GAB
BILL COSTELLO • MOSCOW • STEVE MCCORMICK
NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
NEWS FROM AROUND THE COMER
FRANK EDWARDS • TOKYO * WALTER
THROUGH THE COMBINED Fi
NTA RADIO and M
CHARLES WARREN «CAPITOL HILL ♦ NEAL VAN Fit*
TOTAL NEWS...
ON THE HOUR ON THE HALF-HOUR
JERSEY • BILL COSTELLO • MOSCOW • BILL KIRBY
WNTA 970&
CEDERIC FOSTER • LONDON • GABRIEL HEATTER
' CAPTTOL HILL • NEAL VAN ELLS • NEW JERSEY
BILL COSTELLO • MOSCOW • STEVE MCCORMICK
Igftesrdividends
1%
ON
YOUR
SAVINGS2
SAVINGS INSURED I ACCOUNTS OPINED IY THi
UP TO SlO.OOO | 10th KAHN FROM THE It*
mmm
.
ANO LOAN ASSOCIATION
ISS KIARNY AVI. (N««r ••r t> n), KIARNY, M. JL
HOURS: Doily 9 to 3, Frl. 9 A M. to 7 P.M. Continuous^
Seton Hall University
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
ANNOUNCES
REMEDIAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN
READING ARITHMETIC SPEECH
FALL SEMESTER, 1959
Seton Hall University la offering three Saturday programs In
remedial lervices at University College, 31 Clinton Street,
Newark, N. J. In:
READING - ARITHMETIC • SPEECH
There aenlcei are provided for children between the ages
of eight and sixteen yean.
Children will be interviewed and tested and will then be
assigned to small group classes taught by remedial
specialisti.
Inteniews will be held during the week of September Bth
and September 14th. Classes will begin on Saturday, Septem-
ber 20th AND will continue for fifteen sessions.
Eor application and further Information, contact:
Mr. Anthony Suracl,
Director of Remedial Services, School of Education
Seton Hall University, 31 Clinton St., Newark. N. i.
Poetry Congress to
Be Held Oct. 3-4
NEW YORK A Congress of Poetry under sponsor-
ship of the Catholic Poetry Society of America will be
held Oct.‘3 and 4at Marymount College here. The affair
will mark the 25th anniversary of the society’s publication.
Spirit.
At the Oct. 3 tension. Dr.
Francis A. Kilcoyne, dean of ad-
ministraUon, Brooklyn College,
and director of the society, will
preside. The summation address
will be given by Kra Angelico
Chavez. 0.F.M., Cerillo, N. M.
That evening there will be a re-
ception in the Lotus Club at
which the participating poets will
be honored.
On Oct. 4, a Solemn Pontifical
Mass will be celebrated by Bish-
op James E. Kearney of Roches-
ter The sermon will be preached
by Rev. J. Edgar Bruns, the so-|
ciety’s chaplain and consulting
editor of Spirit.
The Mass will be followed by
a luncheon at the Hotel Commo-
dore at which Dr. James E. Tob-
in, of Queen's College, the so-
ciety’s chairman of the board of
directors, will preside. The ma-
jor addresses will be given by
Sister M. Maura, S.S.N.D., Col-
lege of Notre Dame of Mary-
land, Baltimore; Very Rev. Wil-
liam A. Donaghy, S.J., president
of Holy Cross College, and John
G. Brunini, editor of Spirit and
the society’s executive director.
Dailies Hit
POAU for Suit
ST. LOUIS (NC>—Both St.
IxHiia daily newspapers have crit-
icized Protestants and Other
Americans United for SeparaUon
of Church and State (POAU) for
backing a suit to block St. Louis
University redevelopment plans.
The suit would prevent the uni-
versity from turning a blighted
area into a 22-acre campus ex-
pansion.
A St. Louis Globe Democrat
editorial cartoon labeled backers
of the suit with a badge marked
“Prejudice."
“There is no law in the United
States that a church or similar
institution cannot buy lands made
available through government
condemnation,” the paper said.
Chinese Stress
ParentalDuties
NEW YORK Resolutions
stressing parental obligations in
the development of family life
and the cultural development of
Chinese Catholics in America
were adopted by the eighth an-
nual Chinese Catholic Conference
here. Some 200 delegates attend-
ed the three-day gathering.
Parenta were urged to utilize
the means provided by the
Church and the community in
developing family life, to keep
work outside the home from in-
terfering with family obligations,
to maintain . discipline in the
home, and to guide children in
their choice of entertainment and
companions.
The second resolution encour-
aged the study of the Chinese
language and culture, attendance
at Catholic colleges, and partici-
pation in parish Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine
programs
such as discussion clubs.
Dr. Thomas Ho of Soton Hall
University, one of the speakers,
said Chinese Catholics have a
special obligation to work for the
conversion of China. For this
reason, he said, Chinese Catho-
lics here should be trained in
Catholic schools and should learn
the Chinese language and cul-
ture.
Dr. John C. Wu, also of the
Sf ton Hall faculty, compared
traditional Chinese Confucianism
with Christian ethics in another
address.
He said that Confucianism Is
to Christianity "as water to
wine." However. Dr. Wu said,
Chinese society cultivates many
natural virtues at present ignor-
ed by the western nations If
China needs to be Christianized
by the West, the West could
learn the practice of natural vir-
tues from China, he said.
Passaic Picnic,
ReunionPlanned
PASSAIC The annual picnic
and reunion of Holy Trinity par*
i«h will be held on the church
grounds, Sept. 13, sponsored by
the combined societies.
An afternoon baby parade and
contests for school children will
be the principal attractions. A
teenage dance contest will be
held at 7:30 p.m.
John and Richard Rankl are
general chairmen.
RECTORY IN IRVINGTON: The cornerstone of this recently completed rectory at
Sacred Heart parish will be laid Sept. 17. Rev. Metislaus C. Lankau is pastor. The
architect is Anthony J. De Pace.
To Bless Rectory
In Irvington Parish
IRVINGTON The new rectory at Sacred Heart
parish will be blessed by Archbishop Boland Sept. 17.
Archbishop Boland will lay the cornerstone of the three-
story air-conditioned building assisted by Rev. Metislaus
C. Lankau, pastor, in ceremonies beginning at 8 p.m.
The Tudor-Gothic design brick
dwelling is complete and the tour
priests of the parish have taken
up residence there. Facilities also
include accommodations for four
visiting priests on the attic level.
BEGUN IN Spring, 1958, the
new rectory replaces a 60-year-
old former private dwelling. Con-
structed of brick with limestone
trim and a variegated slate roof,
it matches the church.
On the first floor are a
walnut-paneled reception room,
three offices, a waiting room,
combination living-dining room,
kitchen and quarters for two
maids, and a sun porch which
leads to the church sacristy.
Suites for four priests and two
sun porches are located on the
second floor. The attic level con-
tains four guest rooms and
a bath.
The basement is devoted to a
pine-paneled recreation room,
kitchen, laundry and storage
space. A five-passenger elevator
runs from basement to second
floor.
Floors are oak in some areas,
vinyl tile in others. The windows
are of heavy gauge aluminum.
Little Feet at Last
In Little Ferry
School House
LITTLE FERRY With the
advent of three Sisters of St. Jos-
eph of Newark, St. Margaret's
School Is at last really a school.
For nearly two years the spank-
ing new, low slung, nine-class-
room building had been used for
Sunday Mass, weekly Confratern-
ity classes, parish activities, and
even Friday night bingo—every-
thing but school, for want of
Sisters.
But on Sept. 9 , 233 youngsters
of the Little Ferry-Moonaehie
area answered the school bell,
took their places in kindergarten
through fourth grade, and became
the first student body of the 900-
family parish's first school.
Sister Margaret Rose is prin-
cipal. The faculty includes Sister
Rose Ann, Sister Margaret Anne
and two lay teachers. The Sisters
live in a private dwelling pur-
chased by the parish as their
temporary convent.
The school, dedicated Dec. 21,
1957, was built under the pastor-
ate of Rev. Henry F. Mackin, now
pastor of St. John the Evangelist,
Bcrgenfield. Rev. Stanislaus J.
Stachowiak became pastor last
May.
Jersey Salesian
To Have Jubilee
NEW ROCHELLE Brother
Anthony Wolfe of the Salesians
of St. John Bosco will observe
the 25th anniversary of his reli-
gious profession Sept. 25.
A native of Camden and a
graduate of Don Bosco High
School, Ramsey, Brother Anthony
is presently assigned to the Sale-
sian Mission Office here. Former-
ly he served for 17 years at Mary
Help of Christians School, Tampa,
Fla., and for eight years at Don
Bosco Technical School, Paterson.
The son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Wolfe of Camden,
Brother Anthony was graduated
from St. Joseph's School, South
Camden, before entering Don
Bosco High. After high school he
entered St. Joseph's Novitiate,
Newton.
His sister. Sister Claire of the
Little Servant Sisters of the Im-
maculate Conception, is adminis-
trator of St. Mary's Catholic
Home, Marlton, N. J.
Registration Sept. 14
At Speech Center
FAIR LAWN Children *llllOl
ed with speech defects will be
registered at the Speech Correc-
tion Center at St. Anne's parish
here on Sept. 14 Irom 1 to 6
p.m.
Children afflicted with stutter-
ing, baby talk, lisping, nasality,
fast speech, low volume, mono-
tones and cleft palate will be ac-
cepted. The center is affiliated
with similar centers in Brooklyn,
Queens, Nassau and Manhattan
which have helped over 4,600 peo-
ple since 1944.
Telephone Guild
Given Moderator
PATERSON—Rev. Thomas J.
Boyle, pastor of Our I-ady of
Victories here, has been named
moderator of the Paterson and
Morristown areas of the Catholic
Communications Guild of New
Jersey.
The appointment was made by
Bishop McNulty. The guild is
composed of workers in the tele-
phone industry.
Father Boyle was ordained in
June, 1943, and served as an as-
sistant at St. Nicholas, Passaic,
and later at St. John's Cathedral
here before being named pastor
at Our Lady of Victories in June.
1955. While at St. Nicholas he
was spiritual director of Pope
Pius High School.
Bloomfield Starts
Information Talk
BLOOMFIELD-A Catholic in-
formation
course, designed for
Catholics preparing for the sacra-
ments and interested non-Catho-
lics. will begin Sept. 14 at Sacred
Heart parish. The 12 week series
of hour-long talks will be given
e\ery Monday and Thursday at
8 p m. in the Msgr. Burke room
in the lower church.
Topics will include The Litur-
. the Mass, Creation. Sources
of Revelation, Marriage and Hap
piness.
DIOCESE OF PATERSON
14 DE GRASSE STRUT
PATERSON 1. NEW JIRSIY
Clergy
Appointments
ADMINISTRATOR
Rrv. Vincent J. Puma, from assistant, St. Mary’s, Pater-
son. to administrator, Puerto Rican mission of St. John th*
Baptist, Dover; also chaplain, Mater Dolorosa Convent, Den-
ville.
ASSISTANTS
Rev. Francis X. Dennehy, from Assumption, Morristown,
to chaplain, St. Joseph's Hospital, Taterson.
Rev. Francis X. McCarthy from St. Nicholas, Passaic, to
chaplain, US. Army.
Rev. John F. Corr from Sacred Heart, Dover, to As-
sumption, Morristown.
Rev. James A Smith, from St. Monica’s, Sussex, to Our
Lady of Victories, Taterson.
Rev. Joseph A. Cassidy, from chaplain, St. Joseph’s Hos-
pital, to assistant, St. Mary's, Paterson.
Rev. Vincent S. McCluskey, from Our Lady Queen of
Peace, Branchville, to Sacred Heart, Dover.
FIRST ASSIGNMENTS
Rev. Anthony McLaughlin to St. Nicholas, Passaic.
Rev. James Gacquin to Holy Spirit, Pequnnnock.
Rev. Patrick Flanagan, to St. Joseph's, Mendham.
Effective Sept. 12, 1959.
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Negotiate With the Devil
th
? arrival of of theKremlin. Mr. Eisenhower can look back on his
trip to Europe with great satisfscUon. By all re-porU his discussions in Bonn, London and Paris
were highiy successful. If _ among other things
- Khrushchev has been counting on his visit
to America to cause or expose _ disunity
among the western allies, he has, so far at least,
failed.
On his return, the President found a gratify-
ing unity here also. This is not to say that we
all heartily approve of his very sudden decision
of Aug. 3 to welcome the Red dictator to our
eountry. Far from it. for many civic and reli-
gious leaders, as well as thousands of ordinary
citizens, are still —and even more convinced
that the invitation to Khrushchev was a tragic
mistake, that the Red leader will regard his visit
as an opportunity to “view the remains” before
be returns to "bury" us (as he once boasted),
that the "captive nations" will be sadly dis-
heartened by it.
Our people, however, seem united at least on
this: that, since the Butcher of the Ukraine is
to be here by invitation of our President, he is
to be treated as a guest, with the dignity and
courtesy which are the proper behavior of a
strong, principled people toward even murderers,
thieves, liars and other of similarly depraved
character who have no claim whatsoever on de-
cent treatment. Such courtesy, of course, does
not call for any public display of admiration, of
enthusiasm, of friendship; of the fitness of "civil
silence" during the Russian’s visit, there seems
to be a growing appreciation.
It is gratifying, too, that there has been shown
an increasing awareness of Khrushchev’s real
reason for wanting to visit America, and of what
we can and must do to frustrate his hopes and
to promote the realization of our own ideals.
Freedom House of New York performed a
fine public service by sponsoring full page ad-
vertisements in our daily papers several weeks
ago. Khrushchev is coming, the reader was told
"prepared to score a propaganda victory, with
confidence in his ability to arouse fate* hopes,
weaken our resolves and cause us to make suiv
stantial concessions."
Reporters and columnists have been present-
ing to us, these last several weeks.
evidence that the visit of the Hangman af Hun-
gary does not signify any real change to the
communist program evidence gathered from
the Red conquest of Tibet, the Red tovasiou af
India (even Nehru may begin to see the light!),
the Red-inspired trouble in Laos, the continued
Red oppression in Hungary. Khrushchev himself
has sounded the same warning. The current is-
sue of an American journal of foreign affairs
contains an article by the Red leader (for which
he was paid 150 capitalist dollars) in which he
makes it unmistakably clear that any settle-
ment of international tensions will be made
bis way and no other.
If our people will but heed these signs, we
will be saved from building our hopes too high,
from being deceived by the smiles and joviality
of Khrushchev ( as too many of us were deceived
by Menshikov, Mikoyan and Koslov). Our leaders
the President, the Vice President, the Secre-
tary of State have assured us that they will
not be taken in, there will be no concessions,
no deals, no surrender of principle.
Mr. Eisenhower and Mr. Nixon might base
been reluctant to quote the Pope of Rome, or.
perhaps, they were not aware that in a few
words of Pius XI they could have found the best
possible defense of the Eisenhower-Khrushcbev
exchange of visits. This great enemy of both
communism and fascism once said publicly: "In
order to save the souls of Our children. We would
negotiate with the Devil in person."
There is no difficulty in identifying Khrush-
chev as the Devil. Mr. Eisenhower does not have
the Pope's responsibility for souls, but he does
represent the best hope of decent humanity in its
struggle with the powers of (Red > darkness. In
this struggle we are as one with him; we will do
nothing to weaken his hand, everything, especial-
ly by prayer, t(r strengthen it.
It’s Everybody’s Business
Do people pay any attention to alarming
statistics when they read about them? It would
be rather difficult to give a positive yea or no
to thia question, but it is evident to anyone who
looks carefully into this matter that most of us
*re disturbed by such figures only when we be-
lieve that they effect our personal life and wel-
f«re. This Is a mistake and it betrays some loose
end careless thinking. There are many things
going on about which we should be deeply con-
cerned, and we ignore them in the mistaken be-
Hef that they are none of our business.
For the past few years we have been re-
ceiving continual reports on the alarming rise in
violence, crime, juvenile delinquency, and sex
transgressions. What impression has this made on
us and what have we done about it?
In America we have just established anew
record and it is an unsavory one. At the rate we
•re now going. 200,000 babies are born out of
wedlock every year and there are indications that
this trend will become Increasingly worse. Speak-
ing on this deplorable condition, one of the New
York dailies had this to say: •'Searching for an
explanation of the upward trend In illegitimate
births, sociologist have turned a scatter-gun on
a wide variety of targets: Youngsters exposed to
the raw sex in everyday modern living. . . torrid
movies and TV scenes. , . obscene literature. .
night rides and hard liquor. . . lack of parental
discipline. . . lax law enforcement that winks at
boys and girls registering at cheap hotels and
cabins. . expose magazines. . . pep pill and
reefer parties. . . teenage gang codes which vir-
tually require illicit sexual relations."
A '*w mere items can be added to this em-
barrassing list. 1. The pitiable craze of bovs and
girls "going steady" at an early age. 2 The grow-
ing tendency of girls becoming more aggressive
in sex matters There was a time when most
young girls knew how to put a young man in
his place whenever he became "fresh." Today
the boy often receives encouragement instead of
resistance. The complaint is heard over and over
again, that today the girls are chasing the boys.
3 The dangerous setting that is created by out
door movies, where young people huddle out of
sight in darkened cars without any supervision,
no more than token inspections at rare intervals!
This practically invites sex transgressions. 4.
The perilous practice of two young people riding
alone in a high-speed car, sitting so close to one
another that there is room for two more people
in the front seat.
How many of us are alarmed when we hear
about such things? How many of us run away
from the problem with the lame excuse that it
is not our business? (Well, whose business is it?)
In the Catholic Church we have always tried
to check these sinful and reckless trends before
they start. We continually defend the sanctity of
marriage, wa encourage C.od fearing parents to
establish real homes (not boarding houses),
where father and mother know where their chil-
dren are and what they are doing, we foster
more family prayer, and we maintain our
parochial schools where children receive a sound
spiritual training.
But these supernatural aids cannot do the job
• lone. We must use every natural means and
weapon to check the evils that are sabotaging
our civilization.
How Long, O Lord?
It nao oeen the intention of The Advocate to
pretent »n edltoritl on the obligation* of U>ne
atudent* who would he attending college thi*
autumn through grant* offered under the S2
Rill
It It unfortunate that thi* editorial would be
mo»t untimely and inappropriate *ince it ap-
pear* that the commission organized to carry
out the provisions of the bill it more interested
In changing the bill, seeking amendments to it,
or *ub»tltuting mmething else in it* place.
It would be a good thing if those students
disappointed in their hope of entering college
under the terms of this bill were to make their
feeling* known. There was much joy in the State
of New Jersey when the bill was passed, finally,
and the will of the people was recognized, even-
tually. The letters written to newspapers
throughout the state gave testimony to the satis-
faction of the aspirant* who otherwise might
have been denied an opportunity for a college
education. It is cruel, Indeed, not to offer that
which I* needed; it is more cruel by far to
offer what is needed and withdraw the offer.
It la rather obvious that the commission has
lost sight of the fact that it Is an agent for the
carrying out of a law and is, instead, attempt-
ing to art as an authority in changing or delay-
ing the application of that law . . . the law
which is the will of the majority of the people
of the state and of their legislators . . . the law
which has been sanctioned and approved by those
court* to which it was recently submitted for
examination. t
It is true that the commission has offered
the sop that scholarships will be offered at a
later date to those who have already entered.
Thi* is far from the original intent of the bill.
The subsidy was intended for those who could
not otherwise enter college.
The original bill was inspired by the thought
that the Soviet was bidding fair to overtake the
United States because of the educational oppor-
tunities offered their young men and women
which far transcended ours. Perhaps the initial
fear has been forgotten. Perhaps the commis-
aion does not realize the imperative need and the
bright ambition of the youth of New Jersey. It
Is time that those young people, so bitterly
disappointed make their feelings known.
The Critic Within
Who remember* today the name Peter
Whtffen"?
There was a moment, In the middle of the
Great Depression, when every literate Catholic
was wondering what priest stood behind thi* pen-
name. For. in a religiously uncommitted maga-
aine, he had excoriated certain manifestations of
Catholic life in America. Was he right? Was he
wrong? How far does loyalty go? Did the neigh-
bors know about the dirty linen before he hung
It on the line? So the argument went. Well, "Pe-
ter Whiffen” made peace with his superiors, the
arguments died out. Church and worm went on
their way.
But now it seems that this isolated episode,
a cloud no larger than a man’s hand, was fore-
runner of the tempest and that the storm Is now
upon us. Hardly a week goes by without its
need of advice, complaint, evaluation of the
Church In America by Catholic critics: one of
quit* exceptional bitterness in the Saturday Re-
view was last week'* quota.
In spite of the wry consciousness that the
diocesan press is a favorite target, we ahould
like to venture some comment on all this.
To begin, it seems to us that all hands
ahould be willing to acknowledge that only the
Church Triumphant Is without spot or wrinkle.
Heaven la the barn where the sifted wljeat is
atored; earth Is a field where weeds are as much
at home aa the wheat. The existence of flaws
la neither a surprise nor to be denied out of hand.
Second, these critics have an Important point
in common: priest* or laymen, they are Catho-
lic*. Otherwise they are very varied. They run
all the way from the towering figure of Christo-
pher Dawson (the kindest critic of them aU!)
to the students in our own schools. They may
k* or ill-informed, they may bo mistaken
or right, immature and carping or sensible and
balanced: these critics are neither heretics nor
achismatics. Their complaints, in fact, proceed
almost without exception from the judgment that
the image of the Church proposed to Americans
is unworthy of her.
*
A mother, she is made to look, they tell us,
like a scolding and superannuated school-marm,
led by Popes whose breadth of vision astounds
the world, in America her children lag far be-
hind this stirring leadership. Herald to the na-
tions of the glory and the holiness of God. our
withdrawal and complacency have lost her any
hearing among the sheep outside her fold. Where
the mention of her name should conjure up the
image of sanctity and learning and charity, all
the bright riches enjoyed by the sons of God in
their liberty, our critics angnly report that our
clumsiness and worse speak only of formalism
and censorship and mediocrity.
What can we conclude?
The Romans were smart enough to realize
that it is a good thing to learn from your enemy
we should have sense enough to learn from our
friends. Perhaps we are not as bad as they paint
us: we surely are not doing as weft as we
should when they read us with so jaundiced an
eye. And if the bright young rritica can bear
it, we think it right to urge upon them the im-
perative of doing right what they think has so
long been done wrong. If there is no "Catholic
Literature" and they know why, let them be-
gin to produce; If Catholic colleges have aom*
badly taught courses they have our friendly chal-
lenge to teach belter ones.
Patience, maturity, zeal for the Church that
la not a sect, thes* will relegate "Peter Whif-
fen" to the courses In "American Church His-
tory lll’’.
A Bitter Dose
Red GunsBoomingAbroad
With TheirKind ofPeace
By Louis Francis Budenz
September brought the most
unique development* in the an
nal* of mankind. Communist
gun* were ma**ed at the gates
of India, for the extension of So
viet territory. Other communist
gun* had pene-
trated to within
16 mile* of the
Laotian capital.
In Europe, both
Italy and Bel-
gium were
threatened with
dire retaliations
if they coopera-
ted defensively
with the United
1Slate*.
1 What added rarity to this scene
was that these warlike Red deeds
were directed toward “easing in-
ternational tensions'' and “toward
ending war for all time.’’ These
! acts had been preceded by a bar-
rage of words, such as those of
Mao Tse-tung tn his world-famous
pamphlet slating that the U.S.
was nothing but a “paper tiger."
The Red Chinese leader had
vied with Khrushchev in the as
sertion that “the Soviet Union is
the defender of world peace, the
powerful factor in obstructing the
;establishment of world domina
tk>n by the U.S. reactionaries.”
THE SAME CHANT on behalf
of these acts, and of the tortures
and massacres which followed,
was uttered in every country of
the free world by the commu-
nists and their appeaser friends.
It is a most interesting historical
phenomenon to follow week by
week the editions of “The Work-
er" in this country and note how
letter-perfect is its servile agree-
ment with the Kremlin and the
Mao Tse-tung regime.
In the Aug. 30 issue we note
this theme: “U.S. Stirs Trouble
in Laos."
We read the same charges
that “the political and strategic
planner* of the West got
hnsy” to dlsrnpt the peaceful
conditions in Lao*. “Through
Intimidation and the work of
their a gen la who had been In
trod need in growing numbers
they succeeded In sowing dis-
cord among the people.”
“During the whole of the past
year sustained efforts have been
made by the Pathet Lao [the
communists In Laos’, the Viet-
nam Democratic Republic and
the Chinese. Indian, and Soviet
Governments to halt this disas-
trous process." (India's reward
bas been the Red mailed fist
from the North.l But the U.S.
allegedly would have none of this,
and so today the communists arc
urged to do all they cad to block
American aid to Laos.
IN THE SAME spirit is an arti-
cle by William Z. Foster on “The
Khrushchev Visit.” in which he
contends that if "peace" it to be
won the U.S. must give way lo
the Kremlin on two major points.
One is the "key matter of Ber
tin." in which the “West is in a
totally untenable position.” The
other, recognition of Red China,
in which Foster charges "Ameri-
can imperialism ia in the shock-
ing position" of taking an "auto-
cratic attitude.”
All this Is topped off by a lead
tag editorial which declares:
*TI» resolution of the AFL-CIO
executive council opposing a
meeting of V&. labor leaders
■Mil Premier Khrushchev ia
sheer madness. The issue is basi-
cally peace the tremendous
public pressure for peace through-
out the world including the US ,
and the new hope for its realiza-
tion. This is symbolized to hu-
manity in the exchange of visits."
A* "peace” thus advances on
Soviet wings, the communist
guns boom out their message
that the socialist dictatorship
"is sweeping the world with the
momentum of a landslide and
the power of a thunderbolt."
These are the "prophetic"
words of Mao Tse-tung in his
famous "On New Democracy,"
which Moscow has propagated
throughout the world How can
we frustrate this prophecy except
by the firmness we exerted at
Quemoy and Matsu?
The faith in Focus
No Sorrow, No Pardon
By Msgr. George. W. Shea, S.T.D.
Some years ago the Reader s
Digest quoted a little girl's defi-
nition of what It means to repent
of sin—“not to do it again."
Evidently the Reader's Digest
thought this to be a very fine
explanation. So did the founder of
Protestantism, Martin Luther. In
fact, he invented that definition
of contrition, of penance
“This is a very true maxim,”
he declared, "one more excellent
than all the previoua teaching
about the kinds of contrition: 'To
do no evil in the future is an ex-
cellent penance: the best pen-
ance is anew life'."
The trouble with this Idea of
contrition or repentance is that
it leaves out a very important,
an essential clement Certainly,
as we'll see later, not tn sin
again, or rather the reiolulion of
not sinning again. Is part and
parcel of true repentance. But
there is more to true repentance
than that
;
Pope St Gregory the
[Great (died 604) gave the com-
plete and correct definition when
he asserted that "to repent is to
be sorry for our sins and lo
avoid them in the future."
So, then, as we have said so
Ioften in recent articles, true re-
pentance calls for sorrow Genu-
ine repentance or contrition Is
sincere sorrow for having offend-
ed God, and hatred for the sins
we have committed, with a firm
purpose of sinning no morp
II ii astonishing that Luther
overlooked this. when the Bible
i* *o clear on the subject Kor
example, God urged the Israel-
ite! through His prophet: 'Be
converted to me with all your
heart, in fasting and in weeping
and in mourning. And rend your
hearts and not your garments"
(Joel 2, 12 13). Or take these
words of St. Paul to the Corin-
thians, in the very readable
translation of Father Joseph
Lilly: "I am glad . . . because
your sorrow led you to
repentance. That Is, you had sor-
row that was inspired by God . . .
Now the sorrow that is inspirrd
by God produces salutary and
unalterable change of mind and
heart, while the sorrow based on
wordly motives produces death"
(2 Corinthians, 7, 9-10).
This salutary and supernatural
sorrow, sorrow inspired by
God and based on supernatural—-
not on worldly—motives, can be,
as we learned here last week, ei-
ther perfect contrition or Imper-
fect. Perfect contrition Is that
which springs from lova of God.
Imperfect contrition, also called
attrition, la that which springs
from the hitefulness of sin (e g .
because it is sheer ingratitude
toward God), or from the fear of
[God's punishments.
Imperfect contrition suffices for
obtaining pardon in the Sacra
menl of Penance, whereas perfect
contrition can obtain pardon even
apart from the Sacrament.
Hence, if one has the misfortune
to commit a mortal sin, he should
make an act of perfect contrition
at once, so as to regain the stale
of grace without delay. In fact,
one should make this act of
contrition frequently, at least 1
daily, and especially when in
danger of death.
Recall, however, from an ear-
lier article, that for the worthy
reception of Holy Communion a
person who has committed a mor-
tal sin must first receive the
Sacrament of Penance,
even though he has regained the
state of grace by perfect erthtri-
tion. Only exceptional cir-
cumstances, which were ex-
plained previously, would excuse
a person from this obligation. As
to the other “Sacraments of the
living" (that is, Sacraments re-
quiring the state of grace), such
as Confirmation or Matrimony,
it suffices that one have the stale
of grace through perfect contri-
tion—a prior reception of the Sac-'
rament of Penance It not neces-
sary, though it it recommended.
In Your Prayers
remember these, your de-
ceased priests:
Archdiocese of Newark
Kev. Peter E. Reilly, Sept.
12. 1919
Rev. Cornelius J. Ahern, Sept.
13, 1943
Rev. William A Maguire, Sept.
13, 1933
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Joseph M.
Perotti, Sept. 14, 1933
Rev. Cornelius J. Mclnerney,
Sept. 14. 194#
Rt Rev. Msgr. John P. Lenl-
han, Sept. 14. 195#
Very Rev. Andrew Petralia.
0.F.M., Cap , Sept IS, 1934
Rev. Andrew L. Clark, Sept.
18. 1932
Rt Rev. Msgr Mark J. Duffy,
Sept. 16, 1948
Rev. Thomas E. O'Shea, Sept.
IT. 1923
Rev. Joseph DeSanctis, Sept.
18. 1933
Diocese of Paterson
Rev. Bernard E. McKenna,
Sept. 14, 1958
THE QUESTION BOX
,
V.Cmrti,, 76 Brood Sl. Bloomf.rld, NJ*
it rdttor of Tbr Qmottton Box. QuoiHont moy bo mbmilltd to bhmtor omturr m tbit column.
<*• Where cu w* draw the
Hue between charity and un
charity In speech la it permls-
(ible to Just ■•talk” about the
Imperfection* ot other*? I* It
permixtibie to correct another'*
behavior by telling him hi*
fault*? I* there *uch a thing a*
“telling tomeone off” In a
polite way to a* not to offend?
A. St. James tell* u*: “If any-
one doe* not offend in word he
it * perfect man, able also to
lead round by a bridle the
whole body ... the tongue no
man can tame ... with it we
hie** God the Father and with
it we curse men, who have been
made after the likenes* of God"
(3.2,7.9).
It is not easy to draw a hard
and fast line between charity in
speech and its violation. Per-
haps the easiest way to think of
the matter is to realire that char-
ity dictates the wishing well and
the doing well to another. Hence
when speech is aimed at helping
apother, at doing good for him,
and not at hurting him it usually
is charitable; but if the inten-
t.on is to hurt, or if the speech is
allowed to hurt or cut or sadden
when no adequate reason per-
mit* this sad result, the con-
versation is uncharitable.
Under the general word ■ un-
charitable'' are included by many
not ju.it cutting or hurtful word*
or actioni hut lini of detraction
and calumny a» well.
Detraction ia the unjuit revela-
tion of the aecret faulta of anoth-
er. There are timei when the
fault! iccretcly known to one
may be revealed to otheri; thin
when the common good, or the
good of an innocent party or the
good of the one ipoken against
demand] thin. We may leave it
to our reader] to answer whether
this is the usual case when secret
failings are revealed In ordinary
conversations. We must add that
while detraction is a violation of
Justice, it will not be unjust if the
fault is well known to the hearers.
But since such conversation about
the known faults of another can
scarcely be said to help him, but
' rclher would hurt him if he knew
that it went on we must state
that such conversation, even
about known faults, will ordina--
Uy be uncharitable (venially so),
j Calumny exists when false sins
or faults are imputed to another.
Obviously this is entirely out of
Older. So too are those sly re-
marks that imply wrongdoing,
even if they do not say it out
right. Our neighbor has the right
to have his reputation protected
against the assaults of another's
tongue.
We may thus answer the ques
tions:
Generally it is not permissible
to just “talk” about the imperfec-
tion* of another. If these imper-
fection* are mad? knowr jp this
way to others, detraction is pres-
ent. If the imperfections are well
known to the group the conversa-
tion is still uncharitable since it
does not help but rather hurts
one's neighbor. Should there he
an adequate reason for reveal-
'r.g these faults or discussing
them, no sin is present. Thus the
secret faults of children may be
revealed to their parents; and
parents can discuss the imperfec-
tions of their children in order
to guide them.
There are times when wo may
correct the behavior of another
by telling him his faults. Super-
ior* do this frequently and rightly
so since they are charged with
the training of those under them.
In dealing with our equals, like
neighbors and friend.:, we ara
not obliged to correct their
fjults unless the correction
would be accepted by them and
would not cost us a great deal,
like the lessening of friendship.
In general if the telling will do
some good and will not do harm
the correction may be made.
In case of doubt we are permitted
to seek our confessor's advice.
"Telling someone off" may
have a different meaning to
many people. Let's sav this at
least: it is permissible to tell
another that he has overstepped
(he bounds of politeness, of law-
ful curiosity and the like for
we are not obliged to accept
manifest imposition from anoth-
er. On the other hand, we must
guard against anger and prida
which often cause us to speak
harshly when the situation did
not call for such action. Then
it is anger and pride that speak,
not just rightful concern for one'i
own or another's good.
We return to the original point
that in ordinary speech wr may
usually tell whether speech ia
charitable or not by asking if it
will help or hurt the victim.
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Letters to the Editor
ĥ
How Khrushchev
Should Be Greeted
H.G. Cranford,
Mountainside
Susan Barone,
Newark.
Editor:
Referring to our forthcoming
▼frit from Premier Khrushchev
—practically all Catholic ’publi-
cation* have criticiied thit visit.
Thi* I cannot underatand. Our re-
ligion teachet ui to pattern our
liVe* after Jenu and He never
refused to communicate with the
ainners. In fact, did He not seeX
them out? Mary Magdelen was
a sinner yet He protected her.
Another case—Zebede, the tax
collector, was looked on as
■cum, yet Our Lord sought him
out to stay with. If we the Ameri-
can people are so good can we
not hope some good will rub off
on him? *1 certainly am not
■cared that he will brainwash
any Americans.
I certainly do not think we
have to treat him as we would
the Queen of England or another
of our Allies. However, I do think
we should receive him as we
would receive a business ac-
quaintance and respect him as
the leader of the Russian people
whether we like it or not.
If you do not agree with the
above I would be interested in
your opinion.
Editor:
I read the Letters to the Editor
In the Aug. 27 Advocate and I
too have a thought on how Mr.
Khrushchev should be greeted.
We find the answer on how to
greet Mr. Khrushchev by asking
ourselves one question: How
would Jesus greet Mr. K?
As Christians we make Jesus
eur ideal; we try to imitate His
every action; we try to make
our lives like His. Now above all
we must imitate Jesus. Would
Our Lord be mean to Mr. Khru-
shchev Does Our I,ord turn His
back on His enemies? No, wo
all should know that. Everyone
who has ever sinned and opposed
Our Lord should know deep in
their hearts how Jesus treats the
wayward. And certainly, I feel,
Mr. Khrushchev is very, very
wayward.
It's hard when I think, how
could I be kind to someone who
lives and acts directly opposite
to the way I try to act, who per-
secutes so many innocents. It’s
even harder when I know what
Jesua would do, the way Jesus
would be kind. He would not cast
the first stone. Our Lord asked
His Father for forgiveness for us
as He hung on the Cross. He
asked this same forgiveness for
Mr. Khrushchev.
It is very difficult for me to
accept this; yet I know it is the
truth.
I am going to try to imitate
Jesus when Mr. Khrushchev
comes.
Perhaps, if more people did
this, Our Lord would be pleased
by the effort and He would send
help Jo those Mr. Khrushchev
persecutes.
Let every man's own con-
science be his guide and let Our
Lord be his ultimate goal and
example.
That is how I feel we mdst
greet Mr. Khrushchev.
‘Skid Row’ Is
Next Door
Name and Address
withheld.
Editor:
I am the neighbor of two al-
coholics. Skid How is right next
door to me and I have reached
the limit of my endurance.
For two years I have been sub-
jected to indecent and obscene
language shouted In loud voices
at any time of the day and night.
I have been prevented from fall-
ing asleep and awakened at all
hours of the night because of the
indignities of these two human
beings.
It is an insult to those with a
legitimate case of heart disease,
cancer, arthritis, etc , to class an
alcoholic as a person physically
ill He is one who has lost self-
control. He must not be encour-
aged to blame circumstances in-
stead of himself.
All of us live In a world of
filth, cruelty, obscenity and vile-
ly. All of us have found the world
unkind. The alcoholic is not
unique in discovering man’s inhu-
manity to man. Whether he wants
to admit it or not, he is part
of this world and contributes to
its make-up.
To say a person incomes an
alcoholic because he alms too
high to know, love snd serve God
is an affront to the saints and
martyrs whose every day aim
was higher and higher.
Has juvenile delinquency de-
creased because of coddling? Has
alcoholism decreased because of
acceptance and excuses?
Therein lies the key. As long
as we accept and not reject, we
are encouraging Instead of dis-
couraging.
READY FOR ACTION: Rev. Harold Blake, O.F.M., administrator of St."Anne's
Church, Fair Lawn, blesses three new school buses which went into service withthe opening of the new school term. Standing with their vehicles are the three
drivers, Chet Gates, Louis Deis and Ralph Gates. The children are interested on-
lookers.
God Love You
Open Doors
To Prison
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
“I was in prison.” Our Lord
will say on the Day of Judgment.
Every devoted follower who ever
looked out through iron bars or
heard the rattling of handcuffs,
or who served in a concentration
I camp in North-
ern Vietnam or
China, was
Christ re-living
His passion
days under
Herod and Pi-
I late. And He
I wore stripes
too those
made on His
I body by the
lashes of His jailers.
But the words have another
sense. Is not Our Lord in prison
whenever we are in prison —but
a prison in which we turned the
key, snapped closed our own
irons, were our own jailers?
When our souls are imprisoned
by greed, selfishness and evil,
Our Lord Himself is thereby im-
prisoned. He can do nothing to
release us unless we will to be
released. What good does it do
to cry to Him: “Deliver me from
my chains but let me keep my
evil ways!” The moment we free
ourselves, Christ is freed,
freed.
How can I open prison doors
to Our Lord in Africa so that
He may heal lepers, lead young
natives to seminary doors, offer
the memorial of His death to
Korea, infuse the blood of the
King of Kings into the people of
Papua, unless I break out of my
own fetters of egotism?
Who imprisons Christ the
more: The ignorant Soviet sol-
diers who "know not what they
do" as they send priests to con-
centration camps? Or the Catho-
lics of the U. S. who average 26
cents a year to the Holy Father
to supply his 125,000 missionaries
throughout Asia, Africa, etc.
GOD LOVE YOU to R.S.K. for
$2. “Out of love for the missions”
• to three for $3. “We were all
set to have cocktails at lunch and
to drink to our health, but in-
stead—here is to the health of
the Missions.
. . to R. for $4.”
have managed for two weeks on
my weekly allowance, so one
week goes to mission lands."
Don't envy the wealthy man
who has “the world at his fing-
ertips.” For a $2 donation you
can hold the world in your
fingertips. The five-colored
World Mission Rosary helps
you to remember all the world
in your prayers.
Cut out this column, pin your
sacrifice to it and address it to
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, National
Director, Society for the Propa-
gation of the Faith, 368 Fifth
Ave., New York 1, or to your
d'oeesan director: Bishop Martin
W. Stanton, 31 Mulberry St.,
Newark 2; Rt. Rev. Msgr. Wil-
liam F. Louis. 24 DeGrasse St.,
Paterson.
September Intentions
The Holy Father'* general in-
tention for September ii:
Family apostleship.
The mission Intention suggest-
ed for the Apostleship of Pray-
et by the Pope is:
That the racial problem in
South Africa be solved in a
truly Christian manner.
Catholic Lawyers Meet
LUXEMBOURG (NC) - The
third international convention of
Catholic lawyers will be held
here Sept. 10-14 on “Law and
Peace."
Economic Progress
Isn’t the ‘Be-All’
By Msgr. George G. Higgins
Dirtclor, Sochi /Idiom Department, NCTf’C
Churchmen and theologians are
not the only ones who are warn-
ing us against the danger of
equating economic progress ami
prosperity with the good life or
of making economic prosperity
or material
affluence an
end in it-
self. Many of
the contempo-
rary writer*,
| including some
who apparently
[do not believe
in divine revel-
ation, are say-
ing something
similar, from the point of view
of their own tradition of natural
humanism.
ON THE AMERICAN scene,
lone of the most eloquent of these
'writers is the well known essay
jisl and drama critic, Joseph
Wood Krutrh. Mr. Knitch's latest
book, "Human Nature and the
j Human Condition." Is an effec-
l tive defense of human, as op-
I posed to purely economic or
commercial, values.
This will be one ol the most
talkcd-about non fiction books of
the year.
From the point of view of theo-
logy, I disagree with some of its
conclusions and therefore cannot
recommend it without qualifica-
tion.
But its over-all effect on the
American reading public will be
very wholesome.
One recurring theme It that
"a society which, like ours, de-
fines the good life as Idenllral
with the high standard of living
It running contrary to a funda-
mental characteristic of the
nature of man." In applying
this theme, Krutch pays his
respects negatively, but al-
ways urbanely and for a con-
structive purpose to public
education, rommcrrial advertis-
ing, and the so-called mass
media of communications.
While his repeated criticism of
our ever-increasing emphasis on
greater production as the be-all
and end-all of economic life may
be somewhat exaggerated, it is
very much to the point,
SURELY UK is correct when
he says: “Even most of those who
are neither Christian nor, in any
ordinary sense, mystical do nev
ertheless feel that there is some-
thing lacking in our society . . .
for all its prosperity and for ail
its kindness, generosity, and good
will . . ."
The thing that we are lacking,
he says, is "any sense of what
life is for beyond comfort and
security" or. again, "any sense
that efficient and equitable sys-
tems of production and distrihu
tmn are only a beginning as, for
that matter, are also our ideal of
democracy and our struggle for
social justice.”
In his own secular terminol-
ogy Krutrh is at least faintly
echoing here what Pope John
XXIII told us in more theologi-
cal language when he said in
his recent encyclical that "the
dignity of Christians and even
of human beings demands"
that "particular rare ... he
taken that progress in the
moral sphere does not lag be-
hind . . . progress in the eco-
nomic field.”
And this is prohahly what the
labor movement itself was trying
to say in one of its earliest state-
ments of policy: that "the labor
movement fixes as its goal noth-
ing less than the complete rich-
ness of life, without limitations
of any kind, the attainment of
the complete human ideal in all
itr economic, ethical and spirit-
ual implications."
Saints of the Week
Sunday, Sept. 13 St. Philip,
Martyr. Said to have been the
father of St. Eugenia; tradition
ia that he was the prefect of
Alexandria but resigned to be-
come a Christian. Believed to
have been martyred in Egypt in
the third century.
Monday, Sept. It Exaltation
of the Holy Cross. Celebrates re-
covery of the Cross on which
Christ died by Emperor lleracli-
us from Chosroes, King of Persia
Tuesday, Sept. 15 Feast of
the Seven Sorrows of the Blessed
Mother. The sorrows were:
prophecy of Simeon; flight into
Egypt; loss of Jesus In Jerusa-
lem; meeting Jesus on the way
to Calvary; standing at the foot
of the Cross; removal of Jesus
from the Cross; and burial of
Jesus.
Wednesday, Sept. It SS.
Cornelius and Cyprian, Martyrs.
St. Cornelius became Pope in 251
during persecution under Dccius.
St. Cyprian, a convert, became
Bishop of Carthage, was driven
from the city, recalled and then
beheaded In 256.
Thursday, Sept. 17 Feast of
the Impression of the Stigmata
on the Body of St. Francis of
Assisi. St. Francis received the
impression of Christ's wounds in
1224.
Friday, Sept. IK SI. Joseph
ol Cupertino, Confessor. Born
1602, became Franciscan Conven-
tual Brother and later a priest,
working many miracles.
Saturday, Sept, it St. Janua-
rlus and Companions, Martyrs.
He was Bishop of Benevento and
with others who visited Christians
in prison were exposed to wild
beasts but were unharmed and
finally were beheaded under Dio-
cletian. The Saint's congealed
blood is kept In two vials at the
cathedral in Naples and liquefies
when brought near his skull.
Quiz on Faith
By Brian Cronin
I Give the correct name for that part of the Mass known aa
the "ki*a of peace"? (a) Secret? (b) Agnus Dei? (c) Pax?
(and) Offertory?
2 The Swiss Guard and the Noble Guard are two protective
forces of the Vatican. Name another: (a) Vatican Guard?
<b) Palatine Guard? (c) Roman Guard? (and) Caribinni?
What does the word "Epiphany” mean? (a) Manifestation
of God? (b) New Year? (c) Visitation? (and) New-born?
ln the Old Testament, who in addition to Solomon is
called the Son of David? (a) The Messlas? (b) Joseph?
(c) Moses? (and) Abraham?
C Which two Apostles were nicknamed the "Sons of Thun-
der"? (a) Peter and Paul? <b) Peter and Andrew? (c)
Matthew and Mathias? (and) James and John?
A What is the minimum age ordinarily required for a per-
son to act as godparent? (a) 14? (b) 21? (c) 18?
*7 What event Immediately followed Christ's fasting In the
desert? (a) His baptism? (b) Betrayal by Judas? (c)
Temptation by Satan? (and) His entry Into Jerusalem?
O In what Church inquiry cases does the "Devil's Advocate”
participate? (a) Excommunication? (b) Canonization? (c)
Marriage Annulment?
Giro yourtelf 10 marki for each correct answer below.
Hating-. HO • Excellent; 70 ■ Very Good; 60 • Good; JO - Fair
_«> liw t ■<■>. :<» ,m, Igi Im>i jwI inaaug
Protestant, Catholic
Theologians to Meet
ASSISI, Italy Fourteen
Protestant theologians will meet
with 14 Catholic theologians here
for three days starting Oct. 26
at a conference on Christian
unity.
Protestant delegates will be se-
lected by the World Council of
Churches, Catholic delegates
will be chosen by the Internation-
al Conference on Ecumenical
Questions.
Tightwad Husband Prevents
Partnership Ideal in Marriage
By Rev. John L. Thomas, S.J.
Assistant Proftuor of Sociology, Si. Lomit University
How do you live with a miser? We’ve been married
six years and have two children. My husband handles all
the money and does all the shopping. He refuses to give
me any money for myself and If 1 absolutely need to have
some he begrudges it to me. In emergencies I have to
borrow from neighbors. We haven’t been out together in
almost a year, and I can't go any place because I have no
money, yet he earns a very good salary and saves a great
deal.
The remarkable thing about a
virtue is that you only have to
shift it a little in one direction
or another and you have a vice.
There may be little difference In
the way a careful saver and a
miser act, yet
one is a virtu-
ous man and
the other is not.
A generous man
may spend al-
most as much
money as a
spendthrift, yet
one has a sense
of responsibility
and the other
does not.
YOUR HUSBAND argues that
he's only saving for your and the
children's future —and this is
true. He points out that he spends
very little on himself Again, it's
true. He maintains it's good to
have some savings in case of
misfortune or sickness. Surely
you can't deny that! He tells you
I that many couples needlessly
jmultiply their family problems
iby spending beyond their incomes
—and he's probably correct.
Misers are so difficult to deal
with because they practice
what they preach. They become
so utterly irksome in marriage
because they try to force others
to accept their distorted view
of money and share their stingy
wav of life. There is a nar-
rowness and meanness about a
miser that colors his whole
personality.
Because he considers money,
or the mere saving of monry, as
an end in itself rather than a
means, he subordinates all other
considerations to it, with the re-
sult that his life becomes narrow
and dehumanized. The root of all
sin is to use as an end in Itself
what was meant to be only a
means. This applies to money as
well as to power, pleasure or sex.
YOU'VE THOUGHT about go
ing back to teaching In order to
earn some money for yourself,
but you feel you just can't bring
yourself to neglect your children.
Now the fact that your has.
band would not ob)ect to this
dearly indicates the extent of
his miserliness. He's earning a
very good salary and Is saving
money. What possible Justiflra
tlon ran be found under these
circumstances for allowing you
to neglect your obligations as
a mother and return to teach-
ing? We can only conclude he’s
a mighty sick man!
He refuses to discuss the mat-
ter with you and accuses you of
being selfish. When you ask for
money, he says you're always
nagging. Asa result, you find
you've grown hitter, for though
you try to resign yourself, the
constant embarrassment and hu
militation of being without money
[even for emergencies has become
more than you can bear.
YOU’D BETTER have a show
down. Insist that if you arc to
run the home, you must has'* a
certain amount each week or
month to cover your own needa
anti those of the family. You arn
partners in a common enterprise,
and there's no justification to
treating you as an irresponsible
child.
Don't nag or argue with him—-
tell him! If h^refuses take j-our
case to your pastor. What if jour
husband refuses to cooperate?
Weil, Eileen, rather than to
continue to grow embittered.
It seems to me yon -would do
writ to get an apartmAit, hire
a baby sitter or find a day*
care home for yonr children,
and go bark to teaching. Yon
won’t be a good mother if yea
become bitter or mnst con-
stantly nag and argoe. To re-
turn to teaching while remain-
ing with him, will do yonr
disposition no good and will «tm
deprive your children of needed
care.
Of course this is a drastic ac-
tion! But generally it's the only
way to bring a man like your
husband to his senses Marriago
is meant to he a mutually sancti-
fying. perfecting process. When
i: ceases to promote this, thn
couple must change their wayi
oi cohabitation loses its justifi-
cation.
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hour each month for three
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richer, holier life for your family?
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for yourself the value of the in-
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find in MARRIAGE, the maga-
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Your Nest Egg Can Be
Investment in Eternity
Everyone knows "you cen’t
Uke it with you." and the nest
eu you leave behind will be sub-
ject to a large bite via govern-
ment taxes.
Why not put your money into
aa annuity with the Society for
the Propagation of the Faith! The
society will pay you a good rate
of interest while you live, and
after your death your money will
go to the Holy Father’s missions.
Then your nest egg will pay
dividends eternal ones.
Work Among African
Mohammedans
The Fulanl people of northern
Nigeria and the Cameroon* are
mostly nomadic cattle owners.
Theirs is the open life of the
cowboy, and they are fine,
healthy people. But, to the mis-
sionary they present a problem.
They are Mohammedans and
te make a Mohammedan con-
vert is no easy task. One mis-
sionary reports that in many
years among the Fulanl, be had
only one conversion and that
was a death-bed conversion.
The missionary pointed out that
the door to the Fulani's knowl-
edge of Christianity is medicine.
He said that Sisters from Austria
treated a sick old lady daily over
a period of time and she soon
recovered. This happened after
the medicine man's ministrations
had failed.
Now the mission Fathers and
the Sisters of the clinic are the
most cherished friends of the
Fulani. The Sisters feel that to
the Fulani they "must be avail-
able always, like Christ the
Healer.”
Misionaries' Work
Among the Laotians
Laos, that small country now
in the news, had received Cath-
olic missionaries many years be-
fore the Oblates of Mary went
there in 1935. However, the storm
of persecution practically obliter-
ated Catholicism.
Fourteen missionaries working
in the northern part of the tiny
kingdom earlier than 1935 had
difficulty with the Buddhists. Six
of them were murdered and two
were expelled, while six others
died of malaria.
During World War n the
Oblates were interned by the
Japanese, snd mission posts
destroyed. When the mission-
aries were liberated and began
to rebuild the missions, con-
versions came slowly at first,
but later they came in greater
numbers.
Because the top enemy of com-
munism is the Catholic Church,
and since the Indo-Chinese War
the communists have managed to
infiltrate Laos, the missionaries
arc aware that they are now la-
beled for exile or execution. Yet,
the Oblates report “though dark
clouds of communism are threat-
ening Laos’ harvest of souls, the
Laotians still come to church in
great numbers.”
Bishop Stanton
At Livingston
Bishop Stanton will make an
appeal on behalf of the Society
for the propagation of the
Faith of Sept. 1J at St.
Phllomena'a Church, Livings-
ton, Rev. William A. McCann,
pastor.
Bishop Stanton is deeply
grateful to Father McCann and
to the other pastors of the
Archdiocese for their coopera-
tion in making these appeals
possible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
***** *«*• W. Stanton. S.T.D., PhJ>„ LL.D.
11 Mulberry St, Newark 2, N. J. Phone: MArket t-tIN
Hour*: Daily, » ajn. te 5 p-m.; Saturday, » a.m. to It
Diocese of Paterson:
**• Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis, J.C.D.
24 De Grasse St, Paterson 1, N. J. Phone: ARmory 4 #4*o.
Hours: Dally. S a.m. to 5 pjn.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Daily Masses
Pollowln* are luted churcTiea with
late mornint weekday Man.
The Advocate would welcome eucb
Ustinia from othar pastors.
WEEKDAYS
,
Sl Patrick-i Pro Cathedral. Waihln*
lon St. and Central Are.. Newark. IS IS
P.m.
.
? M P'»mln« Ave., New•rk. 11:43
a m.
St Brldeefe. 404 Plano St . Newark.
11:10 p.m.*
.
51 * 24 Mulberry St.. Naw-ark. 1313 p.m.
St. Mary*a Abbcr Church. Hlih St.,
naar Sprtnifleld. Nawark. 13:13 p.m.*
76 Bro#<l St.. Bloom-
Haiti. 11:30 a.m.
St. MehMl-*. 70 Cro “ st - •* Market
St.. Patarson. 13 noon.
St. Peter’* Grand and Van Vorat
SU.. Jtraer City. 12 OS p m.
-aacept Saturdaya
Obituary
It Is a holy and wholesome
thought to pray for the dead
that they may be loosed from
their sins. We recommend to
the prayers of our readers the
repose of the soul of the fol-
lowing who has recently de-
this life:
Mrs. Emma Pathe
Metal From Pots
lined for Statue
TORTONA, Italy A colossal
statue of the Blessed Virgin fash-
ioned from the copper of old
pots and pans has been placed
atop the steeple of the Church of
Our I.ady of Safekeeping from
where it overlooks this town.
Cana Calendar
CANA
SUNDAY. I.et II
■Jvraay City, St. Paul’a 'Greenville!,
Cana 1. 730 pm. HE 48118.
PRE-CANA
Sept. *7-Oct. 4—Garwood. St. Ann*’*.
RaaarvaUoni EL 3-MO7.
Hutharford. St. Mary’a
SManratlMn CO 1-424*
Oct. 11*18—Jaraay City. SI. Mlchaal'a.
Reaarvatlona: HE S-MOd
Oct. IS-2S Irvin e lon. St. Lao’a.
RaaarvaUonr SO 2 2807
New Church
St. Valentine's Celebrates
Diamond Jubilee Sept, 19
BLOOMFIELD St. Valentine’* parish, founded 60
year* ago by a little band of Polish lay people in a con-
verted Presbyterian chapel,will mark its diamond jubilee
with the laying of the cornerstone of anew million-dollir
church Sept. 19. Archbishop Boland will officiate at the
corneritone-layin* and 80th an-
niversary ceremonies at 10:30
am., assisted by Msgr. Bronis-
laus A. Socha, pastor for the last
38 years.
The church, a yellow brick
structure of Romanesque design
featuring a 90-foot tower and air-
conditioning throughout, will seat
850 and is expected to be com-
pleted next Spring. It will serve
1,000 families of Polish ancestry
in Bloomfield and neighboring
towns. It will replace the 360-
capacity church building which
has served the parish since 1905.
FOLLOWING the cornerstone
ceremony, a Solemn High Mass
of Thanksgiving will mark the
60th anniversary. Archbishop Bo-
land will preside, and priests
who are former parishioners will
officiate.
Celebrant will be Rev. Ire-
naeus Targonski, O.F.M.. of As-
sumption Monastery, Pulaski.
Wis.. the first to be ordained
from the parish. He will be as-
sisted by Rev. Joseph Tyminski.
S.D.B., Don Bosco Technical
School, Paterson; Rev. Damien
Rybka. O.F.M., Ben Avon, Pa;
Rev. Robert Jacunskl, St. Stanis-
laus, Newark. Rev. Frederick
Draeger. C.S.P., Richardson,
Tex., and Rev. Henry Gauer,
Brooklyn.
The new church crowns a
long list of Improvements in
parish facilities accomplished
during Msgr. Soch’s pastorate,
which began in 1921. The
school was erected in 1925 at
a cost of *100,000; the church
was renovated and the convent
expanded in 1930; the church
was repaired, the school im-
proved, the rectory enlarged,
and a storehouse erected in
1945-47 for a total of $50,000;
a new convent was built for
*200,000, and the school en-
larged at a cost of *175,000 In
1952.
St. Valentine's parish came in-
to being through the efforts of
Polish lay people who had set-
tled in Bloomfield and the sur-
rounding areas as early as 1876.
in those days they attended St
Stanislaus Church in Newark,
many of them walking the entire
distance along the banks of the
Morris Canal. In 1898, when
there were 90 Polish families in
the Rloomfield area, the St. Val-
entine's Mutual Benefit Society
secured from Bishop Michael
Wigger permission to found a
parish.
BTII.L PRIESTLESS, they
plunged into the task. On Oct.
24, 1898, they purchased the
Hope Chapel on Hoover Ave.
(then Franklin Ave.) from the
Broughton Presbyterian Society
for $1,875. Quickly they convert-
ed the chapel with the addition
of a aacristy and erection of an
altar and confessional. The par-
ish was incorporated at Sacred
Heart rectory on Feb. 16, 1899,
with Sacred Heart's pastor, Bev.
Joseph Nardiello, as secretary-
treasurer.
The first priest to eome to
St. Valentine's was Rev. Con-
stantine Laiinski, who was fol-
lowed by Rev. John Adamow-
ski and Rev. John Stankiewlcz.
Bishop Wlgger blessed the
church on Aug. I, 1899. In 1900
the parish welcomed its first
permanent pastor. Rev. Alex-
ius Iwanow, and the pioneering
stage faded into a period of
vigorous development which Is
reaching its culmination now.
A rectory, which later served
as a convent, was built in 1901.
In 1905 the present church was
build at a cost of $15,000, and
the school with a faculty of lay
teachers was founded in the orig-
inal church building. At this time
the choir was organized.
In 1916 the present rectory was
purchased. The former rectory
was converted into a convent to
house the Felician Sisters who
came to staff the school in 1918.
AFTKR FATHER Iwanow's
retirement in 1921, Father Socha
was appointed St Valentine's
second pastor by Bishop John J.
O’Connor. Among the first things
he did was to provide an English
reading of the Sunday Gospel
and announcements in addition
to the Polish. Although English
has come into larger use since
then, the announcements at four
of the five Masses and the scr
mon at two are given in Polish.
Msgr. Socha's expansion and
improvement program began
with the purchase of a large un-
developed tract in 1922, which
was donated the following year
for the extension of Spring St.
on which the church stands, to
Hoover Avc , a main artery, and
for the development of the area.
Confident of the generosity
of the 400 families of the par-
ish, he launched plans for the
$lOO,OOO school in 1914 when the
parish coffers contained only
$17,000. The school was bless-
ed and opened In September,
1925, by Msgr., later Bishop,
Duffy. The completely reno-
vated church was blessed by
Msgr. V. J. Masnlckt Ocl. 19,
1930. By 1949. when the parish
marked its golden jubilee It
wa* debtless, despite the am-
bitious and continual expan-
sion and improvement program
ol church, school, convent and
rectory.
Parish societies founded by
Msgr. Socha include: the St. Val
entine's Athletic Coub in 1922
(the original St. Valentines So-
ciety was not a parish organiza-
tion; it has now amalgamated
with the Joseph Poniatowski so-
cial club); the Little Flower Club
for young ladies, in 19211, CYO in
1945, and PTA in 1947. The St.
Valentine’s Bulletin made its
first weekly appearance in 1946.
St. Valentine's got its first as-
sistant pastor in 1930 when Rev.
John Witkiewicz was appointed.
Assistants at 1 present are Rev
Joseph A. Marjanczyk and Rev.
John A. Ryxner.
AFTER A BRIEF respite from
bufldin* activity. the parish em-
barked oa still another phase of
expansion when llsgr. Socha
broke ground for the two-story
convent for 12 Sisters and a two-
story fireproof win* for the
school July 8. 1952. Archbishop
Boland dedicated the new con-
struction Oct. IT, 1953.
Ground was broken for the
new church May 4. 1958. The ex-
terior is nearly finished now,
and work on the interior will be-
Kin soon.
TW imposing facade tea-
•■res a M-foot tower surmount-
ed fcy a 12 foot gold cross, a
rose window 12 feet ia diame-
ter fraotrd fcy an aluminum
grille, aad a large statae of
Cfcrist otct the mate entrance.
Bine aad gold terracotta trim
era a meats the exterior of the
ckarcb, which Is coastracted in
eraciform.
Plana for the interior include
a main altar of rose-colored mar-
ble, a shrine to Our Lady built
around a bas relief of Our Lady
of Czestochowa to be brought
from the main altar of the pres-
ent church, and a shrine to the
Sacred Heart which will contain
a painting also from the old
church. Stained glass windows in
the nave will depict scenes from
Mary’s life; those in the Czesto-
chowa shrine will be dedicated
to Polish saints.
Oak paneled walls. terrazzo
floors, a sound-proof mothers
room, and a basement auditor-
ium seating 1,000 will be fea-
tures.
MSG*. SOCHA was bom In
Majdan, Poland. Dec. 11, IRBB,
the son of Michael and Mary
Rusinowski Socha. He was
brought to Newark at the age
of seven, attended St. Stanislaus
School, the Seminary of SS. Cy-
ril and Methodius, Detroit, and
Srton Hall College, where he
earned the A.B. degree.
After theological studies at Im-
maculate Conception Seminary
he was ordained by Bishop O’-
Connor on Mar 19, 1914. Before
coming to St. Valentine s in 1921,
Lather Socha served for five
years in St. Anthony’s, Jersey
City, and for two in St. Joseph's,
Passaic
He observed his silver jubi-
lee of erdinatiow Apr. 14, 1939,
at St. Valentine's with Arch-
bishop Walsh presiding. In 1945
be was named archdiocesan di-
rector of the Aid for Poland
Campaign by Archbishop
Walsh. In October, 1954, he
was named a domestic prelate
with the title of Right Rever-
end Monslgnor by Archbishop
Boland.
Msgr. Socha
Pray for Them
Sinter M. Octavia
CONVENT—-A member of the
Sisters of Charity of St. Eliza-1
both for more than 60 years, Sis-
ter Maria Octavia McTague died
Sept. 7 in St. Anne's Villa. She 1
was buried after a Requiem Mass
in the Villa chapel Sept. 9.
Daughter of the late Thomas
and Catherine McTague. Sister
Maria Octavia entered the con-
vent from Englewood on Aug. 15.
1897. For 36 years she taught tn
the primary grades at St.
Patrick’s School, Newark. Subse-
quently she taught at St. Rose
of Lima, Short llills; Holy Trin-
ity, Weatfield; and Sacred Heart
School, New Brunswick, until her
retirement to the Villa here in
1955.
J. A. Cunningham
SOUTH ORANGE— A Requiem
Mass (or the repose of the soul
of Joseph A. Cunningham, 118,
Kenneth Terrace, was offered
Sept. • in Our Lady of Sorrows
Church here. He died Sept. 4.
Celebrant of the Mass was his
son. Msgr. Thomas W. Cunning-
ham, vice president of Seton Hall
University.
Alao surviving are his wife.;
another aon, a brother and three;
grandchildren.
Mrs. Mary E. Doyle
PATERSON—Rev. James J.
Doyle, pastor of St. Therese
Church, was celebrant of a Re-
quiem Mata there Sept. 3 for
bis mother. Mrs. Mary E. Doyle
She died Sept. 1.
Alao surviving are another son.
a sister, two grandchildren and
three great-grandchildren.
John M. S«*HHplman
HILLSIDE The funeral of
John M. Sesselman will take
place Sept. 10, with a Requiem
Mass in St. Catherine's Church,
celebrated by his son. Rev. Wil-
liam S. Sesselman, pastor,
Epiphany, Cliffside Park.
Also surviving are another
son, two daughters and a grand-
child.
Pension for Priests
ROME (NC) - The Italian
government has approved a law
granting pensions to aged or in-
firm priests.
Seton Business School
Adds Three Teachers
SOUTH ORANGE Three new
teachers have been added to the
faculty of the School of Business
Administration, Seton Hall Uni-
versity. William Doerflmger,
dean, has announced.
Dr Alfredo Kraessel of Irving-
ton has been appointed assistant
professor of economics. He for-
merly taught at Ithaca College
and the University of Buffalo.
Dr. Rudolph Heubner, Newark at-
torney. South Orange, will be an
assistant professor in law and
finance; Paul Geraci. Irvington,
will be an instructor in account-
ing.
DEDICATION SET: This is the new St. Valentine’s
Church in Bloomfield for which the cornerstone will
be laid on Sept. 19 as the parish marks its 60th anni-
versary.
Bridge to Aid
The Retarded
MONTCLAIR
- A Fall dessert-
bridge will be held Oct. 9 in Ma-
donna Hall of Immaculate Con-
ception Church by the Montclair
Auxiliary for Retarded Children
Proceeds will go to the training
and edueational program of the
Mt. Carmel Guild Apostolate for
Retarded Children.
Walter J. Werner has been ap-
pointed chairman by Dr. John H.
Eck. auxiliary president. The
committee will he assisted by stu-
dents from Lacordaire and
Immaculate Conception High
.Schools.
Paratroops Organize
FORT BRAGG. N C. (NC) A
society for Catholie paratroopers
has been organized at Fort Bragg
by Rev. (Capt.) Edward Cronin,
chaplain.
Start New Latin
Classes for
Late Vocations
PATERSON The St John
the Baptist Belated Vocation So-
ciety will begin anew term of
Latin classes for men with lata
vocations to the priesthood Sept.
26 at 2 p m. in the Chancery Of-
fice here.
Rev. Thomas Fahy and rat-
rick Flood of the Seton flail Uni-
versity faculty will teach elemen-
tary, intermediate and advanced
Latin every Saturday, 2 to 5 p m.
No tuition is required.
Bishop McNulty presided at
the recent farewell dinner for 12
members about to enter semi-
naries. The candidates are mem-
bers of the society's first group
of students who began Latin
study last March.
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Ostensorium, all
24K gold plated.
Noms can be
engraved
around bate.
H•lgh 1 1 2 0
Inches.
$175.00
Othsrs at $9O
up.
An exquisite
Chalica In 24K
plated. Nam# can
ba angravad on
battom. Haighti
9 inches.
$220.00
Othar sup ar b
Chalicas at $45-
$45 - $l5 • $lOO-
- - $2OO.
CIBORIUM
24K gold plotad.
Heidi 200 Socred
Haiti. Homi eon
be engraved an
bate.
$50.00
i
CEMETERY
LIGHT
Metal, oluminum finish
•tend. Red glan with 7
day candle; olunrlnum
top. Height above
groundi 15 Inches.
Complete $7.95
Extra 7*day glan an-
dated candles 40c each.
Altar Miisel
Heck Solemn
Vestments
Marble Statuary
The largest selection el fine
Church goods In America.
MEMORIAL CARDS
THANK YOU CARDS
Send for Latest Catalogue
IS Perk Piece, N. Y. 7. N. Y.
Jerome J. Stanley
• CHURCH GOCr'i ♦
’ 16 Wo'h nptC'l I*»rf •
M 4 :-607l N* ■ N J
*****
TRAVELER’S AIDS:
TRAVELERS
CHECKS
Th. fundi p*r
for your
route
tafe-to-carry
form.
BANKING BY MAIL
Th# way to conduct your
routin# banking buaineaa
u thoughyou hadn’t left
home •
SAFI DEPOSIT BOX
Th# place to uf (guard your
▼aloablca until you return.
ASX US ABOUT ALL OF THEM BEFORE YOU SET OFF
ON YOUR NEXT VACATION OR BUSINESS TRIPI
HUDSON COUNTY NATIONAL BANK
IN ifttlY CITY
Mant#amery at Waablaataa tl.
Jatkiaa at WUUataa *va.
Central Ava. aaar Bawara tl.
Favaala Ava. at Oratra St.
40 iauraal fquara
WIN MONDAY IVININO
IN tAYONNI
• Iraadway at IM tl.
in ountNaits
* MIA ft. at taroaallaa Ava.
IN HOtOKIN
★ ■ Wav at Pint tl.
• OPIN PVIDAY IVtNINO
Mambar Padatal Dapailt Iniuranca Caryeratlea
H t>R
ROUND MR CONDITIO*'*C
Progress
Ovi long rocord of CONTINUOUS PIOOItU I, your
guoronloo that our pricoi or* rooionoblo ond |u«t. Wo
hovo fuinilod o definite obligation to tha community.
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
COUIM 20H« ST. •iml BOULEVARD, UNION CUT
TELEPHONES! UNlon 3-1100-1101
Omr Service it AveiUble to Every Fsmily
Regsrdlen of Finoncisl Condition
DO YOU HAVE AN
OLDER RELATIVE
60 to 80
WITHOUT ENOUGH
LIFE INSURANCE?
Even though an older mem-
ber of your family la past 60,
it la atill possible for him or
her to apply for a *l,OOO life
insurance policy through
Old American of Kansas City,
an old line legal reserve com-
pany.
The entire transaction .can
be handled by mail. No one
will call.
Write today for more infor-
mation. Simply mall postcard
or letter (giving year of birth)
to Old American, 4000 Oak.
Dept. EOI2C, Kansas City, Mo.
NURSING
HOME
SA VAN NISS PLACE
OH Clanton Av*.
Ugalow 3-0303
MAIR and PIMA IK
AGIO. CONVAIiSCKNT. and
CHROWICAUY 111
IkMMd b r S'oM ol N. J.
PAtKINO AREA
NEWARK
THI
ROBERT
TREAT
HOTEL
PA«K PLACE. NEWAIIC
COMMAUT (NVim YOUi
mavAnoNs rot
• COMMUNION
BREAKFASTS
• ORDINATION
DINNERS
• WEDDING
RECEPTIONS
• OTHER SOCIAL
FUNCTIONS
M>d#rw mi* mmmSnkmmmi
s Am#
W mmd nri<— ■>»■>«.
fTANtrr J. AJCUt
ton reservations
Coll MArkof 2-1000
A KNOn HOTH
0
0
«
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
colorful
Wake Robin Inn it colorful
• •especially in the Fall.
Th# Berkshire foothills
present a wondrous show,
turning the surrounding
countryside Into a riot or
Slowing colors. Enjoy good
food, good fellowship end
good weather. Golf and
riding nearby. 2Vi hours
from N.y. Catholic Church
adjoining. New color folder.
Mac A. Chamberlin, owner.
WAEE ROBIN INN
LAKEVILLE, CONN.
■
■
' ck 5*2000S HEmlock '
0000000000$$$
ft
RELAX THIS
SEPTEMBER
... It beachlrent I
garchei. bj ear nt* snimming
Mil. ar an the beach. Enter,
lalnment aregram. Ocean wafer
in all batht. Twinbed! with
bath Iran lIS. Had. 4*. Plan
—SS.3S. jaiiah While t Sent.
IK., eettenhlp management •
Atlantic Calf S UM • in
He* Verb. HU J-4MI:
(DarlborouflUSlcnbcun
HQLMHUBST
O* fMAflf/voal* A*MIM
»J* Wkly.
*5
50 up
• Fiwhrttai
Writ* C Jk. ItltMr
4-MU
ASBURY'S NEWEST OCEAN-FRONT
100°o FIREPROOF HOTEL
//*fc£r
Ai Thm Boardwalk 6 2nd Avt.
ASBL'RY PARK, IN.J.
Fln#»t Location —ln Cantor of Town
Convenient to Churchot, thopelno.
Floridian FOOL on Fremltaa
FRll—Haalthful Ocoan Bathino
C M Per Day-Par Perton
*T Mm o 4 Uf Doublo Occupancy
feA| INCLUDIt FRII
• Continental Iroakfoit
American Flan or Iwropoan Flan
Wrlto or call FRotpect Mitt.
N. Y. C. Tal: Dl«by 9-1 Iff
Mrs.
. Ram»ay, Raaorvatlon Mor
Ihs FAMILY HOm
IN ATLANTIC CITY
tasss*
M(« ll** 4
’
SSs~
33^2£i
HOTEL BRIGHTON
211 Third Av»nui, Atbury Perk. N.J
On* Block «• B*«cK—On" All Yl«r
• EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS FOR
FAMILY OF 3 OR 4 FROM US
WKKIY
• ADJOININO FAMILY ROOMS -
4 FIOFII SS4 WIIKLY
• CONVINIfNT TO POPPING
• ROOMS WITH FRIVATI BATH
• COOKINO FACILITIIS AVAILAILI
• FREI OCEAN lATHINO
• TV ROOM FOR CHIIDRIN
• CHURCH NIARSY
• RATIS S3 MR MRSON DAILY,
OOUIII OCCUPANCY
Mr. I> Mrs. John Kawot
Ownir ond Mgr
M 4412* - M 5-950*
ONTWOOD HOTEL
in MT. POCONO
SPECIAL RATES TO HONEYMOONERS
FINEST HOTEL IN THE POCONOS
• COCKTAIL LOUNGE • GOLF
• SWIMMING POOL • VOLLEY BALL
• DANCING EVERY EVFNING
TErminal 9-3271
ft. 44 to 411 15 Miln North of
SO. CAIRO 7 n. Y. “Ireland in the Catskills' MAdison 2-9526
EMERALD ISLE HOUSE
RESERVATIONS NOW OPEN FOR THE LABOR DAY WEEK-
END. VERY SPECIAL RATES AFTER LABOR DAY SEPT. 7TH.
Ideal vacation ipot for young A old. The beat la courteay A hospi-
tality. Large airy rat. Hot A Cold showers. S full homo cooked
meals daily. Bar A Grill. TV, Music, dancing A entertainment night-
far la the new ballroom Id# yds. from main house.
Enjoy our brand new swimming pool, lawn sports, and nearby am
horses, bicycles, golf course A churches. Open May Sdth. For reser-
vations call or write Owen A Julia Lamb.
• Adults Bid per person 2 In rm. • BiS, ono person In rm.
• Children up to 5 yrs, $l5 per wk.; up to U yrs. $25 nor wl u
mm U Inn rata. CAJBO MSM
Third Order Group Tailored
To Fit Needs of Young Adults
By Rev. Richard Armstrong, M.M.
PATERSON—“That we may observe in a more Catho-
lic manner the rule which we have promised the Lord.”
With these words of St. Francis of Assisi and the Gos-
pels as their guide, a group of young people at St. Bona-
venture’s here formed a junior fraternity of the Third Or-
Francii lait February.
The occupation* of the young
Third Order member* ranee from
construction workers and lab
assistant* to bookkeeper*, secre-
taries, telephone operators and
teachers.
TYPICAL is Bernard Dierof-
fc, who is also a member of the
Association for International
Development (AID), a lay mis-
sionary group in Paterson.
Why did Bcmie Deiroffe be-
come a tertiary?
“Because it offers me the
best, most complete way of
life. It offers me a better
chaace of sharing my faith
with my fellow man and of ren-
dering greater glory to God.”
FORMERLY the 15 young
adults belonged to the senior fra-
ternity of the Third Order, the
majority of whose members arc
older people with different
ideas and needs. The young folks
felt the need to use their dis-
cussion meetings for “confront-
ing the big social issues in to-
day’s world," according to Betty
Hunt, a fourth grade teacher in
All wood School.
"IntegraUon, a sane attitude
toward marriage, a Christian
theology of work, all these
things need Christian probing
and ChrisUan action," Betty
explains.
So, early in 195» Rev. Simon
Quigg, 0.F.M., guardian of the
monastery, fulfilled the younger
tertiariea' request for anew
group.
Since then, membership has
doubled to 30. Interest has picked
up in the discussion periods,
with emphasis on the social mes-
sage of Christianity.
How do the tertiaries operate?
Briefly, the rule calls for:
• Daily Mass and Communion,
when possible;
• At # least monthly confession
and Communion;
• A daily Office, which is usu-
ally 12 Our Fathers, Hail Marys
and Glorias;
• Wearing the small scapular
and cord at all times;
• Monthly meetings.
MEETINGS ARE held on the
Friday preceding the third Sun
day of the month
The monthly meeting is divided!
into two part*. The first is the
church service, consisting of Sta
lions of the Cross, Rosary, Bene-
diction and instruction by the
director.
Then follows the business part,
held in a meeting room. Next,
one of the members delivers an
assigned instruction on the Ter-
tiary Rule. The rule has been
revised recently to meet the re
quirements of modern times
There is time for discussion.
The serving of coffee and cake
points up the sane balance of
Franciscan spirituality which
makes provision for man's mater
ial side.
Refreshed, the tertiaries launch
into an informal discussion per-
iod on current problems. The
subject usually arises spontan
eously.
"It Is very hard in this world
foil of material and paganistic
principles to live a holy and
Chrlstlike life,’’ reflected one
young man. “I knew I could
not do it alone so I derided
to join the Third Order where
I would have a rule and an
example to follow.”
Says Mary Gianini:
"As a Catholic, to live In the
world and to live up to the faith
is very hard People think
you're craiy. When you see that
others are doing the same thing,
it helps you."
TERTIARIES are enjoined to
be active in charity toward their
neighbor. Once a month they
make vocations the intention of
a Mass.
Many of them visit the sick,
aid the poor, promote good liters
ture and protest the bad
4Patients in St. Joseph's Hospi-
tal, Paterson, can ana young
Third Order members carrying
trays, answering the door, wrap-
ping bandage* and helping out In
numerous other ways.
As the new society finds itself
organizationally, more emphasis
will be put on charitable activi-
ties.
This Fall there will boa new
director. Rev. Felidae Toy,
0.F.M., of St. Anthony’s GUM
here.
Times change and with them
the approaches to spiritual de-
velopment and apostolic activity.
But the underlying principle to
all Catholic life is to be found
in the marvelous prayer of St
Francis of Assisi, which con-
cludes ”... it is in giving that
we receive, in pardoning that we
*re pardoned, and it is in dying
that we are bom to eternal life."
Catholic Dentists Plan
Communion Breakfast
NEW YORK In observance
of the 100th anniversary of the
American Dental Association,
Catholic dentists will hold a Com-
munion breakfast Sept. 13 at the
Waldorf Astoria after 9 a.m.
Mass in St. Patrick’s Cathedral.
The speaker will be Rev. Robert
I. Gannon. S.J.
The affair is sponsored by the
St. Apollonia Guild of Greater
New York, the Catholic Den-
tists Guild of Brooklyn and the
Catholic Dentists Guild of Rock-
jville Centre.
BEACON OF FAITH: Believed to be the first shrine
of its kind in the world is this 25-foot fiberglass statue
of the Virgin Mary, which stands on a pedestal in the
Mississippi River 550 feet from Portage Des Sioux,
Mo. Citizens of this little French river community
built the statue in gratitude to the Virgin after their
village was spared by a flood. Although made of fiber-
glass the 3,300-pound statue is as durable as steel. It
is lighted at night to serve as a beacon for river naviga-
tors and airplanepilots.
Present-Day Catholics Should
Help Pave Way for Reunion
BOSTON Though the reun-
ion of Catholics and Orthodox
Christians may not come in this
generation, it is the duty of pres-
ent day Catholics to pave the
way for eventual reconciliation.
This Is the belief of Rev. Paul
Maillcux. S.J., director of the
Russian Center at Fordham Uni-
versity, and of all Jesuit Eastern
Rite activities In North and
South America.
The discussion of unity be-
tween the Eastern Orthodox
churches and the Catholic
Church was a highlight of the
six-dav Convention of Lay Apos-
tolates here, attended by some
t.ooo delegates from many parts
of the world, as was a Russian-
Rite Mass, which Father Mall
leux offered.
IN AN INTERVIEW, he decJsr
ed that two major obstacles to re-
union, In addition to theological
differences, are the Iron Curtain
and the lack of unison among the
Orthodox groups.
But, he added, there are
many moit things held in com-
mon by Catholics and Orthodox
than points of division. Roth
groups have substantially simi-
lar beliefs in the nature of the
visible church, he noted, and
many dogmas are held in com-
mon.
DELEGATES AT the conven
tion heard a plea for formation
of an international organization
of sodalists. Rev. Louis Paulus-
aen, S.J., of Rome, said such a
body is necessary to work direct-
ly on an international level and
help agencies like the United Na
tions and UNESCO. He is found
er and executive secretary of
the World Federation of Sodali-
ties of Our Lady, a grouping of
national sodalities, but not of
their members.
Lay men and women have a
a "duty'' to bring progressive in-
fluence toward making a better
world in which to live, Rev.
James J. McQuade, S.J . St.
I»uis, national coordinator of so-
dalities, told the delegates.
The 80,000 sodalities around
the world, he said, "have given
special priority to such grave
problems as that of many mil
lions suffering from racial dis-
crimination, and lack of ade
quate food, housing, medical
care and education.
"Each sodality," he declared,
"will give serious consideration
in the next five years to the so-
cial abuses In their own nations
and will strive to train their
membership to effect a Chris-
tian solution in their environ-
ment.”
Rev. Richard L. Rooney of
Fairfield (Conn.) University lash-
'd out at modern society in
which "football has smothered
theology and biceps are more
important than brain cells.”
“Thoughts of the Ecumenical
Council, the presence of the lay
apostolate, and football practice
at Boston College (where ses-
sions were held) all fuse togeth-
er to point up one truth: mod-
ern man is more interested in
brawn than In brain," he declar-
ed.
In the coming week-ends.
Father Rooney observed that
"thousands will jam stadiums
for football games, but a theo-
logical contest would not draw
enough people to fill a tele-
phone booth.”
Rev. Robert 0. Howes of Wor-
cester. Mass., warned that par-
ishioners of suburban church
communities may become so In
volved in "brick and mortar re-
ligion that they will have no
time for their community as
such and will be reduced to tick-
et sellers and bazaar organi-
zers."
HE RAID THE country is fac-
ing a serious crisis as it becomes
"less urban, less moral and
more suburban." He also cau-
tioned against "indifference in
iUie suburbs, multiplying mixed
marriages and conformity to se
cular morals."
However, he saw opportuni-
ties for suburban churches "to
step forward as sentinels of the
common good—to stand more aa
they did in early New England,
opportunity for the common ac-
tion on the part of all reputable
ehurchea in the community's civ-
ic interest.”
Such churches, he said, also
have the opportunity In commut-
er trains, cafes ,gnd shopping
renters to explain Catholicism to
non-Catholics. »
IN OTHER TALKS, Rev. Ber
nard Basset, S.i., of London,
warned Americana against giv-
ing Soviet Premier Khrushchev
a "too guahy" reception when be
Waits the country.
Rev. John T. Shea. S.J , Cana-
dian director of sodalities, de-
clared that today's secularism,
which Is making society "man-
centered instead of God center-
ed,” is breaking down all fields
of human life and activity.
He declared that secularism
rears Its head by "expediency
in poliUcs, exaggerated profit
motives in business, desecra
tion of truth in courts, degrad-
ed sensaUonallsm, absence of
cultural standards and objec-
tives in education, lack of In-
tellectual and moral discipline
In homrs and schools, and
egocentric interpretation of
moral law and honesty.”
The meeting was held at the
invitation of Cardinal Cushing of
Boston. In a sermon at a con-
vention Mass, he declared: "We
need the virtues of the mind.
We must learn to teach and dis-
cipline our intellect and acquire
a love of study and reading." At
another session he told delegates
that "the possibility of war in
your lifetime is by no means in
the realm of pure conjecture, it
could happen.
"War between Russia and the
| United States is a basic doctrine
|of communism." he declared
I "Why do they talk peace?"
| "Peace for the communists Is
world conquest ... a worldwide
communist utopia."
Cardinal Notes
Movie Impact
VENICE, Italy Cardinal Ur-
ban! of Venice stressed the re-
sponsibility resting on those con-
nected with the movie industry
during a brief address at a spe-
cial Mass for delegates to the
Venice Film Festival.
The Cardinal declared that:
"The language of pictures is the
easiest, the best understood and
the most attractive. Naturallythe
cultured person will penetrate the
subject more deeply than the un
educated spectator. But the pic-
ture will impress the mind of the
simple soul and the consequent
mark It leaves
. . . will be deep
and lasting.
"Here lies the enormous re-
sponsibility of every person who
belongs to the movie world: di-
rectors, producers, actors, critics
and distributors."
First Sorial Week
CARACAS, Venezuela (NC)
Venezuela’s first Catholic So
rial Week will be held here Sept.
28-Oct. 3. The Church'a social
doctrine, cooperatives and man-
agement-labor relations will be
discussed.
With Humble Pride
OfPolitics and Things
By Dan Herr
I recommend writing a weekly!
column aa the very beat therapy.
By working off your frustration*!
in print you ran reserve blowing
your top for absolutely nec-
essary situations such as waiting
in a doctor's office an hour ana
a half. If you don’t mind, there-
fore, I will im-
prove my dis-
position by pre-
senting some
brief but pro-
found thoughts:
I have never
seen the so-
called “Catho-
lic bloc” in ac-
tion but if the
bigots don't
watch out they are practically
going to force Catholics to vote
as Catholics. After all, we can
stand only so much of this ”Cath-|
olics are only 11% Americans"
hog-wash.
In case you are confused by all
the publicity for the movie epic,
“The Big Fisherman," don't be
deceived about the merits of the
book. It’s badly written why
do writers keep trying to improve
on the New Testament? —and
Is unacceptable from a Catholic
viewpoint. A* is another Lloyd C.
Douglas clinker, "The Robe,” for
that matter.
THOUGHT PROMPTED hy sit-
ting slightly to the left and to
the rear of the boy wonder, Sen.
John Kennedy, at a recent public
appearance: I venture no opin-
ion on Senator Kennedy's politi-
cal beliefs, but I hope for his
sake he acquires another gesture
beside that of flaying the air
with his fist and, even more im-
portant, stops wearing his pants
so short. N'o shoft-panted man
will ever be elected. I pre
diet despite the current popular-
ity of Ivy League styles
My favorite ad in a long,
long time comes from a Chi
cago daily newspaper: Go! Go!
White Sox Rut Before You
Go Go! Go to Our Redeem-
er Lutheran Church during
July and August there will be
special summer services for
outdoor people .. . Come In
your sportswear ... Coffee bar
after 8:30 service.”
As one who never was much
taken with the whole Idea of
"togetherness” even when es-
poused by the Christian Family
Movement, I took a small mea-
sure of delight from the story In
the CFM msgazine, "Act." The
recent CFM convention at Notre
Dame was announced with this
eyebrow-raising headline: "Bring
children only if absolutely nec-
essary to attend."
I liked this quote from Presi-
dent A. Whitney Griswold of
Yale recalling "the mood of the
New England farmer who said
he was going home to supper and
If it wasn't ready he was going
to raise the devil and if it was
ready he wasn't going to touch
a bit of it."
IF YOU ARE the lookahead’
type and want the perfect Christ-
mas gift for your spouse, why
not a "Bahytooth Tear Drop"?
You can now have a tooth pre-
served in a "clear tear drop suit-
able as necklace pendant, brace-
let, charm or man's good luck
piece , . . Sterilization and pro-
cessing supervised by a graduate
dentist. Teeth may have to be
trimmed or smoothed to facili-
tate mounting.”
Or, if that doesn't Jar the
change loose from yonr pocket,
what about a “Baby's Tuft-of-
Hair Tear Drop"? There I*. I
must warn you. no mention in
the ad of toe-nail tear drops,
but I am sure it would be ar-
ranged if that is what your
heart pines for.
| If you are looking for a fine
'life of St. Francis of Assisi,
written in simple and beautiful
style, you would undoubtedly en-
joy “My Lord and My God," by
Elizabeth Goudge.
I am long zinc* tired of hear-
ing “Where are our Catholic
Salk*, where are our Catholie
Oppenhcimers"? Juit for a
change why don’t they vary the
theme a little “Where are
our Catholic Elvia Presley*,
where are our Catholic Marilyn
Monroe*"?
: Answer: I dunno.
"Variety" report* iharp words
by Rev. James Shannon, presi-
dent of St. Thomas College:
!"
... the bad taste of Jack Paar,
Ed Sullivan's endless array of
[trampoline artists and Godfrey's
garrulous marathon are begin-
ning to convince even the moat
[sensitive viewers that vaudeville
is dead and television is the bo*
they buried it in."
| I SUPPOSE that by now you've
ihcard about Sam Goldwyn'a re-
action to the election of Pop#
!John XXIII. Said Sam: "But why
did he take such a common
| name? Every Tom, Dick or Har-
ry is named John."
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MOVED TO
87 HALSEY ST.
•
Jutt A Short Diitonc*
from Our Old location
Juit lock of KUin •
•
Fill PARKING
At Moid«n lan* lot
•
SHOULD YOU NEED
SLASSES COME TO US
©B®
The Optician
NEWARK, N. J.
Phone. Mitchell 2-5171
Your savings grow
faster at interest
▼mt to-witch your mosey blossom into a titrable savings account?
Jnat about the-moat dependable and quickest way to do that U through
■ aavings' account at FIRST NATIONAL, where onr customers earn a
big 3% interest on atcouaU from $lO to $25,000. And to make things
casao; yon can make your deposits at any one of FIRST NATIONAL’S
debt haling offices throughoutHudson County. If you’d like to enjoy
tbat fhnat naoncy-in-tbc-bank feeling, stop in and open an account
bday • v* and keep it growing!
the
FMRSTit.XATMOXAL BAXK
OF JEHSEY CMTY
maimct. ti tutu imet
• Umw*. *n*c% MhMWM
•f tuna mm a net 'mmamva.
r *sw» Sms a i«t> u am im
yra worm uni«net wot nw m* met
miwiwaS'MM Immsnmtins u saw Ww
'*
MttsWs *1 Hmss oik St.
ion smmh vnet
GtfM 5fIf
G^lTiDFSct
Attend a FREE
DEMONSTRATION
•i I*l#
DALE CARNEGIE
COURSE
NEWARK
Thun. s#p*. 10 1:00 r.M
Twm. t#pf. IS SiOO P.M.
ESSEX HOUSE
IUIUSIIP t Ulit
TIAININE INSTITUTE OF M.l.
JE 8-6651
1959 FRANCISCAN PILGRIMAGES
in honor of Our Blessed Mother
to these Shrines in Canada
In Montreal
SHRINE OF THE SACRED HEART
BR. ANDRE'S SHRINE TO ST. JOSEPH
NOTRE DAME CHURCH
THE SEAMEN'S CHURCH
In Cap do la Madeleine
OUR LADY OF THE CAPE
In Beaupre
SHRINE OF ST. ANNE DE BEAUPRE
6 FULL DAYS
LEAVE
Sept. 14
>ept. 21
RETURN
Sept. 19
Sept. 26
*9O.
Price Include*: 13 meal*, 5 night* lodging, transporta-
tion in de luxe Air-Conditioned, Air Suspension buses.
WASHINGTON, D.C. WEEKENDS
Highlight*; Our nation • capitol Holy land Monastery now Shrine
to tho Immaculoto Conception Ml. Vernon. ot«.
9
Oct. 2 Oct. 4
Oct. 23 Oct. 25
Oct. 30 Nov. 1
Friday 6:30 p.m. to Sunday 9 p.m.
Price Includes 5 meals, 2 nights, in Ist class hotel, trans-
portotion In air-conditioned buses, and all taxes.
CALIFORNIA 21 tUli DATS - *SJO 00, OCT. 14-NOV. II
Highlight* loyttown One Week on Coatt San Francisco
Fishermon * Wharf loi Angelo* Knott terry Farm Franciscan
Minion* Grand Canyon. Prke Include* Transportation. Lodging In First
Clou Hotel*. ftreakfait. Di. -et and all gratuities and taxes.
A Franciscan Priest Is Chaplain an all Pilgrimages
Pilgrimages leave from the Franciscan Pilgrimage Offica
133 West 31 *t Street, N Y. C
*37.
*35.
All proceed* for the benefit of our Franciscan Seminary,
York.
For folder with full details write>
FI AINOID F. BIOWN, O.F.M, FIANCISCAN FAMILY CIICII
US West Jlst Street. N. Y. C.
rt>«w« n mu) - owit, ti»»„ to t» 4 - ttiwh rn.
FINGERTIPS
Natural Gas supplied to our
customers comes all the way from
Louisiana through an 1,840 mile
pipeline. Flowing at 20 MPH,
this is almost 4 days travel. But
in spite of this distance, GAS is
always at your fingertips ready
for Instant use!
Millions of dollars have been
invested to guarantee you a
dependable supply of GAS tho
fuel that saves you time, work
and money!
pvblic^Sekvice
Are Teenagers Who Commit Crimes Heroes or Sissies?
By June Dwyer
It la tins* for back to achool
talk. We were going to apeak
of the new ehaneea you will
hawe and the importance of
learning aa much as you can
ao you can do something worth-
while when you are older. But
we have to talk about some-
thing else this week. Young
Advocates.
No matter how we try to for-
get about the crimes being
committed by boys and girls
throughout the country in
New York most recently we
cannot. You are close in age
to those who are hurting
others, sometimes even killing.
You must think about these
boys and girls and know what
they are doing, why it is wrong
and why you must not follow
their ideas.
IT IS NOT easy to follow
rules? it is not easy for chil-
dren or for adults. But if we
do not have rules that are fol-
lowed. no one will have free-
dom. Freedom must be for
OTeryone or it is not freedom.
It takes courage to work in-
stead of stealing. It takes cour-
age to study, especially if you
do not like to study. It takes
courage to fill your hours with
new things that you have never
tried before to make mis-
takes in front of others in
order to learn.
Those who ara afraid to work,
to study, to do anything that
will make them fit into society,
are sissies. They say studying
is for stupid people, they are
smarter in ruling with their
fists. They say cowards do
what Is right, they are brave
enough to fight the world.
But when we think aSout it.
Young Advocates, we know dif-
ferently.
BOYS AND girls who travel
in gangs and stir up trouble
are sissies. They have not the
courage to stand on their own
two feet and compete with
others. They sometimes are
willing to take a chance that
they will be killed this they
think makes them a hero. But
none of them is willing to take
a chance on living.
We are not trying to say
that friends are not good. They
are wonderful, especially for
teenagers who have to help
each other to grow up. But
when these friendships are
built on fear, when they do not
strengthen the teenagers to do
good, they are cowardly.
WREN THESE boys and girls
In gangs can see that their
lives are too important to
waste, then they will be im-
portant citizens. When these
teenagers are no longer afraid
to smile, to love, to believe in
themselves, they will be on the
road to growing up.
You can help your genera-
tion grow into better leaders.
Pray for the boys and girls
who have become lost in gangs.
Try and keep yourself good.
Th« Holy Ghost la living In
you, you are .important; live
your life aa if you know you
are. ; *~
Take time out now to under-
stand the feelings that make
these boys and girjs commit
crimes. You are their age. You
can understand them better
than any adult. Understand and
then remember, so that when
you are parents you will be
able to help your children to
have true courage to become
good citizens.
NCCW Head
Backs Funds
WASHINGTON (NC) - An en-
dorsement of the 1959 United
Fund and Community Chest cam-
paigns was voiced here by Mrs.
Mark A. Theissen of Covington,
Ky„ National Council of Catholic
Women president.
Mrs. Theissen urged “all Amer-
icans to support the many worth-
while health, welfare and recrea-
tional services and charitable
programs included in their onee-
a-year appeal."
She pointed out that when local,
state and national organizations
are able to cuiqbine their fund-
raising drives in one effort, a tre-
mendous savings in fund raising
costs and in the time and effort
of both volunteers and contribu-
tors is effected.
A PRELATE Nullius is one who
has jurisdiction over a district
not under the authority of a Dio-
cesan Bishop.
Educator Hails Nuns
For Work in Schools
BOSTON (RNS) - Excellence
of the Catholic educational sys-
tem in the U. S is due chiefly
to the teaching nuns, Rev. Ed-
ward B. Rooney, S J., of New
York, president of the Jesuit Sec
onriary Educational Association,
said here.
He told the annual Teachers'
Institute of the Boston Archdio-
cese that "most responsible for
our Catholic life and Catholic edu-
cation are our Sisters. . . in hos-
pitals and homes. . . in social
and retreat work, and above ail.
the Sisters in our parochial
schools, in Catholic high schools
and colleges."
Father Rooney said that Cath
olic education in the U S. was
"a monument to the generosity
and devotion of our Catholic peo-
ple, teachers and hierarchy.
With little source of money, we
have tried to keep pace with the
best on the material side of edu
cation. As far as educational
ideals are concerned, ours com-
pare favorably with those of
America's finest educators."
MSGR. William J McDonald,
rector of Catholic University of
America, Washington, urged
American teachers to provide
heroic leadership to combat
growing delinquency and im-
morality among young people.
"If our women do not meas
ure up, there can be no hope for
the future generations," he said
"This is one of the mhst disturb-
ing things of our time. . . Our
age demands teachers of heroic
proportions you might even
say saintly."
Exciting Redding
NEWARK Who was the
friend of the miners in 1859?
Readers of the Junior Cath-
olic Messenger will have the
answer to this question and
many others in a series of
articles being written for the
weekly publication hy Floyd
Anderson, managing editor of
The Advocate.
The first article about Bishop
Patrick Manogue (the friend of
the miners) appears in the
Sept. 11 issue. Included in the
other six stories are accounts
in the lives of Mother Cabrini,
Captain John Barry and a nun
had an interesting meeting with
Billy the Kid.
Pray
CINCINNATI (NO Prayer
and sacrifice during the U. S.
visit of Premier Nikita Khrush
chev were recommended in a
resolution adopted by the Cin-
cinnati Chapter of Kappa Gamma
Pi, national Catholic women's
honor society.
The resolution acknqwledged
that "policies of far reaching con
sequence may he formed as a
result of Premier -Khrushchev’s
visit," although he "executes pol
icies contrary to right prin-
ciples
"
The resolution also urged that
each member, 'in "a spirit of
Christian humility, pray and sac-
rifice during Mr Khrushchev's
visit for his spiritual enlighten-
ment and for whatever good in-
ternational effects his mission
might accomplish."
BACK TO SCHOOL: Addie has to go back to school too. but she is having trouble
finding her way. Can you help her? Try and draw a line from Addie to the school
without hitting a dark line If you can, give yourself 100% for your first school
mark this year
Lives of the Saints
Good Godparent
Godparents have a special
friend in St. Edith of Wilton.
The young woman died at the
age of 22. Before her death she
had promised to be godmother
for the child of one of her
friends.
The day of the Baptism, we
are told, St. Edith appeared at
the Church. She held the baby
in her arms before the font
to fulfill her promise
St. Edith appeared from the
dead to King Canute also But
this time she came in anger
because the king had refused
to believe the marvels she had
performed while on earth.
THIS YOUNG woman had
lived a royal life in the rarthly
and the spiritual way. She was
the daughter of King Edgar
and Wulfrida Soon aftrr she
was born, in the year 96?, she
was taken hy her mothrr to
Wilton Abbey which si.e never
left.
Early Roman writers wrote
of her "She was dedicated to
God from her earliest years
In a monastery and rather
knew not this world than for-
sook it."
When Edith was about IS,
her father the king came to
see her professed as a nun.
Rut the king would not just sit
and watch his daughter enter
the religious life He first had
a carpet laid down beforn the
altar On this carpet were put
gold and silver and jewels. He
was offering her the life of a
princess
Edith's mother Wulfrlda
stood near with a nun's veil,
a psalter, a chalice and paten.
She was offering Ihe life of a
nun.
Everyone in the churrh
prayed that God would show to
one still so young what she
should choose Edith chose to
become a nun.
THE KING soon after of
fered to make Edith the head
of three convents, but the
young girl refused She wanted
to live a simple life In her
own community under obedi
ence to her mother who was
the superior there
The nuns at Wilton Insisted
that Edith he known as an ab-
bess even though she would not
give ,up her simple life. She
worked as before, serving her
Sisters in the smallest ways
as St. Martha had done for
Jesus.
WHILE F.dith was still a
young woman her father and
her brother died. The govern-
ment asked the girl to return
to her castle and to rule the
people She refused the royal
crown She wanted to ltv« a
humble life of obedience.
Edith built a church named
after St Denis The Archbish-.
op of Canterbury came to dedi-.
cate it. While praying, the
Archbishop had a vision that
the holy young nun would soon
die True to his vision Edith
died 43 days later
Pray to St Edith. Ask her to
help you earn the grace to !‘>s
up to the promises that ycur
godmother made for you when
you were baptized. Ask her al-
so to give you the strength to
he a good godmother yourself
if that honor should ever be
given to you
St. Edith
Si. Edith is portrayed by Kath-
leen Jones of St. Anthony's,
Elizabeth. Kathleen attended
St. Michael's CYO Day Camp,
Elizaheth, during the summer.
St. Edish's feast day is Sept. 16.
Harrison Girl
Is Professed
NEW BRITAIN. Conn - Sl*
ter M»ry Christopher, (he for-
mer Claire A. Pier of Harrison,
has been professed a Daughter
of Mary of the Immaculate Con-
ception. The ceremony took place
at the motherhouse here recent-
ly
Sister Mary Christopher, the
daughter of Mr. and Mr*. John
A. Pieri, is a graduate of Holy
Cross School, Harrison, and of
Queen of Peace High School,
North Arlington. She became a
postulant in 1958 and entered the
novitiate Aug. 15, 1957.
For You
Archbishop Boland has writ
ten a letter of importance to
every Young Advocate You will
find it on the front page of
this issue. Of special interest
to young people is the final
paragraph
Academy of St. Elizabeth
Confront Iteflen. New Jirttv
Secondary School for girt* ?4th year
lendenf and Day f*ceptionol record
for college preparation Vocational
couriei. Mu lie. Art. Dancing, Dramotiei
Sport* and Activity program.
Information' jHferion V 1600
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James F. Caffrey & Son
mA Recognized Service Since 1889”
• AIR CONDITIONED FUNERAL HOMES •
71 PENNSYLVANIA AVE. 809 LYONS AVE.
NEWARK. N. J. IRVINGTON. N. J.
Bigelow 3-4261 EStex 3-5133
JAMES F. CAFFREY, Jr. JAMES F. CAFFREY, 111
► WEDDINO and FUNERAL DEIIGNI
► Flowan Telegraphed Anywhere
► WASHINGTON FLORIST
► Sine* 1906
► Incorporated
► MHchol 1-0611
,mi iioad mirr. Newark, n. i
'(
InTime of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understanding service is in accord with the
traditions of Holy Mother Church
ESSEX COUNTY
JOSEPH P. MURPHY
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0514
NECKER-SHARPi
FUNERAL HOME
525 - 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-0820
UNIon 7-0120
WOZNIAK
MEMORIAL HOME
320-22 Myrtle Avenue,
Irvington, N. J.
Conrad & Roy Woxnlak,
Director*
EStex 3-0606
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
EStex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORonge 3-6348
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2 2222
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY. Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
BERNARD A. KANE
FUNERAL HOME
39 HUMBOLDT STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3-0733
ROOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood. Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
East Orange, N. J.
OLange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
CORNY« CORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N. J.
ORonge 2-2414
L V. MUUJN A SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim B-1260
CORNY 8 CORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
MERMAN FUNERAL HOMI
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE. N J.
Plymouth 9-3503
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE. N. J.
ORonge 4-7554
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
MOntclalr 2-0005
DE CAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
OEOROE AHR 8 SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON. N J.
EStex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
EStex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NUtley 2-3131
BERGEN COUNTY
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD. N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Manager
TE 7-2332
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEbtter 2-0098
PATRICK J. CONTI
FUNERAL HOME
274 Market Street
Eait Paterson
SW 6-0068
SW 7-9877
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATlas 8 1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY 8 SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gl Ibert 4-7650
HUDSON COUNTY
PATRICK J CONTE
FUNERAL HOME
36 Tuer* Ave.. Jersey City
(rear St. Aedan't Church)
HE 5-6451
DE 3-9259
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOMS
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-6767
WILLIAM SCHLEMM. Inc.
JERSEY CITY UNION CITY
UNion 7-1000
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
2000 HUDSON BOULEVARD
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNion 3-1100
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
OLfield 9-1455
OLfield 9-1456
LAWRENCE G. FALLON
157 BOWERS STREET
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
Oldfield 9-0579
james a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNion 7-0373
UNION COUNTY
OORNY 8 CORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
OROWNEY FUNERAL HOME
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1663
DANIEL J. LEONARD 8 SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-5331
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
WERSON FUNERAL HOME
635 NORTH WOOD AVE.
LINDEN. N. J.
HUnter 6-4119
PASSAIC COUNTY
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOMI
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRetcoH 9-3183
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOMI
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRetcoH 7-0141
OORNY 8 OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOMI
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRetcoH 7-3002
Per Bering in thie section call The Advocate. MArket 4-0700
Young Advocate Club
America Contest
Senior Division: Design or make a favor that could he used for
a holiday party, for yourselves, for servicemen, for a hospital or an
orphanage.
Junior Division: Draw a picture of the discovery of America.
Rules: Entries should be sent to: June V. Dwyer, Young Ad
vocate Club, 31 Clinton St., Newark 2, N. J. Your entry makes you
a member.
Entries must be in the Young Advocate office by Wednesday,
Oct. 14. 1059.
All entries must be accompanied by the attached coupon, or
by a copy of it.
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Your most hnpoi.unt
food purchase is
BCEAD
Be sure you get the BEST.. always ask for
dHH : I =3l r
Buttercup is i delicious loaf
that everyone In the family f
will love. It’s nutritious, too
—each pound contains the
non-fat milk solids of 7
ounces ef milk. That's why
housewives everywhere say,
Mad • w/lh 100%
Purt Vtgtlablt Shorfaning
ii »uun»t i MiiiU'N M)ii»»srou(ouiWi r sur lima sift;.
LEARN TO READ
LEARN TO READ BETTER
LEARN HOW TO STUDY
Seton Hall University
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
151 ELLISON STREET
PATERSON 7, N J.
AMSOVISCES
REMEDIAL READING INSTRUCTION
PALL SEMESTER
Students aged R lfi will he accepted for
remedial Instruction or reading improvement
testing now in progress
Enrollment Limited
Fee $5O
For your application write to:
Mrs Margaret G Murphy, Director
Remedial Reading Program
Seton Hall University
151 Klliston Street
Paterson 2, New Jersey
Or laUphon*: LAmbert 5-3425
16 St. Joseph Sisters
Take Final Vows
ENGLEWOOD
- Msgr. Joseph
A. Costello, archdiocesan vice-
chancellor, presided at St. Mich-
ael’s Novitiate Aug. 22 when 16
testers of St. Joseph made final
piofession.
The Sisters pictured above In
the usual order are: front row:
Sisters M. Leonardo Blendcrman,
River Edge; M. Alicia Cava-
naugh, Williamsport, Pa.; M.
Leonie Morris, Dublin; M. Elcan-
ora McCarteri, New York City;
M. Ellen Tracy, Brooklyn; M.
Paracleta Larsen, Fords;
Second Row: Sisters M. Carole
Moore, Ridgewood; M. Marian
Hummell, Elizabeth; M. Joan
Hayes, Boston; M. Jeanne Tier
ney, Long Island; M. Madonna
Davis, Jersey City;
Third Row: Sisters M. Roscna
McConville, Armagh, Ireland;
M. Victoria Tomczyk, Walling-
ton; M. Augustine O'Neill, Car-
low, Ireland; M. Virginia Kling,
Plainfield; and M. Annunciata,
Dublin.
SISTERS OF ST. JOSEPH: Msgr. Joseph A. Costello is shown with the 16 nuns
who recently made final profession.
Pilgrimage
WESTFIELD - The Union
Westfield District Council of
Catholic Women will sponsor
a pilgrimage to Graymoor,
N. Y., Sept. 27.
The district includes Plain
field, Westfield, Cranford, Gar
wood, Kenilworth, Linden, and
Rahway. Reservations can be
made by contacting officers of
any affiliated society.
Army Wives Study
NAH.ES, Italy (NC) - Msgr.
(Lt. Col.) John B. Rettagliata,
Army chaplain at Camp Ederlc
near here, conducted a fix-day
•eminar for 30 Army wive* on
method* of teaching catechism.
The women help give religious
instruction to pupils of the base.
Mendham Girl
Enters Novitiate
MENDHAM Patricia Colling
Egan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Bernard A. Egan, who live here,
entered the novitiate of the Re-
ligious of the Sacred Heart of
Mary in Tarrytown, N. Y.; Sept
8. Miss Egan,
who formerly
lived in Plain-
field, gradu-
ated In May
from Mary-
mount Acad
emy in Tarry-
town, where
she was award-
ed the Mother
Butler Scholar
ship to Marymount College.
In high school Miss Egan was
an officer of the sodality and the
literary club, athletic team cap-
tains, yearbook literary editor, a
member of the Mother Butler
Honor Society, the glee club and
the dramatic society, and editor
of the school paper. She received
awards in Ijitin, journalism,
English and religion and ranked
first in the New York state po-
etry contest sponsored by the
Catholic Daughters of America.
Miss Egan was also queen of
the senior prom.
Women
around the
World
The Danghtrrs of Mary of the
Immaculate Conception elected
Mother Mary Serafina superior
general at a general chapter in
the congregation's motherhouse
at New Britain, Conn. Mother
Serafina, who has previously
held the post, succeeds Mother
Mary Innoccnta for a term of
six years. The congregation is
represented at St. Hedwig's
Elizabeth: Our Lady cf Czesto-
chowa, Harrison; and Sacred
Heart, Hudson Heights.
•
Maryknoll superior gener-
al Mother Mary Colman, is on a
Mother Mary Colman, is on a
five month visitation of her con-
gregation's mission areas in Lat-
i:. America. Before returning to
Maryknoll, N'. Y., Mother Col-
man will visit missions in Mex-
ico. Guatemala, Nicaragua, Pan-
ama, Canal Zone, Peru, Bolivia
and Chile.
•
Shirley O'Neill, who pulled a
fellow student ashore after he
was attacked by a shark off San
Francisco last May and baptized
him before his death, was re-
ceived in a special audience by
Pipe John XXIII at Castel-
gandolfo With the 19-year-old
college girl was her father.
Fifty-two rectory housekeep-
ers from Minnesota. North Dako-
ta, South Dakota, lowa and Can
ada attended a retreat at Crooks-
ton. Minn., recently. Bishop
I rancis J. Schenk of Crookston,
in an address at the retreat, said
the housekeeper in the Catholic
rectory has an important role.
314 Will Graduate From Ten N.J. Nursing Schools
NEWARK Following grad-
uation ceremonies in North Jer-
cey nursing schools this Septem-
ber, 314 young women will enter
the medical field. Of the group
260 are graduate nurses who are
qualified to take the state ex-
amination for their R.N., 20 are
graduate practical nurses seek-
ing certification as P.N.s, and
34 are infant care technicians.
Two hundred and one girls will
graduate from nursing schools
on Sept. 13.
Sept. 13
St. Vincent’s, Montclair—Arch-
bishop Boland will preside and
preach at the double graduation
of the School of Practical Nurs-
ing and the School of Infant Care
Technicians in Immaculate Con-
ception Church at 4 pm. (as
previously reported). Msgr.
Thomas H. Powers, Imma'culate
Conception pastor, will present
the 54 candidates.
St. Joseph's, Paterson—Bishop
McNulty will present the 47 gra-
duates at 3 p.m. at St. John’s
Cathedral, Paterson, assisted by
Msgr. Walter H. Hill. The Bishop
will also offer Benediction. Rev.
Thomas J. Trapaso, diocesan
director for the Care of the
Deaf, will preach.
Msgr. William F. Louis of St.
Brendan’s, Clifton, and Msgr.
John J. Shanlcy of St. Joseph's,
Paterson, will assist the Bishop.
The hospital nursing school
choir will sing directed by Sister
Marie Caludia and accompanied
by John P. Hemmerling.
St. Mary’s, Orange Msgr.
John J. Kilcy, archdiocesan CYO
director, will address the 22
graduates during the 3:30 p.m.
ceremonies at Our Lady of Mt.
Carmel Church. Orange. Rev
Alexander Sokolich, hospital
chaplain, will present the can-
didates.
The hospital Senior Auxiliary
will hold a reception for the
graduates following the cere-
monies.
St. Michael's, Newark Seven
religious are among the 44 nurs-
ing graduates who will receive
diplomas from Abbot Patrick
O'Brien, 0.5.8., of St. Mary's
Abbey, Morristown. Dr. Nicholas
Antonius, hospital medical di-
rector, will present the candi-
dates at the 3 p.m. ceremony
at St. Patrick's Pro-Cathedral.
Rev. Edward Hayes, St.
Thomas Aquinas, Newark, will
speak. Music will be by the Sis-
|ters’ and nurses' choir directed
by Sister M. Rosaria.
The day will begin with an
8 a.m. Mass in the hospital chap-'
el followed by a Communion
breakfast at which Sister M.
Bathildis, administrator, will j
speak.
Religious in the class are: Sis-!
ters Ann Martin, M. Assumpta,!
M. Ambrose, Genevieve Marie, I
Kathleen Marie and M. Thom a
sina of the Franciscan Sisters of;
the Poor (order administering!
the hospital): and Sister M. Do- 1
rcen of the Sisters of Mercy. Mt. I
St. Mary's Plainfield.
St. Francis. Jersey City—Rev.
Giegory Wyse, 0.F.M., hospital
chaplain, will present 15 can-
d'dates to Msgr. Leßoy McWil-
liams, pastor of St. Michael's.)
Jtrsey City, in ceremonies at
St. Michael's Church at 3 p.m.!
(as previously reported).
St. Mary's, Hoboken Rev.
Frederick J. Whitelev. chaplain,
will present 19 candidates to
Msgr. Thomas J. GiUhooly of
Seton Hall University at com-
mencement set for 3 p m in
Our Lady of Grace Church, Ho-
bc ken.
Sept. 20
St. Elizabeth's. Elizabeth—
Twenty-four candidates will be
presented by Msgr. John E.
IKiernan of St. Mary's, Elizabeth,
In St. Mary's Church at 3 p.m.
Rev. John Meyer of St. Mary's
will speak.
Sept. 6
St. Mary’s. Passaic—Bishop
McNulty spoke and awarded di-
jplomas to 32 candidates at St.
INicholas Church, Tassaic. lie al-
|fo offered Benediction.
| Rev. Joseph W. Molloy of St.
INicholas preached The nursing
j school choir sang, directed by
Fiancis L. Penk.
Awards were presented to:
Anna Molloy for religion; Mary
Fatricia Dowling for theory; and
j Barbara Ann Konikowski for bed
i side nursing.
Holy Name, Teaneck Forty-
six students received diplomas
| from Rev. Joseph Murphy, pas-
tor of Holy Trinity, Hackensack,
n the Hackensack church. Rev.
I Seymour Everett of St. Mary's.
Nutlfy, delivered the addret*.
Sister* Helen Paul and Helen
Maureen of the Slater* of St
Joseph were included in tha
graduating clas*.
All Soots, Morristown Bishop
McNulty presided at Assumption
Church, Morristown, as 11 stu-
dents received diplomas from
Rev. Walter Alger, 0.P., hospital
d.splain. Rev. Arthur J. Me-
Gratty, S.J.. of Loyola Retreat
House, spoke.
The Sister* of Charity Junior-
etc Choir sang accompanied by
Brother Benedict Meyer, 0.5.8.
The Men's Volunteer Corps of
the hospital and Assumption
Guard of Honor were ushers.
"...AHUNDRED THOUSAND WELCOMES”: Thirteen postulants of the Sisters
of St. Joseph of Newark arrived at Idlewild Airport Sept. 4 from their native Ire-
land. The girls came from Cabra, CountyDown, to enter the novitiate of the order
in the U. S. Seven girls will study at St. Michael’s Novitiate. Englewood, while
six left Sept. 8 for the novitiate of the order’s western province in Seattle, Wash
The postulants were accompanied bv Sister John Bosco of Cabra.
With North Jersey Women
Looking Ahead
By June Dwyer
The lona weekend Is behind
us and the lons activity-year
stretches heiore us. Jumping
into the swing of things quickly
are the women of North Jer-
sey who are determined to
make this the best year yet
for Catholic Action.
Early Start
Mrs. Leo J. Czachorowski
started her work early for the
Woman's Guild of Seton Hall
College of Medicine and Den-
liairy- The Montclair guild
member has letters in the mail
already announcing the fourth
annual Crystal Ball which will
be held Oct. 17 at Seton Hall
University, South Orange. The
guild is dedicating the aouvenir
book as a memorial to M«gr.
John L. McNulty, late univer-
ally preaident. . .
Rosarians of St. I.uke's, Ho-
hokus. are counting on the trio
of Mrs. Robert Roach and
Mrs Thomas Williams of
Waldwick and Mrs. J. W. King
ot Hohokus to start the year.
The women are running
the dessert-card party-fashion
show for the group Sept. 17 and
18 in the auditorium. Mark
I.aub of Ridgewood will supply
the music . . .
Mrs. Edward Moore, Nutley,
and Mrs. Bert Blewitt, Newark,
are North Jersey chairmen for
the Marywood College home-
coming program being held on
the Scranton, Pa., campus
Sept. 11-13 . . .
Sept. 14 is the big day for
early birds of Holy Spirit,
Pequannock. The parish wom-
en will hold a fashion show at
8:15 p.m. at the Friar Tuck
Inn, Cedar Grove, under direc-
tion of Mrs. Joseph Troy. En-
tertainment will be provided
by Rev. Joseph F. Flusk of St.
Rose of Lima, Newark, and his
father; the Packanack Players
and the Douglas Girls . . .
The Benedictine Mothers'
1-eague of St. Mary's Priory.
Newark, will get their year off
to a spiritual start with a
Recollection Day Sept. 19 In
Morristown. Rev. Anselm Mur-
lay, 0.5.8., moderator, ar-
ranged the program with the
assistance of Rev. Mark W.
Confroy, 0.5.8. A meeting will
follow the conferences , . ,
October
leading off in October Is a
Communion breakfast on the
4th by the Rosary-Altar So-
ciety of St. John's, Orange, in
the school cafeteria. The
breakfast will follow the 8 a.m.
Mass .
.
.
Hallowe'en (Oct. 31) the
League of SI. Mary’s Hospital,
Orange, will hold a fashion
show and luncheon at the Hotel
Suburban. East Orange. Doro
thy Fields is chairman of the
party which will start at 12 30
p m. Polly McKee is assisting
the chairman. Proceeds will be
used for new hospital equip-
ment. Dr. and Mrs. John H.
Hermann Sr. are serving as
party honorary chairmen . . .
TBe Eaaea Club of Chestnut
Hill CoHege, (Pa.) will hold a
luncheon meeting Oct. 3 at
Pal’a Cabin, West Orange. Ri-
ta O'Loughltn of Nutley la
chairman . . .
Agendas
St Mary's Hospital I-eague Is
also in th<* meeting news. The
group will gather at R 30 p m.
Sept 14 at the nurses' school
Dorothy Towers of Newark will
present a program on food, fun
and far away places . . . The
Marians of Kearny will meet
Sept 16 at 7 30 p.m. in the
Hotel Plara. Jersey City. Dr
Cecilia Kernan, psychologist in
the I'mon School System and
CDA state education chairman,
will speak and show slides on
the missions . . .
Hosanant of St. Francis of
Sales, I-odi, will hold a cake
sale Sept 13 under direction of
Mrs Joseph Cody The group
heard Rev. Thomas Lennon,
moderator, speak at the meet-
ing Sept. 9 . . . Mrs. William
F Mullins, president of the St.
Rose of Lima Ladies' Auxili-
ary, Short Hills, will preside
at the luncheon meeting Sept.
13 Other new officers are:
Mrs Rudolph Klauscr, Mrs.
Andrew orcoran, Mrs. Joseph
Ferris and Mrs Thomaa B.
McCarcy.
Holy Name to Hold
Maternity Classes
TEAXECK Holy Name Hos-
pital v.’ill hold weekly classes lor
expectant parents who plan to
use the hospital facilities, start-
ling Sept. 14 at 10 a m
Sister M. Canice, CSJ, ma-
ternity supervisor, will accept
registration. Interested persons
should contact the hospital be-
tween 8 and 9 a in.
70 Nursing Students
Enter St. Joseph's
PATERSON seventy stu-
dent* from 47 communities enter-
ed St. Joseph's Hospital School
of Nursing Sept. 2. Sister Maria
Lawrence, nursing director, wel-
comed the girls and led them
through a period of orientation.
Among the new students is Sis-
ter Anne Maurilla of Convent
Station.
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A Wedding Reception
PLAZA HOTEL
Journal tq w Jartey City, N. 1
provkiii:
• OleM/leO Banquet Beam*
(It IH)
• Superior Cuitlne
• Medetf prices
• Careful attention fa detail
Phono Bridal Consultant
Oldfield 3-0100
Ample Parking Spoca
Air Conditioned
Estimates cheerfully given
Start from tho bottom
up . . . with now car-
pot* from BRIHM'S.
Broadloom* with last-
tn| beauty
Honest value price*
Visit our NEW RUG
SELECTOR ROOM
Show room open Tues.
and Thura. till 9.
Plenty of parking
333 North Broad Street
Elizabeth, N. J.
FLandor* 1-1100
Expert Cleaning and
Repairing tee.
PERSONALITIES
ON CANVAS
Pram LIP! ar PHOTO . . . IIU.
ARDEN STEELE
CEnlor 9-0820
4f I* PrtlHCt tt « Vtrtna, N. J.
M
CATERERS
184 WIST 54th STREET
(off Blvd.) BAYONNE, N. J.
FACILITIES FOR
* Woddings * Showon
* Banquets
* Communion Breakfasts
• Office and Plant
Luncheons
AT OUR OWN
FREE HALLS
ANY HALL YOU CHOOSE
★
TV* tin**! Faati
DINNERS
. . .
from $1.75
■I Hi«
Hl-H AT
HE 6-2117 - FE 9-1671
FREE PARKING
AT YOUR
GROCERS
NOW
fp-
MONKS'BREAD
Hill
MONKS' BREAD
<•**• **<*« o« Ik* Mtor •< '**
Trappists have been famous for
their home made bread for cen-
turies ... Monks’ Bread brings
back a long lost satisfaction
the simple joy of eatinf sub-
stantial, hearty bread. Rich in-
gredients, skillful kneading,
and great care in baking give
this bread its rare, superb
flavor. Monks' Bread, tall and
slender, firm in texture, brings
an exciting new discovery in
honest good eating to your
family table.
OOIDFIRGUt'S
IMMOIMD SHIPS
“TS* Brand Namti S»ore"
U» ovr largo Soloction el
••
and Early Fall Fashions
SIIIINO WITH
CONTIDfNCe
Tor High School
ond College
/BBSS-
uw2
Blouses - Lingerie
Bras - Hosiery
Sportswear
4 BIGGER
SELECTION!
# BIGGER
SAVINGS!
181-183 FIRRY ST.
NEWARK
r‘"» nih« ww. 4 M. -m t
AIR CONDITIONED
%.
rids & l/Ac/i^s
Presents
o Full Collection
of Bridal Gowns,
Bridesmaids' Dresses,
and Mothers' Dresses,
as Well as a Custom
Bridal Department
FAIL FORM/tIS
COTILLIONS
53 Halsey Street
Newark
(Ope ••or snlionc* ot
Hahn# 4 Ce.)
ma/s.l j nn
Twos thwrt. Jot p e.m.-4 pm.
p.jo , m .p
ffitftlSHf ;
Attend a FREE
DEMONSTRATION
•I th •
DALE CARNEGIE
COURSE
NEWARK
Thun. S*pt. 10 8:00 P.M
Tu»i. S«pt. 15 8:00 P.M
ESSEX HOUSE
prtfnlid b y
LEADERSHIP t SALES
training institute of n.i
L Mirratm JE 8-6651 i
5 Registered
Pharmacists
To Servo Your Health
And Personal Needs
Introducing . . .
Another USS Service
Fast Home
Drug Dep't. Store |
si Jxifnal tqinr* HI S-1004-7411
At your service 363 days • year
Open Doily fill 1 A. M.
, Saturday till 3 A. M.
to shop
tts
for
the younger set
to start right!
£
**
DrtiMi Cotton*, corduroy* and wool*
in hundred* of »tyle». color* and
pattern*.
Size* 1-14 2.91 to 5.91
Teen* 6 14 5.98 to 13.91
Chubbie* 8 W-16' i 5.98 to 13.98
Skirt* Cotton*, corduroy*, flannel*,
wool*, orlon* in popular plaid*, print*
and *olid>.
Toddler* through Teen* 1-14 from 2.98
Chubbie* BVl4',t from 5.98
Blouse* A variety of delightful ttylet
in all fabrics perfect for cla*» or porty.
Toddler* through Teen, 1-14 from 1.98
Chubbie* B'i-14H from 2.98
Stretch Tights full fashioned nylon;
choose from black, blue, brown, tan,
red, pink, green. Size* 2-14 from 1.98
Raincoats Cotton poplins and vinyl*
Size* 4-14 from 2.9f
Teen*, 8-14 .from 4.98
■r
Parochial Uniforms
for Boys and Girls
on Sale at
Special Savings!
Shirt* Broadcloths, wash 'n wears.
Size* 4-14 from 1.98
from 1.98
-
Slacks Wool*, blends, wo»h 'n wears
4-14 from 2.98
from 5.98t*rep* and Huskies
Sport Jacket* Wool*, corduroy* in
stripe*, check* and solid* Sizes 4-14.
from 5.98
Jheegd
YOUTH CENTER
Um our
Charg-lt
payment plan
• Bergen Mall, Paramut
• MorriHown 8 Park PI. • Hatkentack 160 Moln St.
• fa*# Pa freon - Elmwood ShoppingCenter • Wert Now York • Bergenline at 39th
Amabile, Scarpitto Head Area College Football Stars
NEWARK At least 19 for-
mer North Jersey high school
football stars arc in training
with various Catholic college
team* around the nation these
days, awaiting the start of the
1959 season.
Most prominent of the group
are Johnny Amabile of St. Pe-
ter’* Prep at Boston College,
Bob Scarpitlo of Rahway at
Notre Dame, Ron Meyers of
St. Michael s (UC) at Villanova
and Bob DeMarco of St. Mary ’s
(R) at Dayton.
All four of these boys are
wire starters for their schools
this Fall and all should provide
plenty of thrills for the grid-
iron fans. Amabile will be re-
membered as the boy who
closed out the 1958 regular sea-
ton on TV with a stunning dis-
p)*y of legerdermain and pass-
ing skill against Holy Cross.
THIS HAS been a year of
coaching changes among the
major Catholic college teams,
with the key switch, of course,
bringing Joe Kuharich to Notre
Dame to replace Terry Bren-
nan.
At Detroit, Jim Miller has
taken over for Wally Fromhart;
at Marquette, it’s Lisle Black-
burn in place of Johnny Druie;
and at Xavier it’s Ed Doherty
for Harry Connolly.
The lone head coach from the
North Jersey area. Pete Carle-
simo, is back for his 16th year
at Scranton and carries a 71-52-4
record into this campaign. Pete
is a brother of Vince Carleslmo,
head coach at Our Lady of the
Valley, and originally hails
from Newark.
Notre Dame tacklea another
rough schedule with a team
that was hit hard by gradua-
tion. Scarpitto figurea to start
in the backfield with George
Izo, Bill Mack and Jim Crotty,
with two St. Joseph’* graduates,
Frank Gargiulo and Tom Lig-
gio, among the reserves.
AMABILE, who had a 25 for
47 passing record last season
with eight touchdown aerials,
will have no North Jersey help
at Boston College, but, at near-
by Holy Cross, his former St.
Peter's teammate, Richie Skin-
ner, will have Bill Clark of Del-
barton as a backfield running
mate.
DeMarco, a 245-pound trans-
fer from Indiana, has made a
big impression on Dayton coach
Bud Kerr, who ii touting him
as a future pro star. Another
ex-St. Mary's star. John Moli-
toriss, is in the Dayton back-
ficld, along with Earl Spivey, a
flashy halfback from Montclair
high school.
Montclair also has representa-
tion on the Marquette team as
L»rry Hubbard, a high school
terminate of Aubrey Lewi*, fig-
ures to be one of its starting
ends. In the backfield. the Mil-
waukee school can count on
Jimmy Webster, younger
brother of the New York Giant
atar, Alex
LARGEST NORTH Jersey
contingent is at Villanova,
where Meyers is a sure starter
at end, Nick Langone of St.
Michael's ind Frank Brzenk
of St. Peter's are strong con-
tenders at quarterback and cen-
ter. Richie Ross of Summit is
a solid guard candidate and Ken
McNeill of St. Michael’s and
Reggie Powe of Paterson East
Side figure among die half-
backs
Xavier has only one North
Jersey boy among its leading
candidates, but he his been
touted as an all-sectional end
selection. This is Warren Mont-
gomery of Union, a 8-3, 200-
pound end, who hauled in 13
passes In the 1958 campaign.
Catholic high school grads
are also itarring at secular
colleges, the chief among these
being Lou Cordileone, former
St. Michael * (UC) All-Ameri-
can scholastic fullback, who ia
now touted aa an All-American
collegiate tackle and a sure
ahot to land in the pro ranks
after graduation from Clemaon.
AN INTERESTING point
about the 10 schedule* listed
below is that seven of the
schools Boston College, Day-
ton, Detroit, Holy Cross, Mar-
quette, Villanova and Xavier—-
come close to forming an un-
official "National Catholic Col-
lege Football Conference.”
Of the 21 games which would
be necessary for these school*
to have a full round-robin sched-
ule, 14 are on th* list for this
>ear.
Five of the seven meet
at least four of the other
schools, the other two faca
three apiece.1959 College Schedules
„
boston COLLSCC
I Navy; 28. Army; Oct. 1». VU-
T mmra ’> 17* Dartmouth; 24. Marquctt#; JO.
D*™*. away INI; Nov. 7. Pittsburgh; 14.
t'«iv«ratty. away; Jg. Holy Croua.
•way.
DAYTON
■fpt 11. Richmond (N>; 28. Cincinnati.
•w«y <N)i Oct. 3. Booling Green, away;
Wy CrtMß; 17. Louiavtlle. away <N);
*• XavUr CN); 31. Villanova. away; Nov.
f. Detroit; 14. Miami: 21. Wichita.
DETROIT
Soft. It. George Washington <N); 28.
Marquette, away <N>; Oct 2. Kentucky
t. Tulane. away (N>» 17. Xavier; 24.
Talaa. away; 30. Bouton College <N>; Nov
1. Daytoo. away; 14. Western Michigan,
•way; 21. Villanova.
HOLY CROSS
•opt. 3*. Dartmouth, away; Oct J. Vil-
lanova; Ift. Dayton; 17. Syracuse, away, i
•4. Colombia, away; 31. Colgate; Nov. 7.
Rooton University; 14. Penn State. awav.
SI. Marquette, away; 2*. Boston College.
MARQUETTE
•opt. 19. Pittsburgh; 28. Detroit (N); Oct
I. Wlscooaln. away; 10. Indiana, awav;
17. Crtlege of the Pacific *N). away; 24.
Brwrton College, away: 31. Oklahoma
State; Nov. 7. North Dakota State; 14.
Cincinnati, away; 21. Holv Cross.
NOTRC DAME
Sept. 38. North Carolina; 1. Purdoe.
■way; 10. California, away; 17. Michigan
•late, away; 34. North western. 31. Navy.
Nov. 7. Georgia Tech; 14. Pittsburgh,
away; 21. lowa, away; 2*. Southern Callfor
tia.
SCRANTON
***** 2*. Muhlenberg; Ort 3. Temple.
T «“ h - 17. Kings
N 1 Albright, away; 31. Juniata.
wIiVJ.
N £ iL/.mrr ‘CAn ln**™aUonal; 14.Yttikes; 28. Hofatra.
VILLANOVA
Sept. 28. West Chester State; 27. Xa\ier.
a*ay; Oct. 3. Holy Croaa. away; Ift.
Boeton College, away; 17. Miami (O >.
■way; 24. Virginia Tech; 31. Daytoo: Nov.
7. Army, away; 14. Rutgers, away; 31.
Detroit, away.
XAVIER
Sept 13. St. Ambrose (N); It. l>oulsville
IN); 27. Villanova; Oct. 3. Miami, away;
10. Ohio University, away; 17. Detroit,
•way; 2t. Dayton, away <N>. 31. Cincinnati,
away; N»V 7. Quantico Marines; 14. Ken-
tucky. away
ST. BENEDICT'S
Sept 12. South Weat Missouri <N>; If,
Hastings, away iN>; 28. St. Ambrose <N>;
Oct 2. Central Oklahoma, away <N>; 10.
Pittsburg State, away <N>; 17. Washburn;
It. Omaha, away; 31. Ft Hays State,
awav (N>; Nov. 7. Emporia State; 14.
William Jewell.
Parade to Open
CYO Grid Loop
JERSEY CITY A parade
from Journal Square to Jersey
City High School Field will pre-
cede the opening of the Hudson
County CYO Grammar School
Football League on Sept. IS.
In the opening twin bill, due lo
atari at 7:30 p m., Mt. Carmel
will face St. Michael's, Union
City, in the first game, while
St. Andrew’s, Bayonne, faces St
Paul's in the nightcap. The fifth
league entry is Holy Rosary.
The league is limited to parish
boys who will not reach their
15th birthday before Jan. 1 and
who are 11 years old as of Sept.
15 Medical examinations will be
held on the latter date at the
Hudson County CYO Center and
all boys must weigh between 80
and 135 pounds.
Ann MarieTakes
Pan-Am Crown
CHICAGO Ann Marie Flynn
of Irvington captured the wom-
en’s high jump at the Pan Amer-
ican Games last week with a
leap of 5-3-14
Joining Miss Flynn in the win-
ner's circle were Don Bragg
of Penns Grove, a Villanova
graduate, who won the pole
vault, and Tom Murphy of New
York City, a Manhattan alum-
nus, who scored an upset in the
800-meter run.
A Solemn Pontifical Field
Mass, attended by 30,000 in
Grant's Park, was celebrated by
Archbishop Albert G Meyer to
signify the opening of the games
To Hold Meeting
Track Conference
JERSEY CITY - The first reg
ular meeting of the New Jersey
Catholic High School Track Con-
ference will he held at St. Aloy-
sius School here on Sept. 13 at
2:30 p m
Under discussion will be a dev-
vclopment program, scheduled
for the year and amendments to
the by-laws.
Bike Title for Pat
HARTFORD, Conn. Fat
Rourke, DePaul High School sen-
ior, won the Connecticut Valley
bicycle racing title for women on
Sept. 7, defeating Leole Schulze
of Cooper Union in 13:589 for
the five-mile course.
PAN-AM MASS Some 30,000 persons attended the Solemn Pontifical Field Mass
in Chicago’s Grant Park, opening the Pan-American Games there. Archbishop Al-
bert G. Meyer of Chicago was celebrant, assisted Archbishops Bernard J Sheil and
William D. O’Brien, his auxiliaries. Rev. Leo T. Mahon, director of Spanish-
speaking Catholics of the Archdiocese, gave the sermon. Athletes and representa-
tives of various nations participated.
North Jersey Catholic Football Teams
Schedule 108 Games for 1959 Season
NEWARK The 18 North Jersey Catholic high
school football teams will engage in 108 games during the
1959 season, their roster of opponents includingsuch ma-
jor public school powers as Memorial, Hackensack, Engle-
wood, Bloomfield and Hackettstown.
Opening the season will be the
dime between St. Luke's and St.
Mary's on Sept. 20 at Rutherford.
The rest of the teams wait at
least until the following weekend,
while St. Benedict's and Dclbar-
ton will not debut until the first
week of October.
The most important single ad-
dition to the schedule this season
is, of course, the game between
Seton Hall and St Benedict's at
Newark Sehools Stadium on Nov.
22. These two have not met since
both were prep school powers in
the days prior to World War 11.
ANOTHER HIGHLIGHT of the
coming season will be the debut
of the Tri-County Catholic "A"
Conference in the gridiron sport.
The league has already crowned
two champions in track and base-
ball and one in basketball, but
could not arrange a full round-
robin football schedule until this
season
Starting with next week's is
sue, The Advoeate will preview
the prospects of the IS teams,
taking them six at a time. On
Sept. 17, the “B” teams will be
reviewed, on Sept. 24 the inde-
pendent "A" teams (including St.
Benedict'*, Dclbarton «nd De-
Paul) snd on Oct. 1 the Tri-Coun- ]
ty members
Two schools bring live winning
streaks into the coming cam
paign. Dclbarton has not been
beaten in its last 27 games, while
St. Peter's has won its last 11 in
a row. Both will he severely chal-
lenged Delbarlon by Blair
Academy and Oratory, St. Peter's
by Hackensack and Memorial.
NONE OF THE teams appears
to have the overwhelming power
which made St. Peter's the top
high school squad in New Jersey
last year. The Pelreans them-
selves, Selon Hall, Delbarton, St
Benedict's, Pope Pius and Im-
maculate Conception seem, at
present, to be leading contenders
l or championship honors.
All of the squads began prac-
tice last week, with four of them
going to pre-season training
camps. This included St. Peter's
St Michael's, St. Joseph's and
1 Immaculate Conception. Don Bos-
| co, Delbarton and Oratory had
[what amounted to training camps
ai their own campuses, which tn-
j elude dormitory facilities.
A note out of the St. Trier's
camp, indicating just how highly
prized its 1955 stars were, re-
vealed that 10 have accepted col-
lege scholarahipi, while an 11th
turned one down to pursue engi-
neering studies at Manhattan.
The Petreana aent Phil Martor-
clll and Barry Tyne to Holy Crois,
Joe Contreraa to Boston College,
Bob Modarellt to V.M.1., Frank
Vincent to John Carroll, I>ou Ret-
tino, Richie Gronda and Jim
Kropke to Villanova, John Heid-
elberger to Cornell and John Dow
to Notre Dame. Tony Btanciella,
a atar guard, had aeveral offers,
! hut picked Manhattan Instead.
St. Joseph's Grads
Enter Seminaries
WEST NEW YORK - Four 1959
graduates of St. Joseph's High
School will shortly begin studies
for the priesthood.
Douglas DeTroy has entered
the Franciscan Order at Ctlicoon,
N.Y.; John Salacan the Society
of Jesui at Poughkeepile; Rich-
ard Eldredge will study at a dio-
cesan seminary in Michigan; and
Walter Grosiman will enter Seton
Hall Divinity School in South
Orange.
1959 North Jersey Football Schedule
SUNDAY, SIFT. M
St. Luka's at St. Mary’,. SIS PM.
FRIDAY. SIFT. IS
Quern of Pcare at Harrtaoa. • pm.
St. Mtcharl'a at I’atoa HUI. • p m
SATURDAY, SIFT. 14
Ba> lay-KUard at Phillip.burg Faroe-
chUl. S p m.
CUltonl Scott at Valkay. Ipm.
Salon Hall at BlaomOaM. lpm.
* SUNDAY, SIFT. It
•Bergen Catholic at St. Joaeph a. Ipm.
800 Boaco at Xavier. 1 1} pm
Immaculate at St Mary'a. Ipm
Oratory at St 1-uka‘a. 11l pm
•Pope Plua at SI CarUla'a. Ipm.
Bayonne at St Peter'a. Ipm
FRIDAY, OCT 1
Neuarlt Academy at Iletbartoo. 1 M
p m
Oratory at Carteret School, Ipm.
Harrteoo at lion Boaco. lpm
SATURDAY. OCT. I
Cardinal Parley at Bataan Catholic. S
P m
New York Military Academy at St Bene-
dict's. 1 pm
Nee ark East Side at Setao Kail. I p m.
SUNDAY. OCT <
BePaul at Bajley-EUard. lpm
Queen at Peace et Immaculate, lpm.
Valley at St. Mary's. 1 pm
•St. Joseph's at Pope Plus. lpm.
Emerson ot St. CoctUe'a. lpm
IlomAruat at St Michael's. IIS pm.
St. Joseph'• IPs. I at St. Peter'e. lpm.
FRIDAY, OCT. f
Morrtstman School et Oratory. 1 pm.
St Benedict's at Valley, lpm
SL CocUls's at Quoon of Ponce, (pm.
SATURDAY. OCT. I*
Rockettetown at Barley Ellard. 1 pm.
Saddle Brook at DaPoul. lpm
*SI Joseph's at Don Boaco. 1 M pm.
Immaculate at Pope Plus let Garlleld’.
1 pm.
Harrison at St. Lukas, lpm.
St Peter's at Snyder. ] nan.
Trealao Catholic at Satan Hall. lpm.
IUNOAY. OCT. tl
Emenoat at St. Michael's 111 pm
FRIDAY, OCT. 14
Carteret School at Deibartao. 1 M pm.
Oratory ot Newark Academy. 1 U p m
Valley at Harrtaoa. lpm.
SATURDAY. OCT. tl
Par am us at Bergen Catholic. 1 paa.
Pmulc at Pope Pina. I pm
DoPaul at River Doll. S pm.
r«ddM at St Baoadkfa. 1 pm.
SUNDAY, OCT. I*
* Mary's at 800 Boaco. lIP pm.
tonßUTßlhla at It. Lohe's. in pa.
1 IMeo at M. Joaeph a. t pm.
Xavtar at SI. CorilU'a. 1 pm.
•I Mh-haal'a it Baton Hall. S pm.
Dvnirwt el SI PrUr'i. I pm.
FRIDAY, OCT. 21
Montclair Academy at Dal barton. 2 »
P n»
Immaculate at Harrteon. lam.
SATURDAY, OCT. ft
Franklia al Bayley Ellard. 2 pm.
DnJ»aul al Eaal Paterson. lpm
Cl. Peter's al Hackensack. 2 pm.
SUNDAY, OCT. 1)
•Bergen Catholic al Pop# Plua. 2 pm.
•Don Boaco al At Cecilia a. IN pm.
Oratory al St barr». 1 IS pm
Red Bank Talbot* al Valley. 2pm
Quern of Pence al At Luke ». llSpm
Ml SI. Mlrkbels al St Benedicts. 2
p m.
Dvmareat at II Joeapba. 2pm
A* Mlchaeli at Memorial, 2 pm.
Bdon HaU al Bayonne. 2 pm.
'.SATURDAY. OCT II
Oratory it [Mlbarten. 2pm
BMI at St Benedicts. 2 pm.
Ridgefield at St. Luke a. 2pm
SL Michael's st Dickinson. 2pm
IUNOAY. MOV I
Bay ley Ellard al Immaculate Concep-
tion. 2pm
•At Cecilia's st Bergen Talbot*. 2pm
' alley at DsPaul. 2 pm
•Don Boaco al Quern of Peace. 2pm
Arloo Hall at Pop* P»ua. 1 pm.
Al. Joaepha at Farris. 2 pm
A*. Mary's si Xavier. 2 pm.
At. Peter's at Mncola. 2 pm.
FRIDAY. MOV 4
Montclair Academy at Oratory. 2 » p m.
SATURDAY. MOV 7
Blair Academy at Dclbarton. 2pm
Newark Central at At Benedict's. 2 pm.
At James <Penns Grove) at At. Luke s.
2 p m.
SUNDAY, NOV I
Ray ley Ellard at 84. Mary s. 1 pm.
Bergen Calhoir at DePaul. 2pm
•Pope Plus at Don Baero. 2 Jo pm.
Boton Mall at Immaculate. 2pm
Quean of Peace at Valley. 2pm
•At. Cecilia's, at Bt Joaeph a. 2 pm.
A4. Michael's at Lowell. 2 pm
Memorial at At Peter's. 1 pm.
FRIDAY. NOV. 12
Dclbarton at Morristown Ac bool. 2 M
p.m
At. Michael's at Phillipaburi. • pm.
SATURDAY. MOV. 14
Newark Central at Seton Hall. 2 pm.
DoPaul at Penuarmock. 2pm
SUNDAY, NOV. IS
Don Boaco al Bay ley Ellard. ! » pm.
•Bergen Catholic at Quoon of Tear#.
S pm
Ai Joseph* at Immaculate. 1 pm.
Valley at ft! luke a. 111 pm
Si Mary's at Pop* Plus, lpm
HI Pater‘a at SI Cecilia a. Ipm.
PItIDAY. NOV. 20
Hun bool at IVlbar ton. 2 10 pm.
Oratory at Harrison. lpm
SUNDAY, NOV 22
Immaculate at Valley. 2 pm
At. Joseph’* at At Michael *. 2pm
Si Benedict a *a Aeton Hall at Newark
Schools Stadium. 2pm
THURSDAY. NOV 24
Bayley-niard at Netcong. lo 10 am
*l>oa Banco at Bergen Catholic. 10 20
am.
At lake's at DePaul. 10 20 am
•Pope Pina at Queen ot Peace. 10 20
At. Cecilia’s at Englewood. 10 20 am
At. Peter's at tHcUltt**. 11 am.
• • TCAC’ game*
Home Sites for Grid Games
SCHOOL
FIELD
Bayley-Ellard C«mpu», Madlion
Bergen Catholic
Campui Oradell
Campui, Morriitown
Wayne H.B.F.
Don Botco Ciapti, Ramsey
Immaculate Conception C.mpTa, Montclair
Campui, Summit
Our Lady of the > alley Orange H.S.F.
Pope Plui Patialc H.S.F.
North Arlington H.S.F.
' ' ■"*>.* 1 Campui. Newark
* Wlnton WWl * Stadium. Englewood
St. Joseph a MUler SU( ii BBI| w^l.Y.
!^ ,k * • Campui, Hokkui
~ Rutherford H.B.F.
o!' , * Rooievelt Stadium, U.C.
?" F *~ r • Rooievelt Stadium, i.C.
seloa Hall Campui, South Orange
CHAMPION’S REWARD: Msgr. Walter Hill, second from left, presents flic cham-
pionship trophy to Don Matthews, manager of St. Anthony's, which captured the
St. John’s Men's Softball League title. Looking on, left to right, are Rev. James H.
Murray, league moderator, Jim Murray, president, and Msgr Joseph M. O'Sullivan,
pastor of St. Anthony’s.
Press Box Paragraphs
A Few Predictions
What kind of a season can
followers of North Jersey col-
lege and high school athletic
teams expect in 1959-60?
Here's a few guesses on what
might transpire during the next
nine months.
It will be a season In which:
ST. PETER'S Prep will again
head the scholastic football
scene with Wayne Zdanowici
etrning All American quarter-
back honors.
Immaculate Conception will
reclaim the Catholic "R" title,
after a bitter struggle with de
lending Rayley Ellard
Kevin Hennessey of St Al
oysius will succeed to the in-
dividual cross country honors
won two years ago by older
brother Brian, but the team
titles will go to St. Michael s
(JC).
Cornelia Harrington of De-
Paul will represent the United
States at the Winter Olympics
(no doubt about this one)
DICK MCDONOUGH of Seton
Hall Prep will be recognized
as the top schoolboy swimmer
in New Jersey and will threat-
en for an Olympic berth
Art Hicks of Seton Hall Uni-
versity and Bill Smith of St.
Peter's College will lead their
schools to NTT berths and bolh
will be candidates for All-
American honors.
Al Adams of St. Michael's
(JC) will run the legs off all
comers at every distance from
600 yards to a mile and team-
mate Ernie Tolcntino will lake
care of the races Al misses
Bolh bo> s will win national
interscholastic titles
The Mutt Jeff combination of
Jim Barry and Joe Kelly will
lead St. Peter's Prep to another
state Catholic "A" basketball
title, with St. Mary's (E) run-
ning away with the "B" title
and St Anthony's claiming Us
first "C" crown
THE NJSIAA WILL repeal
its rule sgainst high school bas-
ketball players enjoying their
favorite sport after Mar 31.
St! Benedict's will head a
group of strong baseball teams,
winning the Greater Newark
Tournament for the first time.
St. Mary's (El will repeat as
Union County champ and also
take the Catholic "R" title.
Bergen Catholic will win its
first state "A" crown
Both the I’assaic Bergen
Catholic Conference and the
Tri-County Catholic "A” Con-
ference will enjoy banner years
In all sports
Adams and Tolentino will
lead St* Michael's to two dis-
tance titles at the Penn Relays,
setting * now record in the
two-mile event and possibly one
in the medley as well
St. Benedict's will repeat as
NJCTC outdoor team champion
Seton Hall University's base
ball team will make a strong
bid for an NCAA berth.
STEPPING OUT of the local
scholastic-collegiate whirl for a
minute, here's some other pre
dictions
l.ou Cordlleone, St Michael s
(UC) alumnus, will be named
to several All American teams
for his tackle play at Clem son.
Bobby Scarpitto of Rahway
will prove to be the dark horse
of a Notre Dame team which
will pleasantly surprise even its
most fervent adherents
Roy Locnig will guide Holy
Cross back to the lop position
among New England schools
and the Crusaders' George
Blaney, a St Peter's grad, will
be mentioned on All American
teams.
Don McDermott of Engle
wood Cliffs will join Miss liar
nngton on the Winter Olympic
squad (another sure thing i.
The lure of a visit to Rome
will bring an all out assault
for berths on the 1960 Olympic
squad. Best bets to make the
trip are Johnny Kopil of Bay
onne and Dick Wotruba of But
ler in track and field; Bill
Pflug of Cranford in cycling,
McDonough in swimming and
Ann Marie Elynn of Irvington
in women's track and field.
WHATEVER TRANSPIRES,
it promises to he a year to
remember It will see Essex
Catholic take its first tentative
steps in varsity basketball and
baseball and another new boys'
school. St. Joseph's in Roselle,
will enter competition
The curtain will also start
to ring down on one of the
older, smaller schools. Just as
Holy Trinity, Hackensack, pass-
ed out of the picture last year,
so will St Michael s, Newark,
disappear from hoys' athletic*
in a few years as anew girls'
school opens there
This transition from small
to large schools has been a
gradual one over the past dec-
ade, so gradual that its full
force is not apparent until you
look at the records and find
that, where there were only
four Catholic ' A" schools in
North Jersey a half doren years
ago, there are now a doren
with a few more to jom th«
ranks very soon.
Free Ride to Church
For Olympians
ROME (NC) Athletes nf all
nation* taking part in tli<> 1%0
Olympic* to be hold hero will tie
taken to the place o( worship of
their own choosing
Eileen Doubles Up
BLOOMFIELD Eileen Mas
tic of Passaic added the New
Jersey junior girls archery target
title to the field archery crown
she won last week by scoring
2,153 to 2,107 for Dale O'Donnell
ol Clifton on Sept. 7 at Brook-
dale Park.
Essex Council
Opens Season
EAST ORANGE The first
1958 59 meeting of the Essex
County Council of Catholic Youth
will he held Sept lfi at Our l.ady
Help of Christians Hall. East
Orange, starting at 8 pm
Officers chosen at the annual
conference last June will tako
up their duties Those includß
chairman Dennis Hagerty of Our
l.ady Help of Christians, vico
chairman Charles Trabold of St.
John s. Orange delegate Bruce
Byrne of St John's, recording
secretary Mary Pat Brennan of
Our I.adv of the Valley, Orange;
and corresponding secretary
I.urv Ann Torley of St. Mary'*,
Nutley.
Install Bells Soon
At National Shrine
WASHINGTON
- A set of card-
lonic bell* of the most advanced
design will soon be Installed at
the National Shrine of the Imma-
culate Conception here They
were donated by the late Cardi-
nal Stritrh nf Chicago
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jr Horn* a
r\ Bargain!
Finest Used Cars
/77//
WHm •«!«
CADIUAC^ INC
360 Central Ave.
Hmwmrk • MA 4 2244
59 FORD
CARS—TRUCKS
SPECIAL SALE
1958 FORDS
SACRIFICE priced for
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
HIGHEST TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE, CASH
BACK IF DESIRED
WARD-FORD
239 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK 3. N J.
Ml 3-8000
Earn 3H%Saving* Insured to $lO 000
HOME MORTGAGE LOANS
ALEXANDER HAMILTON SAVINGS
and LOAN ASS N
tH 1411)I con train PATHION. N. J.
Selling 120 New
59 FORDS
HONESTLY FOR LESS
AT OUR LOW OVERHEAD ADDRESS!
DANFEUXJ&a
371 BLOOMFIELD AVE BLOOMFIELD
2 block* from Garden Sf Pkwy Enf N8 • P| 8-SSSS
BUY NOW AND SAVE!
PRICES SLASHED ON
PLYMOUTHS
CHRYSLERS
IMPERIALS
59
Top Trado-ln!/Easy Torms!/Low Bank Ratos!
[ ALSO A BIG SELECTION OF j
j GUARANTEED USED CARS j
Buy Safa Ba Safa Saa
MURPHY BROS.
Authorize Chryalor, Plymouth, Imperial Doctor
SOI N. BROAD STRUT ELIZABETH 5-5600
"AHor Wo Soil, Wo Sorvo~
Op»« Daily • AM. to * P M - Sal to « P.M.
PRINTING
HARRY F. MURPHY
71 CUNTON ST., NEWARK 2
Phone: MArkat 3-2831
FILM DEVELOPED
Black and Whit* S*rvic*
8 I*p»»ur* R»N _______ 30
Kin* Sii# OUiiy Oagtiato .05
COLOR FILM PROCESSING
8" IIfBMIB Itfl
4«v«l«p«d mmd BnUrgtW 179
RBffißh - .15
8 mm B*ll DbhUH MO
Imn Mb|. 1 00
95mm D«v«Upad
20 _ -- M 0
Writ* fßf mailing Bnv#lop«»
RYAN FOTO
BOX 24. CHATHAM. N. J.
STATION WAGON
HEADQUARTERS
All Makes
and Models
PACE MOTORS
47 CENTRAL AVI.
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
HI 1111
-NEW YORK
Dining at it* Bast
GILHULY'S
RESTAURANT and BAk
(■•«. IIV3J
D«llcioug Luncheon* and Dinner*
a#rved In Homallka Atmosphere
DAILY and SUNDAY (Air Cond >
Convenient to Colieeum A Theatre*
Choir# Wine* and (Jquora. Muuk
SPICIAL PACIL ITIII POR
PRIVATI PARTUS
ACCOMMODATING IS to 00
n« lIOHTH AVI. («t 44th StJ
NEW YORK CITY
Your Neighborhood
Pharmacist "Says”
m
NEWARK
Bam 4 Georg* Martorana. fro**
L lII' PHARMACY
lilibllihtd over 10 >t*r*
Four Hr entered Pharmactata
I re# Delivery Open tvery Day
from Bern to 11 pm
794 Mt Protpecl Avenue cer.
Montclair Avenue
HU 14749 Newark. N. J
JERSEY CITY
PALMIRA PHARMACY
Arthur I Pelmera. Ph O.
Preemption Pharmaclete
Biological Kick Room Supplier
Coemetlre
Preecrlpllnna Called for
and Delivered
791 Beraen Avenue
ieraoy Cltv. N J. HI 14411
JERSEY CITY
VALINTI I PHARMACY
Joteph Valenti. Ree Phar.
Preemption* Baby Need*
Photo Dept Free Delivery
71! Weit Hd* , oj>p Falrvtew
WESTFIELD
CINTRAL PHARMACY
Michael J Carmel*. Rep Phar.
Preerrtpllone Carefully
Compounded
Druo Perfumea Coemetlre
Kick Room Kuppllee
414 Central Ave . Wlatfleld 1-1411
NUTLEY
BAY DRUO CO
iamea Ricclo. Ref. Phar.
Haby Needa
Preacrlpllona Promptly Filled
Cut Rale Drue* and Cnametlra
119 Franklin Ave. Nutlev 1 19#f
ORANGE
FORD 1 DRUO ITORI
Paul Daniel. Ph.O
Preerrtpllone Called for
and [filtered
OR 41117
989 Main fttraet
Free Delivery
Orange. M J.
LINCOLN
Hotel Supply Cos., Inc.
Serving Catholic Institutions, (schools, camps,
hospitals, convents, etc.)
The finest prime cuts of meats, poultry, pork, lamb, veal
and dairy products for 25 years.
We deliver anywhere in N. J. in our own
refrigerated trucks
CAU OS WHITf to* FUtTHM INFORMATION
WEbster 3-1500
Rout* 17 Woodridge, N. J.
NFCCS Convention
Fr. Cavanaugh Urges Students
Begin to Think for Themselves
ST. LOUIS (NC) U. S. Catholic laymen have too
often exhibited “excessive dependence upon the word of
the priest or nun,” a priest-educator has declared.
Rev. John J. Cavanaugh, C.S.C., former president of
the University of Notre Dame, stated that “a passive
l»itjr ... trnds to leave the priest
• role and a monopoly that is
cruelly restrictive and abhorrent
to the creative Catholic, and es-
pecially to the intelligent non-
Catholic who happens to he look-
ing on."
Father Cavanaugh, director of
the Notre Dame University Foun-
dation, spoke to the 16th nation-
al congress of the National Fede-
ration of Catholic College Stu-
dents.
HE POINTED out that world
peace depends on "the measure
of excellence that characterizes
the intellectual and moral and
spiritual lives of individual Amer-
icans and Russians."
Thus, he added, “when we dis-
cuss commitment to excellence
in things of the spirit, we deal
not altogether with celestial no-
[tons, but with ideas basic to
national existence.”
Tj become a leader in Ameri-
can pluralistic society. Father
Cavanaugh said, the U. S. Cath-
olic must develop a "mastery'’
o. the "democratic dialogue."
"If our young men and our
older men are to take part ef-
fectively in the democratic dia-
logue, we must try to understand
thoroughly modern thought and
speak in terms that are intelli-
gible to the modern audience.”
IN DEVELOPING this ability.
Father Cavanaugh said, Catholics
must "avoid a faulty respect for
the authority of even a favorite
priest or nun." He added: "Cath-
olics have too frequently a habit
of seeking solutions to problems
from those in Church authority,
whereas the solutions lie natural-
ly elsewhere.”
He warned Catholics against
"misinterpretation ... of the na-
ture of respect for authority" and
of “withdrawal from civic and
intellectual companionship with
non-Catholics."
Father Cavanaugh said that a
defensive attitude on the part of
L. S. Catholics, as members of
a minority group, "is, thank God,
fast disappearing.
HOWEVER, HE continued, "as
a kind of relic from the past
there remains a defensive men-
tality that tends to keep us Cath-
ohes from daring to speak pub-
licly and frankly of our faults,
even when this discussion is ad-
vantageous and necessary, in ord-
er to find solutions to our diffi-
culties."
Urging the student-delegates to
greater devotion to intellectual
| pursuits, Father Cavanaugh de-
I dared that Catholic college alum-
ni must "take seriously the ax-
iom that the best of all educa-
tion is self-education."
"If alumni are throughout their
lives to perfect their intellectual
end moral powers, if they are as
alumni to take advantage of the
innumerable opportunities pre-
sented to them for public respon-
sibility and leadership, they must
in their college years start to
carry on Intellectual work that is
not forced upon them," he said.
He expressed the hope that
Catholic students on their college
campuses would help to create
an atmosphere out o< which "may
emerge Catholic Intellectual,
moral and social leadership for
the societies, both temporal and
spiritual, of which we Catholics
rrc intended by God to be more
dynamic parts."
St. Anne's Hosts
Drum Contest
PATERSON Postponed from
Its Aug. S date, the ninth an-
nual "Paragon of Drum Corps."
sponsored by St Anne's, Fair
Lawn, will be held Sept. 20 at
Hinchcliffe Stadium.
St. Vincent's Cadets of Bay-
onne heads the list of entries,
which also includes the Selden
Cadets of Long Island, the Wood-
aiders and St Lucy's of Newark,
the Haddon Heights Vagabonds
and the Paterson Cadets
As an extra attraction, the 1
Hawthorne Caballeros, national
American Legion senior cham
pions, will give an exhibition.
Morris Catholic
Picnic at Newton
NEWTON The second annual
family picnic of Morris Catholic
High School students and their
parents will be held Sept. 13 from
1 to 5 p m. at St. Paul's Abbey
Abbot Charles Corriston, O S B .
of St. Paul's will be host for the
affair, which will include an af-
ternoon of swimming, boating and
other sports.
Students Urged
To Finish School
WASHINGTON (NC) Labor
Secretary James P. Mitchell has
urged young men and women who
plin to drop out of school this
academic year "to reconsider and
return to school
"
In a special statement urging
young people to continue their
educations, Mr. Mitchell said:
"In our studies of the changing
occupational patterns of Ameri-
ca. one fact stands out: the years
immediately ahead will show a
significant increase in the educa-
tional requirements for good jobs.
'The fact is this getting a
joh and succeeding in it depends
more and more on the amount of
education and training a young
person has, and on how well he
has used his time in preparation."
Mt. St. John's
Opens Sept. 14
GLADSTONE Classes will
begin for both elementary and
high school students at Mt. St.
John Academy on Sept. 14 at 8:30
a m.
Resident students arc asked to
report on Sept. 13 from 2 to 6
p m , while the high school stu-
dents are to report on Sept. 11
from 1 to 3 p.m. to receive books
Welcome Freshmen
WINOOSKI PARK. Vt. -
Charles Messenger of Maywood
and Daniel Sherlock of Ixxli will
be among 27 members of the
Crown and Sword Society of St.
Michael's College, who will help
greet the new freshman class on
Sept lfi.
Cars Taboo at DePaul
WAYNE C»r» will not be a part of tha commuting
pattern at DePaul High School this year.
R* v - John P. McHugh, achool director, thia aummer noti-
fied parenta that DePaul atudenta would not be permitted to
drive cars to and from achool. The present senior class is
the first in the school's history and, until this year, few
DePaul atudenta were old enough to qualify for a driving
license. i
Noting that several other Catholic high schools and at
least one public school in North Jersey have the same rule.
Father McHugh gave these reasons for adopting it at DePaul:
(1) To lighten the increasing burden on parents who are
harassed by their children to be permitted to do what every-
one else is doing;
(2) To counteract the practice of students working with
one purpose in mind, to own a car;
(3) To avoid unnecessary and perhaps fatal accidents by
“show-offs”;
(4) To avoid unnecessary expense, especially insurance,
at a time when students must pay for class rings, outing,
prom, etc.;
(5) To remove a big obstacle to success in study, as
proven by national surveys;
(6) Because, for three years, DePaul students have come
and gone without cars, proving that they can do so from
now on.
Father McHugh said that the decision had been made
after consultation with Bishop McNulty, with three branches
of law enforcement, with Catholic and public school authori-
ties, with transportation committees, parents, and “last but
not least, with Almighty God.”
He warned parents that attempts by students to circum-
vent the rule would necessarily be done with their knowledge
and that "naturally, we would have only one course open to
us in dealing with it.”
Exceptions will be made in the case of a few students
who live outside the school's bus area, but burden of proof
in these hardship cases will be on the parents and that use
of a car must be cleared with the school beforehand.
Top Corps Take Tuneups
For State Legion Contest
WILDWOOD In a final tuneup for the Nesv Jersey
American Legion drum and buglecorps contest, to be held
here on Sept. 12, the defending Blesssed Sacrament Gold-
en Knights of Newark and their chief challengers, St. Vin-
cent’s Cadets of Bayonne, won separate competitions last
weekend.
Blessed Sacrament, which has
already won the national Ameri-
can Legion and V.F.W. titles
this season, scored their 12th vlc-
tory of the season at the Centen-
nial Contest of Champions held
Sept. 5 at Emmaus, Pa. The
Knights tallied 87 65 points to
83.95 for the second place Gar-
field Cadets
St. Vincent's triumphed in a
contest held at Dover, as it scor-
ed 88 35 to 85 15 for the Selden
Cadets. St. Lucy's of Newark
was fifth in this affair and St.
Brendan's of Clifton placed sixth.
Also in the field at Wildwood
will be the Garfield Cadets,
Paterson Cadets, St. Patrick's of
Jersey City, St. Brendan's and
Our Lady of Lourdes of Paterson.
In eight meetings between St.
Vincent’s and Blessed Sacrament
this season, the Golden Knights
have triumphed four limes, the
Cadets three and one meeting
ended in a tie. Since this will
be their last duel of the year,
it will be a final opportunity for
St. Vincent's to even the score.
On Sept. 13 at Roosevelt Sta
dium. Union City, the Golden
Knights will appear in a con-
test sponsored by the Union City
P B A. Garfield will provide the
chief opposition in this one with
the rest of the field still to be an-
nounced
The national V.F.W. title, won
last year by Blessed Sacrament,
was captured over the weekend
by the Chicago Cavaliers at Ixis
Angeles. Due to the distance in-
volved, none of the New Jersey
corps made the trip.
Frosh Welcomed
At St. Peter's
JERSEY CITY - Robert Bar-
ry, a junior from North Bergen,
will head the five-man orienta-
tion committee which will intro-
duce the new freshman class to
the academic, religious and so-
cial life at St. Peter's College,
Sept. 10-15.
A group of 77 upperclassmen
will assist Barry and his com-
mittee. The orientation opens
Sept. 10 with a greeting by Very
Rev. James J. Shanahan. S.J ,
president; Rev. Leo P. McLaugh-
lin, S J , dean: Rev. Gerard F.
Fagan, S.J., director of student
personnel services; Dr Law-
rence Malnig, director of guid-
ance and Thomas Healey, stu-
dent council president.
The program includes s tour
of the campus, getting acquaint-
ed with student clubs and their
officers, interviews with profes-
sors, taking college ability tests,
a visit to ROTC headquarters
where the Pershing Rifles will
perform trick drills and Lt. Col.
Robert R Kants, ROTC Com-
mander, will explain the purpose
of military training.
On Sept. 11, Mass will be of-
fered in Dineen Auditorium by j
Rev. L. Augustine Grady, S.J.,
with Rev. John Garvey. 5.J.,1
preaching. There will also be a
basketball tournament, upper-
classmen vs. freshmen, and a
picnic and field day at Ocean
County Park, sponsored by the
Alumni Association.
Plans Meeting
MEXICO CITY (RNS) - Arch
bishop Miguel Dario Miranda has
called a meeting of all Catholic
Action groups in Mexico to urge
that they enter into a crusade
lo "bring God back into the fam-
ily."
The Time of Your Life
Think of Teacher
By Rev. Gabriel W. Hafford
This Is the time of year when we should
be giving a lot of careful thought to our teach-
ers. So much of our own happiness depends
on them that we ought to ask God to help them
with all the grace they need. We should not be
asking that they be easy on us, or let us get
along without doing our best.
Our prayer should be for our
teachers, not for ourselves.
It Isn't Easy
Like anything else worth
while, the gaining of a foot-
hold on any virtue is a big
job. The sad part of it is that
too manjf persons think It is
too big a Job for them, so eith-
er they just don't bother or
they continue to commit little
•ini directly against the virtue they should be
working on.
Take for example chanty. Very few really
want to be catty in their remarks about another,
but they think it is alipost virtuous if they
keep from throwing a barb when they have an
opening. What they really should be doing is
to be practicing the virtue of charity by
the person. This year each of us ought to get
rid of at least one vice and practice its oppo-
site virtue. It does mean work.
Anniversary
Next Monday is the 145th birthday of The
Mar Spangled Banner. It was on Sept. 14 in
1814 that Francis Scott Key dashed it off. It
would be a fitting time to sit down and learn
the second stanra. Most of the boys wish that
Mr. Key picked a lower key for the great-song,
but that kind of wishing is 145 years and a day
too late. The one time when the sound of the
song really makes one feel great is when one
hears it played in honor of visiting Americana
who happen to be far from home.
Mow About You?
Are you putting into your daily prayers a
dally memento for the success of the council
that Pope John is about to call? Each of us
should feel a personal responsibility in this
great undertaking, and discharge our duty by
praying that God will Inspire every one who has
a hand and a voice in 1L Too often we forget
that prayer is a very important (actor In such
work.
Play It Safa
This year each one of us ought to make a
real effort to keep from accidents in school and
out of school. One of the first resolutions to
make and the last one to toss aside is to cross
streets only at crossings. That is most impor-
tant. In the school building keep your eyes open
and look where you are going. There are too
many persons knocked down steps just because
someone wasn't looking. Above all: no smoking
in the school building. Watch It
Descent Disks and Suitable Songs
Waltzing Matilda Barcelona (Capitol)
Nome Paramor; Ruby Summertime (Mer-
cury) Sil Austin; Smilin' Billy Kasy Rockin'
(Capitol) Sam Butler; The Shovel Jesse
James (Mercury) The Gaylords.
No Morality
Hollywood is getting bolder In the selection
of movie themes. So says one of the trade
papers. In order to draw people away from their
sets the movie makers feel that they must
project what would not be permitted on televi-
sion.
Get this, it is a quote: .''lf the lime were
not ripe for the acceptance of the new story
ideas, they would have been discontinued im-
mediately.” (Variety, Aug. 26, page five).
God's law has nothing to do with morality, it
seems. Who makes the time ''ripe" . . . what-
ever that is? Of course there la no logic to such
a statement, but there it is. It is mentioned Just
to put you on guard, so you will curl up with
a good book or sit in front of your typewriter
and knock off a good story that would be fit for
television.
When the movie center begins such double-
talk you can be sure the boys are going to
turn out aome messy stuff. God does not strike
such people dead on the spot, but when they
do die, they won't be able to mutter anything
about the time being ripe. At least you know
that you have to face the Judgment of God. ao
keep away from any picture you would not like
to have aa a warmup for the particular Judg-
ment.
I have anointed people In movie houses.
Newman Convention
Bishop Asks Delegates to Rebel
Against Worlds Soft Conformity
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. A call for a rebellion
against the modern world's “soft conformity and stuffed
complacency” keynoted the opening session of the 45th
annual National Newmin Clubs Federation convention
here on the campus of the University of New Mexico.
Representing the Catholic stu-
dents of some 700 secular col-
leges and universities in America,
the delegates heard Bishop Paul
J. Hallinan of Charleston, say:
' It is high time for a rebellion
against this solt conformity, this
stuffed complacency. And its ap-
propriate battle-cry is not se-
curity, nor docility, nor togeth-
erness. It is freedom. Freedom
to know, to be convinced, to
speak out, and to live as
responsible human beings cre-
ated by God. Freedom is not only
our heritage as Americans; it is
the core of our being as Chris-
tians.”
BISHOP HALUNAN S chal-
lenge opened a convention de-
voted to the theme "Authority
and Freedom in Catholic Life,’’
a topic chosen by leaders of New-
man Clubs to examine the many
questions being raised during a
Presidential election year when
Catholics are being considered as
candidates.
The former national chaplain'
of the Newman Club organiza-
tion, Bishop Hallman told the
delegates: "We Catholics have
apparently failed to convince oth-
ers not of our faith that
freedom is our concern, that it is
a Catholic heritage, that the
Church has flourished in a free
society, and so has the society.!
We too have looked for easy an-
swers. We have become docile
to the soft-shell, and well-adjusted
with the rest
"
In urging a rebellion against
the soft thinking of our times,
Bishop Hallinan, however,
stressed that freedom is rooted
in responsibility. "Here uo have
a strange paradox," he said. "I
am truly free only when I am
bound by responsibility. I must
be free to obey, and 1 must obey
to be free. Liberty and authority
arc not only both from God, but
they have been joined together
in wedlock by Him."
AS EXAMPLES of the "new
softness," the Bishop pointed to:
• The so-called "beatniks," al
leged rebels who in reality, he
said, "are in a delayed stage of
adolescence.” Bishop Hallinan de
dared: "Their true habitat is not
Valley Forge, nor the barricades
of Paris, nor even the Left Bank
in Paris. It's Disneyland, U S A.,
and our contemporary tragedy is
that they are the broken mirror
that reflects a USA. that has
gone soft."
• The apparent readiness of
this country to "fall for a shabhy
sales pitch from one of our more
unpleasant lobbies, the organ-
ized birth-controllers.”
• The recent decision by the
,U.S. Supreme Court that the film
| "Lady Chatterley'a Lover” could
not be banned even though it
jadvocated adultery. Bishop Hal
dinan said the court seems to
have ruled that “all ideas, right
or wrong, are constitutional, par-
jticularly adultery.”
| • The record of American pris-
oners of war during the Korean
Iconflict. “One of every three
American prisoners in Korea was
guilty of some sort of collabora-
tion with the enemy.”
IN CONTRAST with these signs
of softness, the speaker said,
there is an increasing number of
young people who are in rebellion
against the failings of society.
"These young people suspect
there is something sick about a
isociety that treats God as it Ha
jwere ... either an equal or an
jextra," he said. "They can grasp
| the sacrilege in addressing God
las 'the Man Upstairs,’ and lha
blasphemy in acting as if He wera
ithe vice president in charge of
emergencies, *•
| "Quietly but firmly they are in
i rebellion against all this softness,
jThey were first disturbed when
|we started defining the American
| way as ’Mom's apple pie'.”
j Catholics too "have breathed
the pleasant air of complacency,”
[he said He pointed out that of
ithe estimated 400,000 Catholic
I students in non-Catholic colleges
jin this country, only about 10%
[belong to the Newman movement.
"We have not been the Church
| Militant, fighting for truth.” he
[declared "We have been the
Church Complacent, eager to be
I accepted "
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WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SPEND A WEEKIHO WITH GOD
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
by oMiki mi
iminl P«tT• AWkoy
Vocation Period Aug. lE-31
rUo«» moko r«i«rvoti*ni oorty.
WfH* for information toi
DIRECTOR OP RETREATS
Ommmm mi Pooco Rotro«t Horn
Marylawn
of the Oranges
South Orange
Day School tor Girls, Col-
lege Preparatory, Special
couriei in Art, Mu»ic,
Drama, Driver Education.
Athletic Program.
for information calf
SO 2-9222
'THE DIUPIDATED BUILDING
ON THE COBNEB
mm
U the Catholic Church." Thli waa the dracrlptlon (Wen of tho
pariah Church of St. Ann (Weal Fort. Trlchur). It waa at ono
time a testimony In atone to the faith and
aacrifleo of the people, but the heavy ralna
and hi(h wlndi have taken their toll. Tho
bulldinf la now a ahamblea. But it la moro
than a destroyed building. It la a ehallenfo
to the parlahoneri. Under the leaderahip of
their biahop and their miaalonary priests
these rood people fathered together and
provided the maieriala, the labor and tbo
money. At the preaent moment they are but $2,000 ahort of tho
total nrrdrd. Can you poaalbly help them in their trial?
WE HAVE OFTEN ASKED FOR MASS OFFERINGS . . AND
WE MUST CONTINUE TO ASK . . THE NEED FOR THEM
CONTINUES . . . YOUR SPIRITUAL NEED . . . THE MA-
TERIAL NEEDS OF YOUR MISSIONARIES.
THE FEAST OF THF. SEVEN DOLORS OF OUR BLESSED
MOTHER (SEPTEMBER IS) brines to mind the difficulties and
trial* of the Blessed Mother while she waa
on earth. Her trials still continue, so close
la her union to every follower of Her Divine
Son. PAUL and ISAAC have thought and
prayed over the sorrows of their Mother
and they wish to help It la their desire to
become priests. They have done everything
possible lo attain their goal. At the present
time each boy must have a sponsor who will
be willing lo pay his nrersaary expenses of $lOO a year for tha
ala year seminary course. Would you Ilk* to have “a priest la
the family?"
WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE THE POOR OF CHRIST AS
YOUR GUESTS? YOU CAN . . $lO WILL FEED A REFUGEE
FAMILY FOR A WEEK . . ."OFT COMES CHRIST IN
STRANGER S GUISE."
THE SORROWS OF OUR LADY have Inflamed the heart*
•f SISTER JEANNE and SISTER CHRISTINE. They wish to
devote their lives to the service of th*
poor In Lebanon. They will give every-
thing In their power. But this Is not
enough . . . each girl must have a spon-
sor who will pay her necessary expenses
of $l.lO a year for the two year period
of novitiate training. Can you help
have you been moved by the sorrows of
Our Lady?
CLEANING UP ODDS AND ENDS . . . WHY NOT TAKE ALOOK AT YOUR WILL HAVE YOU MENTIONED THE
CATHOLIC NEAR EAST MISSIONS . . WHY NOT HELP THE
HOLY FATHER TODAY!
SCHOOL BEI l_S RING AND CHILDREN SING, at least ■
goe* the old song The beginning of school Is an exelflng tim
for children and parents everywhere. EXCEPT In the povert
and fear ridden lands of the Near East. $$ will buy a GALA
BAY A (school suit) for a refugee child. Will you make one ehlh
happy?
YOUR MEMBERSHIP OFFERINGS are strength lo the hands
of the Holy Father In his work to help the poor of .the NearEast. Perhaps you would like lo enroll yourself . . . your family
■ * - or those who have gone before you.
INDIVIDUAL ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP ..
FAMILY ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP .
INDIVIDUAL PERPETUAL MEMBERSHIP 20
PERPETUAL FAMILY MEMBERSHIP
100
GIVE TO WIN THE WORLD FOR CHRIST!
"EastOlissionsf&i
FRANCIS CARDINAL SPIUMAN. President
Mepr. PeHr P. Twoby. Nail s*«'y
lewd oil commwnlcwtions toi
CATHOUC NEAR lAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION
410 Loxlngton Avo. ot 46th St. Now York 17, N.Y.
The Sisters of tho
Sorrowful Mother
THIRD OROI* OF *T. FRANCIS
Conduct hoiptuij. echoola. orphan-
homaa for tha aacd and ion-
valeocent. At* 14 to 30. Lack of
funda. no obatacle. Writ# to Matar
SO Morrla Avenua,Danville. Naw Jaraar. ar Vocational
Dlractraaa. Canv.nt of tha Sorrow-
ful Mother, MIS N. Teutonia Ava.
Milwaukee A Wlaconaln.
Do you feel you
have a delayed
vocation to the
HOLY PRIESTHOOD
and need Latin?
If to writ*:
St. John Baptitt Delayed
Vocation Society,
Chancery Office
74 DeGraite St.
Palerton, N. J.
TUITION: Fro*
*i
Dedicate your life to Chrltt
and Hit Blotted Mother In
helping teen-age girlt with
problems . . . become a
Sister of the
Good Shepherd
ACTIVITIBSi
•will Werk, Tuchlnt, Dietetics.
Hurtlm, Clerical Work, a»«.
Mill School recommended.
¥•9 further information write let
MOTHS ■ SUMSIOR
Marylawn
of the Oranges
South Orango
Elementary school for
girls. French taught from
grades 1 to 8, also Art,
Music and Athletic pro-
gram.
for Information call
SO 2-9222
GEORGIAN COURT
COLLEGE
Conducted by tbe Siiton ol Morey
FOUR-YIAR COURII ItAOINO TO
■A. end IS. DlORtlt
Well-Integrated program In llWei
Art*. Fine Art.. Science, Mutic. Home
Economic, Bu.inot. Admlniitrw<on
Toachor Training for Elomontary and
Secondary School., Fully Accredited.
Addre.il SISTIR SICRITARY
Oeergian Court Cellego
lokrweed. New Jereey
CALDWELL, NEW JRSEY
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited Offering A.B. ond B.S. Degree*
College of Saint Elizabeth
Founded In 1899 by the Sliteri of Charity
Convent Station, New Jersey
Never Enough Missionaries!
MISSIONARY SERVANTS
OF THE MOST HOLY TRINITY
WELCOME
PRIESTHOOD CANDIDATES
BROTHERHOOD CANDIDATES
Write Father Matthew, M.S.SS.T.
Trinity Misions, Silver Spring, Md.
Visit
St. Joseph's
Shrine
Stirling
New Jersey
I
THE FRANCISCAN FATHERS
Third Order Regular of St. Franeit
Offer to Young Men and Boy» ipeclal opportunities
to study for the Priesthood. Lack of funds no obstacle.
For further information, write to
DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONS
Franciscan Preparatory Seminary
P. O. Box 389, Hollidaysburg 6, Penna.
nmrrinmtmiimmmiimtiimiimmtmiuiMiitimmtiinnmmnnn
THE
TRINITARIAN FATHERS
offer an opportunity to young men and boys of Grammar
School and High School to become a priest or a Brother
In the Trinitarian Order. Lack of funds no Impediment.
Write toi
VOCATION DIRECTOR, O.S.S.T.
Box 5742, Baltimore 8, Maryland
Visit Beautiful GRAYMOOR
I*l9 9IURIMACI UAI9N
Sundays from June 7 through Octobor 25
BIAIOeUI M All IS 11, 11, Ili4|
CON Hill ON I 11 A.M. YO I O.AA.
Novona to St. Anthony, Sormon, Banodiction -3 p.m.
Exposition if the lltsstd Sgcromtnt otter 12:45 Man till 4 p.ai,
ORAYMOOR It 1 >lln north .f Rookik.ll, N. Y on to«t< t, mtrmm Roar Mho
loin Bridge frein Wo»t Feint. Cofeterio open Sunday!. Forking area ee§ rounds
lUII I iIAVI
Fort Authority Bui Terminol 41»t A Bth Avenue, NYC. B 45 to fill OAL
TICKITS ot WINDOW 17; Bute* leave Oroymoer at 4.15 p.m.
Tel. Wisconsin 7 5550 ■ In Nea Jersey coll MArket ] 7000 (Fublic Service)
for further Jnferasatlon writes
Fr. Ouordlon, 8.A., Oroymoor Prion, Oorrlioa I, N. Y.
Telephone! OArrlton 4-5471
Visitor'. Welcome Every Ooy os well as Pilgrimoqe Sundays
BANQUETS • BANQUETS * BANQUETS
One of Now Jersey's Finait Country Club*
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Situated on the Hamburg Tpk., Wayne
Moderate Priced Luncheon* and Dinners
Camplataly Air C*ndifi«n«d
CATUING TO
• BanquWi • Test, menial*
* Oinnors • W.Jd.n ( Ro«optio«t
® Golf Towmomooft a *««<li»g Towrnomonft, ot«.
Banquet booking* now open:
For detail* phone All 4-BSOO
Wayne Country Club
HAMBURG TPK. WAYNK
Holy Name Societies
8t Peter**, Belleville Past
presidents will be honored at the
breakfast meeting Sept. 13 after
t a.m. Mass. Plans will also be
made for participation in the an-
aual Holy Name Rally, Oct. 11
Sacred Heart, Bloomfield—The
opening Fall meeting Sept. 15
will be “Father Collis Night,” in
honor of the society moderator
Rev. Paul P. Collis has been
spiritual director since he camej
to the parish 11 years ago. The!
men will be addressed by Bish-j
op Curtis, pastor. Henry Samuels j
is chairman.
St. Theresa's, Kenilworth—The
first meeting of the Fall season
will be held at 8:30 p.m., Sept.
14, in the school cafeteria. There
will be showing of films and re-
freshments.
St, Paul's, Greenville, Jersey
City Sam Monaco, football
coach at St. Michael's High
School, Union City, will be prin-
cipal speaker at the Father and
Son sports night Sept. 14. Guests
will be members of the newly-
formed St. Paul's Grammar
School football team scheduled
to play in the CYO league.
St. Peter’s, Jersey City In-
stallatiain of officers will take
place Sept. 11. They are William
Pecherski, president. Jack Luxai,
James Mahoney and Thomas
Holleran. The society will hold
a breakfast-meeting Sept. 13. A
retreat is planned for the week-
end of Sept. 18 at Loyola House
of Retreats, Morristown.
St. John’s, Leoaia The Fall
season will open with a Com-
munion breakfast Sept. 13 at
which the speaker will be Ber-
gen County Prosecutor Guy
Calissl. Louis Georgia, president,
will outline plans for the year
with emphasis on a membership
drive.
September Selection
NEW YORK The September
selection of the Catholic Book
Club It "The Frozen Revolution,"
by Frank Gibney.
Used Catholic Riles,
Pastor Is Dismissed
LONDON (RNS)-Dr Mervyn
Stockwood, Anglican Bishop of
Southwark, has dismissed and
publicly denounced a 72-ycar-old
priest of his diocese for using
Catholic rites in parish services.
: Removed from St. Andrew's
mission church in nearby Car-
shalton was Rev. Rice Alforth
Harris, who had had charge of
the congregation 33 years. Mr.
Harris admitted being "pro-Ro-
man" but denied any intention
of becoming a Catholic. "My
message to the Church of Eng-
land for its health and happiness,
he declared, "is 'Up with the
Pope’.”
FOR NORTH AMERICAN COLLEGE: Cardinal Cushing of Boston inspects the oil
portrait of Pope John XXIII by artist Bernard Godwin (right) of New York City
which the Cardinal will personally present to the North American College in Rome
on Oct. 11, during the centennial ceremonies there. The portrait was painted at the
Vatican in a series of sittings this year.
Says Catholics ’ Race Views
Influenced by Communities
CHICAGO Catholics moving to the South tend to
take on the racial prejudices of their new communities,
delegates to the 21st annual meeting of the American Cath-
olic Sociological Society were told here.
Dr. William T. Liu, of the University of Portland
(Ore.), made thi* observation on
the basis of a survey he con-
ducted in a Tallahasse, Fla ,
parish which studied the racial
attitudes of Catholics in relation
to their religious beliefs, social
standing, and economic status.
He said education, even more
than religion, is the factor de-
termining a person's racial at-
titudes, and a higher level of ed-
ucation would thus point the way
to a general solution of the coun-
try's race problems.
Some 200 Catholic sociologists
gathered on the campus of Mun-
delein College for the meeting.
They came from Catholic col-!
leges, universities, high schools’
and social action groups from
across the country.
SISTER MARY Edward, presi-
dent of the society, suggested I
that the sociologists study dis-
j crepancies between Catholic
| ideals and actual behavior of
j Catholics, particularly in the
schools in their own commum-
; ties.
j Studies have shown, she not-
ed, that the effect of one stu-
dent's views and values upon
another is far greater in resi-
dential colleges. The young
person commuting to college,
| she said, sticks closer to the
values held by his family.
Rev. Thomas Duggan, S J , of
| St. Louis University, suggested
that colleges set up a curricula
jfor students wishing to enter the
labor movement as a career. He
noted that more than a third of
jthe nation's labor leaders since
| 1935 have been men with some
college background but that few
labor courses have been organ-,
ized on the college level in the
past 20 years.
Gordon C. Zahn of Loyola Uni
versity reported on a study of
Catholic life in Germany during
the nazi era and said that al-
though the Bishops and editors
of Catholic newspapers there op-
posed the national socialism of
Hitler's political party, they
nevertheless urged the faithful to
support the nation in the war ef-
fort He said the typical German
Catholic was not aware of the
injustice of Hitler's wars.
REV. JOHN L. Thomas. S J ,
professor of sociology at St.
Louis University and a columnist
for The Advocate and other Cath-
olic publications, was elected
president of the society. Named
presidentelect was Or. Jack
Curtis of Canisus College, Buf-
falo
The society's award for the
best published work during the
past year went to Rev Joseph
H Eichtcr. S.J.. of Loyola Uni-
versity, New Orleans, for his
sociological study of a mid-west-
ern parochial school and its rela
tions with various groups.
Calls Love of Holy Eucharist
Test of Real Spiritual Fervor
NCW(7 News Sm ite ' 7
Following is a translation of an address delivered hy Pope
John XXIII on May 28, 1959. Feast of Corptis Cbristi. The Pope
cited the mystery and efficacy of the Encharist.
Very Beloved Sons of Rome,
God is with us.
The spectacle contemplated by
Our eyes of your hearts' rejoicing
after the very great procession
and the Eucharistic benediction
marks the most,
harmonious and I
vibrant part of,
our religious
and social life
In the light]
and grace with
which we Chris-j
tians and Cath-
olics were edu-
cated, this is'
the most ex-|
pressive sentence, determining
and consecrating the intimate
unity between God and man, be
tween heaven and earth: God
is with us. The Lord of the
universe, who spread His spirit
over everything created, made
man spring forth from it as the
masterpiece and formed him in
the image of His Divine face.
It is a great thing, beloved
sons, the face of God imprinted
on everything created, made
resplendent in the human like-
nesses: the Lord, the beginning,
the Word, the Divine Word loving
man so much that He wished to
live in man's company on earth;
like a brother with brothers
"The Word was made flesh, and
dwelt among us."
AND SINCE this human nature
of ours was wounded and humili-
ated, behold. He redeemed it
with the price of His blood. He
infused it with the merits of His
sacrifice, to which He therefore
associates it, though respecting
the freedom of each man to ac-
cept or refuse the benefit and the
honor of it.
Rut the eulmination of the
"God Is With l's" is the Sac-
rament of the Body and Blood
of Christ, with which resounds
the solemnity that has brought
us together and which spiritual-
ly brings the Catholics of the
world together with us.
In the Corpus Domini there is
not only a reminder of the Son
of God as the Creator and our
Redeemer and brother, hut there
is a reminder of Jesus by virtue
of the great Eucharistic mystery
that has become the most pre-
cious spiritual food of human life
0! Sing, sing, Thomas Aquinas,
great doctor and our prophet.
Yes, this is-the bread of the an-
gels which has become the food
of wayfarers, this is the bread
of the sons.
THE RICHNESS of the church-
es dedicated throughout the
world to the glory of the I-ord
Is truly magnificent Especially
impressive is the Eucharistic cult
penetrating hearts with so much
gentleness.
But what counts more in the
service of the good Christian
community, and is like a ther-
mometer of real spiritual fer-
vor, Is the love of Jesus in His
sacrament, the familiarity with
the tabernacle, the gracious
company ready to console the
mysterious and beneficient soli-
tude.
Observing the good and care-
fully prepared manifestations of-
fered to the eyes here and there
—particularly this great one to-
day—it is pleasing to record rath-
er an increase of fervor around
the Eucharistic cult, and an in-
tensification of it. especially in
the institutions where education
and training are given for the re-
ligious apostolate.
This is a great motive for edi-
fication, in recalling the pastoral
solicitude of the Holy Father
Pius X, the visit of whose body
to the Venetian region resulted in
a happy wave of sacred and en-
couraging memories.
OCR SPIRIT, more intent on
seeking motives of encourage-
ment than on emphasizing the
distressing ones, constantly 1
tnanks the Lord so that He may
continue to give indubitable signs
of heavenly protection over the
entire Church.
In this flow of the devout and
pious crowd in an act of hom-
age to the Corpus Domini, how
ran one not regard a Eucharis-
tic procession as a compen-
dium of the Church's history,
which we like to admire as a
pilgrimage through the cen-
turies? |
It is true that a pilgrimage Is
not always a triumph, as if the
Church, because she has over-j
come so many enemies in the
past, feels herself victorious over
today's. She is also certain of be-
coming victorious aver the ene- 1
mios of today, but she trusts
everything to the unfailing help
of her founder and continues her
peaceful fight and sanctifies her
sufferings
This Eucharistic procession
from the Aracoeli to the Colos-
seum recalls the first gesture of
a Pope's carrying the Blessed
Sacrament in procession on the
Keast of the Corpus Domini. It
was Pope Nicholas V—Tommaso
Parentucelli—who in the first
year of his pontificate, on June 8,
1447, introduced this custom,
himself carrying the holy
monstrance in his own hands and
walking in the procession—ac-
companied by the Cardinals,
Archbishops, Bishops and by the
entire Roman clergy—from St.
Peter's to the gate of the castle,
which was one of the seven clos-
ed gates of Rome.
Nicholas V, who opened the
way to the Christian Renaissance
in Italy, was a great Pope. He
moderated and corrected the
dangerous and harmful devia-
tions of the pagan Renaissance.
The next year he commemorat-
ed the celebration of the Corpus
Domini at the Lateran with a
scries of riles and honors to the
Rlessed Sacrament with which
the five-century history of the
Roman pontificate—from 1448 to
our time—is sprinkled.
MOST BELOVED sons of
Rome! The memories of the past
awaken the fervent emulations of
the present. We are all always
on the way, along the way pre-
pared by the good providence of
the Lord for him who proceeds
with faith and humility in seek-
ing the reign of Christ, in seek-
ing His precious and often unex-
pected blessings. We have faith
In Christ.
Thl* moving ftrtmiwy which
hold* oar heart* la eialUtiM
and hear* the teal of the great
Messing of Chrtat la the sacra-
meat end* at thl* maje*tie
Arch of ContUatlae, the he*t
preserved of the aaeleat mono*
menu of Rome.
Here we have close to u* tha
most solemn memories of tha
battles for the faith in Christ,
consisting of tears, of persecu-
lions and of blood, of which tha
Colosseum was the theater and
the witness; and here under tha
I arch which is a complete poem,
(is) the triumph of the Cross,
well-assured for Christian civlll-
ration. From the fourth century
it made a decisive and bold start
for the affirmation of the truth
and of the freedom of Christ and
of His Church in the world.
hurharintic Prayer
O BLESSED. Adored a'nd Holy
Jesus! Accept from the throne of
Ycur Eucharistic dwelling, from
the mystery of Your great sacra-
ment, the homage of Your sons
of Rome, the homage of all tha
sons of the Catholic Church.
Bless this city, bless all the class-
es which form it on the threefold
religious, civic and social hori-
zon, as You wish it to be in Your
providential arrangement*.
Behold! According to the
words of Ptalm IS: “May we
shout for Joy at year victory.”
Preserve In all of us the triple
gift of unity, liberty and peace.
Preserve It for the happine**
and for the prosperity of the
whole world.
To You. Eucharistic Jesus, we
1 raise again and always our
| hearts, our arms, our flags Be
then light, gentleness and bless-
ings for all. Your Blessed Moth-
er, whom You left to us as our
Mother, joins u* in the invoca-
I bon and in the song.
Open Theology
School at Newton
NEWTON A school of theol-
ogy for adult laymen will open
to the public at St. Paul's Abbey
this Fall, Abbot Charles V. Corn-
ton, O S B, has announced.
A series of 25 lectures on dog-
matic theology will be given by
Rev. Gerard G. Carlurno. O S B,
The course, based on Father
Gerard's "Theology: The Full-
ness of Reality in Focus," will be
adapted to those who have ha I
no previous formal training ‘n
philosophy. Non-Catholics inter-
ested in a rational exposition of
the t atholic Faith are welcoma
to attend.
Classes Will be held at the ab-
bey 8 to 9 p.m. on Tuesdays and
begin Oct. 6.
Due to the nature of the coursa
the class will have to he limited
in sire and early registration is
advised Further information ran
hr- obtained from Father Gerard
*1 St. Paul's Abbey, Newton.
Make Pilgrimage
ALTOETTING, Germany (RNS)
This famous shrine and pil-
grimage center in Bavaria wu
the scene of a two-day inter-
national pilgrimage of deaf-
mutes.
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CLASSIFIED
Deadline for Classified Ads Monday 12 Noon
HELP WANTED
Reside
Board!
GIRL 21-OS Sleep In. Light houwwork
Caro for email children. Catholic Inail
tut Ion. CH 5-2002.
oUe girl's school. To live In. Send re
E»
and references to National Food
■semen t Sendee. 45-31 Court
ire. Long Island City. New York
Ladies earn 23
r
V Commission for self,
sodality, or church. Silk vlnsl missal
covers designed and Introduced at So-
dality Congress Set on Hall. Easily
sold SI. Call eves. OK 4*122
Bderlr woman looking for nice home,
ears for working mothers children; also
gome light duties in exchange for room
and board Call CR 3-8831.
POSITION WANTED
Woman, colored, experienced cook and
keoaMßtser; for rectory or convent
Live in with son. 9; aome salary Ex-
cellent references. IVanhoe 3 9037.
MUSICAL INSTRUCTIONS
S.
Clarinet. Flute Instruction In your
ae or at my Studio. BS . ¥A.
umbia University. PI *3403.
REALTORS
Sru are thinking of buying or selling
HOWELL S COGAN
Realtor lmuror
803 Broad St.. Bloomfield. N. 2.
Pilgrim *2734
BUY NOW
SELL OR TRADE
INVESTIGATE OUR
TRADE-IN PLAN
We will list your house for sale, or
consider buying it. If you purchsae an-
other house through our office. Let
ua know your requlrementa Evenings
and Holidays call Mrs. Kelly WE *3822.
Mr. Gallagher NU 2 3979
STANLEY JOHNSON
M Hull Btract NVtltr 9*ooo
Residential Rale* Itpectallst*
McCANN - WEBBE
In The Pink Brlrk Ranch
M E. Ridgewood Ave.« Ridgewood. K. 2.
OLivcr 2*0883
OPEN WEEKENDS
FREE!
BOOKLETI
ON THE TAYLOR
HOME TRADE-IN
PLAN
A Comp lata Individual Plan for
Tfca Homa-Ownar. II You'ra Buj-'
Ut M A HOMS or Balinj A Homo.
Thlt Croat PUn Will Do Both
Joba for You.
rttona or writa for fraa bookat
FRANK H. TAYLOR t SON
(Nota ririt Namai
Tradaln Dt»'L
*3 80. HARJUSON.N 6T.
RIDGEWOOD
RIDGEWOOD AND VICINITY
WE C ODDLE Oirror-TDWNEm:X lfT-OF-TOWNER*
BERGEN COUNTY
cmT AND VICINITY—THOU-_ Of CONTENTED HOME OWN
ARE OUR GREATEST ASSET.
CrT OCR EXPERIENCE GUIDE YOU
—OUR REPUTATION ASSURE YOU.
Alexander Summer Cos.
COIfM 1-91 M
W Kinderkemerk Ro*d. OredelL N. J
OR A DEI.L BRANCH
Oho Ev«nln*! end Weekend!.
FOR SALK
Rasa M»#r uwd tall HO. U.l J U]
Othara. at. Vacuum UO Elactrolui
US. Wool llookcd Ruaa-rullaa a MM
APARTMINT TO LIT
EAST ORANGE. N. J.
RELIGIOUS GOODS
RELIGIOUS ARTKh.ES
THE MIRACLE SHOP
314 Rldn Road. Lyndhurat
lopp. Rita Thf.tr.)
Dally I to ) - I l« I
WEb.Ur 3-4343
MADONNA GIFT SHOP
114 Broadway. Pataraon. N. J.
MUlharry 44914
Domaatlc Import ad
Booka ol All CathaUa PublUhm
• Hummal Oriilnala
• OraaUai Carda
• Marta Claary • Rohart Claary
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE I
BLOOMFIELD
ST. THOMAS PARISH
1 BLOCK BROOKDALE PARK
In apple pie order, authentic Colonial
dlnina room, modem actence kitchen
ape cioua living room. TV room, full
to delight the hauafrau. nook, powder
room. 3 lane bedroom* with amplecloaet
apace. Tiled modern bath, atall
ahower. automatic heat, nice lawn, l
car fßrake. 2 blocka buaea NY. Pater
•on. Newark Moat Important of all.
!. r*L_ f,nancln * available for e.ecu-
Uve Price *22.300 Taaea onlr Mn
BERNARD WERBEI, REALTOR
M3 Blfd. An . Bioomfi.ld. PI asus
KENILWORTH
HERE IT ISI
A sl«.nno Ilrimlni »hii» bmnlM
Convenient to St. Thereia't
huaeea. chopping and public achoola 4
rooma now. future expanaion available,
tiled bath, automatic oil heat, comer
IT'S REALLY WORTH SEEING
G. E. HOWLAND BR 6 5900
l.t EASTMAN STREET. r* ANrOAn
97-FOOT LAKE FRONT
round ranch S rear*
old. Uvtnc room fireplace; full cellar,
hot water oil heat, needi aoma re
pair. Owner must aell. lijjon
MARGARET MERNER
OXBOW TJ4OI. Evea OXBOW 7*701
ORANGE
BRICK * FRAME
Beautiful neighborhood »l» rmma. 11l
hatha. 4 hedrooma. 1 rar aaraae Naw
kltrhan wtlh dlahwaaher. 2 erraened
porrhea In rear. Complete atom A
arraaa aaah Near Raton Mail: Our Lady
of Valley; Rt. Vanantlua: Mary Lawn.
Barred Heart. Phone. OR IATM.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
ARPUANCES
"REPAIRS'
RADIOS HI-FI
TOASTERS IRONS
BROILERS
And All Household D*ctiicnJ
Appliance* «| Low Pric*a
AMHERST
I APPLIANCE 4 SUPPLY CO.
«*» ctvnuL *viNin
OE.n*. »T*3» EA«T ORANOI
SAFES
NEW AND USED SAFES
ALL TYPE
Vaulta nouttat. Sold and tenalrod
Interiors mad* to eooctitceUona.
AU kind* of fireproof equipment foi
Institutions. Industry. Residence
MArrCY'S KEY SHOP teat. 19101
11T9 E- Grand St .. EluabeUu N. J.
D. 1-1901
KXTERMINATOR
CUNNINGHAM OCTCKMIN A TING
A Guaranteed Paat Control Service
Newark. N. J. Dew Hitt
PLUMBING—HEATINO
STEFAN ELLI BROTHERS
iTUMrrrrmo and on. ai'iscm
Plumhlnf lleatlnc and Electrical eon- 1
tractors. 410 Oranja St. Newark. NJ.
HU 3 IMI
UICHXIt
-
T Ha UUtnw an NT TOIc:
M.UHBINO AND HEATING
Ml WILLIAM »T. NEWARK 1
ma Alter
APARTMENT TO LET
NOW LEASING FOR
JANUARY OCCUPANCY
44 SOUTH MUNN AVE.
Luaurtou* n*w a. 4, and a room uartmali . . . COMPLETELY AIR-
f.C^L,.IT 10NE '’ NEWEST GENERAL ELECTRIC IN IT* WITH INDI
VTOUAL ROOM CONTROL* . . . Allelactrlc kitchen* with built-in o*#n.
counter lop l*n*>. 11 cu. ft. rofrtperator* with top Ineur. dl*hwe*her
<»U >» colocl . modem hlch opecd elevator* 106'\ PARKING. AMPLE
Mill PARKING AREAS; COVERED PARKING FACILITIES IT additional.
S ROOMS (1 Bedroom! ||»
4 ROOMS 11 Bedroom) 41*5
5 ROOM* l* Bedroom*. S Bathi> *>**
RENTAL OFFICE ON PREMISES
ORANGE
“ A M T ° ’ r “ ° <CL ' :DO< 2v£i:ro&'s o* 4A«a
DOICTIONIi Out Central •««., (o South Munn •»«, turn rtfkt U sH.
HOME AND SUPPLY
FOR
INFORMATION
CALL
MA 4-0700
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
ESTAIIISHED I*ls
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
EOR CHURCHES, SCHOOLS
AND INSTITUTIONS
AR Typ. R«U»t*
MS NEW POINT ROAD
IT S-1700 ELIZARITH. N. J
CRAFT
DECORATORS
INC
CUSTOM OI»»t»T
manutac»um»s
lo< **>r
MOM| - COMMOCIAt
INSTITUTION
UN 4-6020
s«i«inq All Na>l*> J»’»i
FRFE ESTIMATES
ROOFING 4 SIDING
Gi**rM iMitfM 4 ft (pm % Alum
Wmi)o«* Oattt A Jaiovt'M
Can
Hackensack Roofing Cos
111 MA<N IT HU f 10)0
Ail WOftK GUAft AN T| | O
MARKET
MAINTENANCE CO.,
INC.
Exterminating Contractor!
Window Cleaning
Floor Waxing
Complete Janitorial Service
CNURCHI! SCHOOL!
HOSPITAL! INDUSTRIAL
M 9 CrtllnchvyMn Ay. Nwk 11. NJ.
JosephH.Browne
Company ,
l»04 - OUR SJrti TUI - l»J»
Institutional
Cleaning Supplies
ASM CANS • MATS • SOAP
POLISH • S ROOMS • SRUSHCS
WAX • SPONOtS • PAILS
• Tourt papjr
• MOPPINO (OUIPMIHT
PAPIR • PAPII TOWni • CUPS
278 Wayaa Straat
Janay City, N. J.
Mtn4«r*aa 2-4478
WESTINGHOUSE
NEW VACUUM CLEANER
ON WHEELS
• ft T* AM G(J A BANTU
99
E-Z
TEMIS
-ALSO ON SALI (ALL NCWI-
-ORIB.
4r
TWO-BRUSH
FLOOR
POLISHER
WITH • ATTACHMIHTS
M»ov*r Compilation (Curf«nl No. 14)
O. I. Swivol Top
Uwyt-Ori* 19 05 -
Rofin« Floor PolitKor (Froo Oift)
WKito Sowing Mochino—Orig. 10 03
"Fokvlouft" Kingiton No. 4423
Moovy Duty "Cydo" Floor Mochino
$42 50
10. Of
30 Of
33 SI
33 33
140 03
220.03
Hurry! Hurry!!!
CALL NOW • CALL COLLECT
24 HOURS A DAT EVERY DAY
Ml 2-7960
FREE HOME TRIAL • Let u* bring thia machine
to your home to we and try. No coat, no obligation.
Froo delivery anywhere within 60 milea.
VACUUM 726 SpringfeU
UEm STORKS, Ik. Aw., thwmk
WMNMMfWAaMWPMMMtMIMMMMMM
rIPETRO
p UEL OIL and BURNER SERVICE
M HEAT AND
TREE T I
uo /
FatMoncbl* luburbin Ilyina find! eiaretßlen it t«v«ly Lenevlew Mara
In a arattlaa lecatien In chermlna Harrln«ten Park, la H»a ultimata in envim*.
mmnt and canvanlanca damandad by tha dlicarnln# heme awnar Nearby aramadarn scheelß. all hauaaa af werahle. Bheaeine cantata. • mart cavntry riuba• 18-wtlnvta commutlna ta Haw Yark la available via bua direct Iran
"na arena rtv.
B
•THE LEXINGTON" 2.<TORY COLONIAL
Authentic colonial design with 7 large rooma
. . . 2H batha . . .
foyer entrance . . . large finished family room . . . S twin site bed.
rooms . . . Tear garaga . . . plaster walls poured concrete foundation
hot water heat . . . complete Kitchen. With
rabineta and appliance, creeled by dswtgnwn.
Priced at |»,Mi
Ck»k» tl * Otfccr Dnliixtiv. C.I*.M •«. C.at.a.p.r.rr 1.1.i Uni
*••«* • ■ c»e .. mi M.e.l. ,
priced from >29,990 TO >38.5009 ' anca Ca. af America
Our lady of Victories Catholic Church and School nearby
Co-Operating Builder
With Kitlok Trade-in
Plan
cvmgjmGw
AT HARRINGTON PARK, N. J.
IN THI COUNTRY CLUB SECTION OP BIKOKN C<
** MILI9 (!• MIMUYIB DRIVING YUARt
PROM TNR ORORGR WAININ9TM ||]h!
5 EXHIBIT HOMES OPEN DAIIV A WEEKENDS
REALTY ASSOCIATES. INC.
Bale. Con.ult.nta
„..
OREENBAUM BROS., PATBRSON,
CLeeUr 5-5291 JT ZZSLSLSV?' »»■»'
er DArta TUN t£.
N. J.
Runch to Be Featured at Cedar View Heights
SPARTA (PFS) An over-
•ired 5 1/2-room ranch will be
featured at the late September
cpenta* of Cedar View Height*,
*n 80-home tract in Sparta.
This model features two twin-
sized bedrooms with slidinf door
closets, full size den or thinf
bedroom, and a 22-foot living
room with picture window. Its
kitchen faces the front and boasts
a wall oven, counter top range
and dinette area. Other high-
lights include a tiled entrance
vestibule, tiled bath with sliding
door medicine cabinet, center
hall and full basement.
A breezeway or garage, or
both, may be included at the
(buyer's option.
Snnrise Has
Sales Gains
j FORKED RIVER (PFS) - The
| boom in summer and year-round
homes at the Jersey shore is
strongly underlined by the lat-
est sales and construction report
(issued by Sunrise Beach on Route
(9 in Forked River on Barncgat
| Bay.
| Since July 1, 64 sales of wood-
land and waterfront lagoon prop-
erties have been recorded at the
tract. Since early in the year.
21' new homes have been con-
structed and delivered, and 11
additional houses are under con-
struction for delivery by Nov. 15.
j Sunrise Beach accenting
boating, swimming and fishing
| is now the center of a gay
and active summer colony. Ap-
proximately 100 families spend
the summer here. A number of
these families are utilizing their
homes the year round.
AT LONGVIEW - Colonial two-story furnished Lexington
model open for inspection at Longview-at-Harrington
Park, 113-house luxury community being developed at
another Harmer Project on Lafayette Ave. off Schraalon-
burgh and Knickerbocker Roads, Harrington Park. Har-
old Kramer and Vincent Cucchiara are developing the
tract for which Beir Higgins Realty Associates Inc. serves
as exclusive sales agent. The Lexington is priced at
$22,990.
Visitors Invited to Attend
Clear View Luke ‘Open House’
HAMPTON TOWNSHIP (PKS)
"Open House" is announced
for this weekend at Clear View
Lake, Hampton Township near
Newton. Visitor! arc invited to
"browse around,” picnic, use the
beach and playground facilities,
rowboat or fish, and to otherwise
enjoy themselves.
Bring the entire family," In-
invites Mr. Tooley, develop-
er. “There's plenty of enjoyment
for everyone for the kids,
and for Dad and Mom too.”
A second choice section has
just been opened at Clear View
Lake —with desirable lakeside
and hillside lots available. Huge-
sized estates are available for
only $5 a month.
ST. JOHN wrote the fourth
Gospel primarily In proof of the
divinity of Christ.
September 11, I*3* THE ADVOCATE 15
H«r« la a well planned. carefully designed community whose
distinctive appearance la controlled by local ordinancea . . .
LOCATED IN SAINT JAMES' PARISH, RED BANK.
ONE OE THE FEW PARISHES WITH ITS OWN
PAROCHIAL GRAMMAR AND HIGH SCHOOL
DEL BRIER ESTATES
Ret in the serenity of exclusive New Shrewsbury, Just minutea
from Red Rank, the new Ramberger’s shorrlng center and only
4D minutea from Newark.
7 DIFFERENT MODELS
MINIMUM HALF-ACRE PLOTS
from
$21,990
20% Down 25-Year Mortgages
Ranches, split levels, colonials. 3 and 4 bedrooms. 1 and 2V*
baths, gas fired hot water heat, full dining rooms, center hall
entrances, fireplace, etc.
SYCAMORE AVE.. NEW SHREWSBURY
Garden State Parkway to Exit 100. left to Hknce Avs . right
on Hance to Sycamore Ave.. then right to models. Open every
day. 10 A M to dark. SH 1-M93.
fWATERFRONT HOME SITES
fiE' '**»* .H0.,, lagoon paradise
jON fiARNEGAT BA' l
* "Ltt nm or NUT H.UUKT
YOUR BOAT
IN YOUR BACKYARD
OIRICTIONtI Cardan Stata Rkway.
'• ■ XJ T »ll PROCIID STRAIGHT
AHIAD; Fallow Rt. s<» and alana la
Rad Llan Tavarn Turn LIFT ta Ray
Oabarnaallla. trick Tawnahla.
r renrr rti***^
2 SALTWATER POOLS
PRIVATE SANDY BEACH
CHOICE LAGOON
BUILDING LOTS
$lBOO
• BOATING
• SWIMMING'
• FISHING
• CRABBING
• MARINE BASIN
S« Model Homos
Oaan Dally IS A-M. til Dark
Telephone
TWinbrook 2 5100
SUNRISE BEAOII
Invites
you
BARNEGAT BAY
To Enjoy the Freth Soil Tong of
the Open Sea . . . The Seen! of
Pine
... A Vacation Home for
Happy Summer Activities tuch at
Boating, Swimming, Fishing and
a Haven for Eventual Year-Round
or Retirement Living.
75 FT. WIDE WATERFRONT
LAGOON LOTS
LARGE WOODLAND LOTS
$l5O DOWN $l5 MO.
2 and 3 BEDROOM
RANCH HOMES
Finished Hornet
SOLID YEAR-ROUND CONSTRUCTION
Summer Rentals Available
SHELLS from *2,645 Open 8 'til Dark
It:9, F. o.lex in Ferked liver, N. J. MY. 5-3921
DIRECTIONS: Gerden State Pkwy. to forked River Exit Noi 74.
turn left it end ol exit end go 2 miles to blinker et RL 9. turn
left, on Rt. 9. go H mile to Sunrise Beech. OR: From Toms
River, South on Rt. 9, go 9Vi miles to Sunrise Beech. J
TITLE INSURANCE
THHOIGHOIT KKW JKHSKY
NewJerseyRealty
TITLE INSURANCE CO.
NEWARK
TRENTON • HACKENSACK
NEW BRUNSWICK • FREEHOLD
Old Tappan Hills
84 FOOT - 7 ROOM COLONIAL RANCH
on estate sized plots 175 x 144 or larger If desired
*28,500
also Split Levels from $24,500 and Cape Cods from $21,500
all homes on minimum plots 175 x 144
■ .WW* 11 ,' ’ ”■**•l Enter Inte the bright, cheery
center 'oyer entrance and
inta luxury roominess not
utually found In ranches la
thii price data. The large
living room hax a huge pic-
ture window overlooking the
rear yard offering complete
privacy with a built-in view.
Full dining room, extra large
kitchen with brunch area. 3
generous aixe bedrooma, X
full baths. (Master Bedroom
Is 13' x 13' and has a private
full bath —of course), fin-
ished recreation and enter-
tainment room with rear exit
to garden. 2-Cadillae garage,
. gas fire heat.
Furnished by: "RONALD'S OF TEANECK"
T** 1 ” 0w T *”*" M • ,,, •• • •• n—two
,/ « Mil » From St. Pius X Church
Li■~P
Forest B Westwood Aves.
Old Tappan (Bergen Cos.)
New Jersey
ph “- NOrth 6-0744
a/
-m h o
*
- "*r,h "
L.r.r.n, a.. N.rnwtw e.ra, teMinu. n L.i.r.it. ■<
-S. Sure .... t. W., (TO . A„ >.* t.
,
EvWHOME
/ A CASTLE! P*
BUY
NOW!
ONLY 8
3 or 4 BEDROOM SPLIT LEVELSLEFT
Alr-Condltlonod*Ul Blavatlona To Chooao Prom
*lB 900
'
Lots ore Half
,
wRHHw j . TA*.v Acre or more
...
Mll v Red Cedar Shinglee
Y- I *° ,h>
Y Full Baitm.nts J 1
Y Fully Iniulal.d
Y Weather Stripping
Y Built-In Wall Ovens
Y Counter-Top Range st~f|T3
l V White A.h Kitchen Cabinets 'fll
Y Open Balconies , Akl
L .. V Bock intrance /2/
I A, Welkief dlwcu.ce le frequent But eed Train'
direa I. Nn,.,t end New Tech.
} SHERWOOD FOREST
MOOILf Of in daily and wiikindi <3
-r
la TN H»«ri
Ya*.
EASY TERMS
DSMCTtOWI Hi
tala* ITT. «*• I
-OUAUTT CONTVOiUO CONJT*UCTK>M~
TOU ASKED FOR IT!
for Vacation & Year Round Homesites
ALL ON OR NEAR THE LAKE
CLEM? view
LAKE
IN BEAUTIFUL SUSSEX COUNTY
IN HAMPTON TOWNSHIP
NEAR NEWTON, NEW JERSEY
Ranch typo 4 room* end
both. Includes carport,
plumbing and electrical
f'M»u f aluminum sliding
orindowi. Modorn kitchen,
built m wall cabinets.
Compl*f»|y cut tom built.
Not O "IKOIP or "pro.
fob". RUUD NC'V OR
LATfll
s RMIRINCiS:
Nowton CKambor
Commerce and Central
Home Truit Cos., Ilito-
beth, N. J.
4-ROOMS Custom-Built
FULI $ 2995 EASYPRICE TERMS
THIS■ COUPON
WORTH
reward* purchase
of plot If presented
•• Lake weekdays
nlyl
MR
• PRIVATE SAND BEACHES
• WOODED WONDERLAND
• SHOPPING, THEATRES
• YEAR ROUND SPORTS
• Growing Planned Community
• HEALTHFUL! 1200 FEET
ABOVE SEA LEVEL
Our Lady Queen of Poace
Church only 2 minutes away.
HOW TO GET THERE:
FROM NEWARK: Central Ave.
to Rte. 10 to Dover turn right
to Rte. 15 thru Sparto into
Augusta. Past the Ideal
Guermey Forms, then follow
signs to Clear View Lake.
WRITE FOR FREE IIIUSTRAIfO BROCHUR
OPEN DAILY AND WEEKENDS
9 TO 9
Clear View lake
2327 Boulevard. Jertey City.
Phene Hinder,on 2-JlOO
Ploote tend me vevr brochure with description
***** m** ** Cleer Wiev Leke. I understand seat'MI put! m.
m,
NAMt
AOOSISS
CITY
E SEE and you’ll agree
your dollars
buy more at
rigadooH
Final Section
Undor Conitrvttion—
S*r«r«l Hmh Rood, fi
lonnoWiote Occw*oacy.
60-FT. colonial
SPLIT LEVEL HOMES
with avar 1100 iq »».
•I Living Sftci
FRICID FROM
*18,990
F.M.A. and Conventional
Marlg.gaa AvailaWa
MOOEL NOME ITU
MILT All SUNDAYS
MIDDLETOWN, N. J.
1 lit IOOMS, IV4 MINI - TIDE CUTE* MIL
fANELED DEN OFF lITINIIOOM. MUSE PANOKAMIC IOW WINDOW
—OVEISIZED CADACE—irt2S' COYEREI PORCH FHli USE
MENT-PIOTS IZYiny DEEP AND UKEI
**tra lavatory nine* kitch.n with bullt-ta ava*
AAd eounur-top nnjt blrrh cabmata with formUa work
••wntDfD faa flrod HOT WAT» MEAT . . . fully laaulatad.
wtaihtralrtppvd *on«tru«: »o
woUri And fxet il*nt transport*
advaolaiaa of the .'vrtvv ahora •
Oarden ttiala Ptrktir and Haul*
«urb« art la and paid far
hr rural area of Mlddlatowa.
naw. mod am aahoola. ohaawoaf
Hod To# fazaoua raeraatloaai
• onlf mloutaa avay from lha23 All utllltlaa. «ity wat m aod
DPISCTIOMi: Oa.’Jtfl EtaU Park wav __
*lll, koto rl«hl on Hoot# » • mil./.; Wu loti ot Hta Moo
omit R 4 lot r*o •hopolsq unnii PfOMoO la Konoood Drive
nan
CO.XL J. J. HARRIGAN PArkway I*7loo
16 THE ADVOCATE September 3,1W»
NEWLY AIR-COOLED
Fall Gardening Special!
HARDY AZALEAS
OPEN MONDAYS TIL 9 PJL
Tm. A Wed. 'til 5:30 P.M.
There. & Fri. until9:30 P.M.
Saterday 'til * P.M.
Closed Sundayil
Main at Temple, Hackensack, N. J.
49c tech
New Jersey's favorite! Well-proportioned plant*
that make beautiful showpiece* for lawn or
garden. Ready for fall planting.
##§ i#
§
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SWEET PFAS
OH
no, 10'
V-8 JUICE I 7 5 C
Martinson's COFftt n. OI . 35*
ti, PUHtn SPMM>
Strained Jat ■ |5 C
pjjjj Specially SelectedQuality Produce
heihz un w°
D
SCOTT TOVIBS
dog food
FAB
f
junior Jar
Vfhlle or
color*
Ken l
*°"°n
15c off
l al
10 §5,
6“75
LA 35'
6 ft 89'
95king
size box
30'
ll
pkg m
Grocery pric«»
•"
, hro Saturday,
>«P
,
-
Other price* •
H
..
TOP QUALITY MEATS
37 year* famou* in North Jersey for the finest meats lowest pricosi
SVJV^
Ey
Call ham style
FRESH PORK
SHOULDER
Patrick Cudahy Sweet Apple Smoked
SLICED BACON
»*t Branu
ALL BEEF FRANKS lb. c m
#####
Shop Packard's Choice Seafood Selections for: mussels,
, thrimp, lobster, soft shell crabs, langostinos, chowder,
•teamer and little neck clams, smoked whiteflsh, lobster
tails, fishsticks and a host of others.
SH&te.
Whole,
Red-Ripe
Watermelons
Boiling-size
YELLOW ONIONS
Locally-grown, tender
STRINGLESS BEANS
3 -10
2 ‘ 25'
Wo carry a full lino of produce specialties Including: garlic buds,
French shallots, artichokes, white radishes, basil, mint, coconuts,
imported Italian onions, Italian parsley, Persian melons,
Swiss chard, kholrabi, butternut, acorn, zuccini squash,
celery cabbage, fresh leek, plum tomatoes, collard
greens, okra, black-eye peas, red bananas
and a host of othersl
Oven-Fresh Baked
Goods
' JVC
- ingredient,
to g.v
Made w
ith the lines*
ive them
the
Melt-away
l, homemade Hovorl
COFFEE
RING
sii4-. - M-..r*V r u
55 c
RUh Y-* «
A breakfast ♦«£ o^d ness. *°PP« and
baked .0 a ®oW*"
®
a
»atin-smooth icing
dutchB»nw«w
Assorted BUTTERCOO
SPICE CUP
FINE DAIRY PRODUCTS
Only the finest quality the lowest possible prices
Packed fresh dally by P/0 imported Italian
Grated ROMANO or PARMESAN
Finest quality, domestic sold by the piece
Rindless SWISS CHEESE
Made with full cream Wisconsin State
MUENSTER CHEESE
DELICATESSEN
Fancy Sliced BOILED HAM
Imported GERMAN SALAMI
Italian Genoa or Hard Salami
(Oerman Worsts of all klndsl)
ea
ib 69c
>B9
doz 48
JL
Farm-froth, Grade "A
PULLET
7
4-oz.
bag
49
45lb.
WHITE EGGS
2 65
39
